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Metamorphosis

(n.) a change of form or structure; transformation, as of a caterpillar into a butterfly.

In the days since the Class of 1997 has arrived at Chelmsford High School, we as students have gone through many changes. We have grown as individuals and as a class. We have adapted to change, coped with loss, and discovered new ways to learn from each other. We have matured, sometimes painfully, but always with grace.

High school is just one of many stages in our lives; there will be more before we are done. Here at Chelmsford High, however, we have learned to take life as it comes, greeting new opportunities with enthusiasm and hope for the future. We thank all of the teachers, parents, administration and other staff who have aided us throughout our development. And as we leave, we wish each other the best possible futures full of positive change and transformation for good.
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"...abyss and discovery and irremediable metamorphosis, separated me from the day before..."

-Colette
Arabian Nights

As dusk settled on a rainy May 11, 1996, members of the class of 1997 and their dates pulled into the parking lots of Chelmsford High. They followed the lantern-lit walkway into the reception hall, where a bazaar had been set up with refreshments. Passing through the curtained doorway, they found themselves immersed in a desert scene, complete with sandy path and fountain. This lead to the dance hall, where a D.J. stood eager to take requests. The gathering consisted of only a few, but that did not mean there was an absence of fun. On the contrary, by the time eleven o'clock rolled around, everyone was sad to see that the evening had come to a close. As they piled back into their cars, they took the magic of the night with them in their hearts, and would not soon forget it. They had, for the first time, come together as a class. And as they made their ways back home, they felt, for once, a sense of unity.

Watch out, everyone--Tanya has arrived!

Kerry works on decorations.

...A gallery of smiles...

Betty and Melissa bond while this group smiles at the camera.
Class of 1997 Reps.--thanks for the magical evening!

Lauren strikes a pose while these two have a screaming match.

Jen and Laura wait for “Paradise by the Dashboard Light”.

A couple dances the night away as friends have fun.
Only smiles abound at the Junior Cotillion.

These two cuties live it up on the dance floor.

This trio doesn’t let the absence of dates get them down.

This crew is sitting pretty at the sultan’s.

“We’re having so much fun!”
The wonder of the night engulfs these two

Chris and Matt ponder the meaning of...metamorphosis!

“Folks lining up outside just to get down!”

Kristen and Mark enter the desert paradise.

These girls prove that nothing is better than friendship.
Let's Relax...

School had started, and with it, the stresses and worries which only a student of CHS can understand. On the night of October 12, 1996, the students of CHS breathed a collective sigh of relief and forgot school, if only for a few hours. There was a feeling of joy and fun in the air which, though hazed the months between, we still cannot forget.

You've got to feel the music.

Men are from Mars....

...Women from Venus.

No dates, guys?
Run for your lives!!!

Erik and Hilary are quite a striping pair.

Tired, or just posing?

Rachel is swept off her feet.

Jess and Jen entice the cameraman to buy a glass of soda.

Five future Ringling Bros. acrobats.

Erik and Hilary are quite a striping pair.
Halloween Dance

October the 26th was a chill and uncommonly calm night. That soon changed as monsters, fairies, and (worst of all) Disney characters descended from the four corners of Chelmsford to cavort in unholy ritual. This was a night of true metamorphosis, when the Class of 1997 transformed into all manner of bizarre and disturbing creatures.

I haven't a Clue about this group.

True loves Raggedy Ann and Andy.

Shirely is getting too old for these things.

Liz throws off her ruby slippers and gets down.

Jeff and Stacy go together like salt and pepper.
A sea of chaotic energy.

Creature closeup

Chivalry lives on, as do strangely attired court jesters.

Laura, Nicole, and Kathy – they’re no angels.

A conga line in the E.R.

Next time, put your makeup on in front of a mirror.
The cast of Scooby Doo, sans Mystery Mobile

Elmo & Pooh: World-class tag-team wrestlers.

Jane Fonda never looked so good...

...nor Mr. Potatohead.

Chris doesn't mind the position he's in...

It's girls' night out.
Jim — The Croonin’ Cow.

That horse is mighty well shod.

Fairy dust, anyone?

The stunt doubles for Gilligan’s Island.

Andy, what would Raggedy Ann say?

One of the several ghouls of CHS!
The Highest Evolution

In these pages we find those of us who have grown the most in their school careers. They are our representatives and we could ask for no finer. They truly are superlative.

Shortest Girl
Criss Wilson

Shortest Boy
Doug Welch

Tallest Girl
Erica Temple

Tallest Boy
Christian Erhartic

Cutest
Jarrett Fay and Rachel Taylor
Biggest Flirts
Jacqui Smith and Andy Locapo

Most Athletic
Brendan Trainor and Liz Keane

Most Class Spirit
Rachel O’Reilly and Doug Welch

Most Likely to Be a Used Car Salesman
Jon Steiman
Most Musical
Karen Bell and Matt Crawford

Most Talkative
Jess Fielding and Aaron Kelber

Most Likely to Succeed
Carolyn Bleck and Pranav Anand
Most Artistic
Kim Nakamoto and Brad Kelly

All Smiles
Kristen Horndahl and Paul Doherty

Most Likely to be Famous
John Gates and Helen Tucker

Class Clowns
Justin Benoit and Jen Harrington
To The Class of 1997:

When I was elected as class president, I felt many emotions. I felt extremely proud to have been chosen to represent such a fine class. I was excited about working with my fellow officers and representatives. Now that our days at Chelmsford High School are over, I feel sad that each of us will be going our separate ways. In writing this letter, I was unsure of exactly what I wanted to say to the class.

Let me begin by thanking our class advisors, Mr. George Pollard and Ms. Joyce Bickel. The help and wisdom of these two dedicated people have made everything that we as a class have accomplished possible. I would also like to thank my fellow class officers, Vice-President Louis DiStasi, Secretary Carolyn Bleck, and Treasurer Jennifer Hardy for their dedication and hard work. Finally I would like to thank the class representatives, a group of people whose spirit and devotion have made all of our class events successful. The hard work and support of all these people have brought us four memorable years at Chelmsford High School.

Together, as a class, we have experienced many things. From our first pep rally, to our successful magazine drive, we have grown tremendously. We entered the halls of Chelmsford High School timid and unsure, and now we leave confident and mature. We learned many things during our high school days. We learned from text books and teachers, but the most important lessons we have learned from each other. Whether on the athletic field, or the stage, we have come together as a class, something I am very proud of. This togetherness has made my high school experience a memorable one; I hope yours has been too. Despite the fact that our high school journey has ended, I hope that you will always remember the good times and good friends you had at Chelmsford High School. I wish you success in all you do.

With Sincere Thanks,

David Anderson
President Class of 1997
Thank You
Mrs. Bickel
and
Mr. Pollard !!!!!!
"We have come a long way since we first walked through the doors of CHS 4 years ago. Our class has grown up tremendously. None of us will forget our first pep rally when the Class of 1997 tore down our spirit wall. After our freshman year, our class progressed toward more mature human beings..."

- Carolyn Bleck

Our class reps have been our leaders in the journey toward class unity. They have awakened our spirit, expanded our goals, and helped us to come together over the past four years. The Class of 1997 owes them many thanks for the hard work they have put in to make our class activities accessible and enjoyable times for all.

Two beautiful girls pose with the Spirit Wall. Have we sold enough soda to pay for the Prom yet?
Our class reps work hard all year round!

Carolyn, do you want to switch jobs with Jen?

Jess gets into her role as model for the lion.

Aw Lou, did you make another mess?

Jen, would you like us to come to the Homecoming Dance?

Brad paints the Cotillion mural.

Working hard, Tamar?
Amid the tumultuous changes which have occurred these past thirty odd years, there has remained one constant source of encouragement, compassion, and support: a teacher, a colleague, and, most of all, a true friend Edward Carpenter. This quiet, unassuming man has been a bedrock of support for both faculty and students. He gives without expectation of reward, be it for his countless hours in the classroom, his thoughtful gifts, or letters of encouragement, support, and sympathy. Anyone who has ever been fortunate enough to have received one of his eloquent and thoughtfully written letters, cards, or thank you notes understands the thorough sincerity of this man.

First and foremost, Mr. Carpenter is a teacher. He arrives at school at 5:45 in the morning, before most students are even awake. Before each class period, Mr. Carpenter, filled with anticipation, can be seen outside his classroom door waiting for his students to enter. Inside the classroom, he infuses his lessons with a vivacity which is not lost on his students. He makes the basic interesting and the complex beautiful; he will never leave a lecture unless everyone understands. He treats his students with honest respect and they gladly reciprocate. His is a classroom of equals and a true atmosphere for learning.

However, even after the lights are shut off at the end of the day, Mr. Carpenter continues in his dedication to his students. He spends countless hours pouring over his students’ compositions, always making the insightful and warm comments which so mark his style of teaching.

For all of his admirable qualities, Mr. Carpenter also possesses a great sense of humor. Be it joking around in the book closet with Mr. Hazzard or keeping the mystery in “The Legend of the Black Belt”, he looks at

Dedicated to...

Mr. Carpenter

“He never thought there was anything a student couldn’t do...”
-Angelo Taranto

“He is a brilliant man... and the most thoughtful person I have ever met.”
-Dean Jeffrey Doherty

“He has been a great mentor to all of the students who have had him; we all look up to him.”
-Amy Rager ’97

“Everyone in his class enjoys class every day”
-Christopher Wu ’97

“...Everyone leaves his class a little more prepared for what’s outside”
-Mike Young ’97
A True Gentleman...

"...the world’s nicest man..."
-Katie Morrison ’97

"...He is the first one to ever motivate me. He is also (which may be more important) the nicest person I’ve ever had the pleasure to meet."
-Andy Locapo ’97

“When I was running for class president, he wrote me a note of luck, and when I lost he wrote me another note for even trying. It’s teachers like him that give me inspiration.”
-Rachel O’Reilly ’97

“He has done so much for his students that it is time to do the same for him.”
-Shari Ferman ’97

life seriously, but not without a smile. Not one of his students could ever forget the melodic announcement of the “Peak of the Week” to make Wednesdays seem just a little more special, or the closing of the week with “The End of the Snail’s Trail.” These comical proclamations never fail to amuse his students; in fact, should a week go by without them, it is noticed and missed, and Mr. Carpenter is reprimanded for his omission.

These sayings attest to the peculiar facets of Mr. Carpenter. He is a study in contrasts and incongruities. He is a student of fine literature, but a passionate fan of war novels. He is quiet and unassuming, but loves autoracing and hockey. And, though he is incredibly intelligent, he acts selflessly and with unmatched humility. Mr. Carpenter is always the first to notice another’s problems and the first to volunteer to help but never draws attention to his deeds-- he seeks no limelight.

Those who have come in contact with Mr. Carpenter cannot have helped but be affected by the caring touch of this man. By his small and simple acts of kindness and generosity he has achieved greatness in our eyes. In a time when the world seems most fluid, he is a touchstone of sanity, a pillar of support, and a foundation of strength.

Mr. Carpenter has dedicated himself to us, so we students are honored to dedicate this yearbook to him. He is a gentleman in the truest sense of the word.
WORLD

flash

In November, a hijacked Ethiopian airliner crashes after running out of fuel. The crash occurs near a resort beach in the Comoros Islands in the Indian Ocean. At least 123 of the 175 people on board die, including the hijackers.

After 36 years, Central America's longest civil war ends when Indian rebels and military leftists sign a truce in Guatemala.

British Telecommunications agrees to purchase MCI Communications for up to $21 billion in November. The deal is the biggest foreign purchase of a U.S. company ever concluded.

A U.N.-negotiated treaty banning chemical weapons worldwide is set to take effect in the spring. The treaty prohibits the development, production, stockpiling or use of chemical weapons, and calls for the destruction of existing supplies. The treaty is signed by 160 nations, including the U.S.

A pipe bomb explodes in Centennial Olympic Park after the first day of competition at the Summer Olympics in Atlanta. Flags fly at half-mast to mourn the 1 person killed and more than 100 injured.

Pope John Paul II undergoes surgery for an inflamed appendix in October. His chief surgeon, Dr. Francesco Crucitti, announces that the 78-year-old leader of the Roman Catholic Church is free from "previously undiscovered serious ailments."

A new Miss World is crowned without incident.

Demonstrators gather in Toronto, Canada on October 25 to protest cutbacks in social services by the Ontario government. Thousands of people march through the city during "Metro Days of Action," organized by labor and social activists.

The Miss World beauty pageant, held in Bangalore, India in November, raises a storm of protests, some violent, including one by a group threatening to stage a mass suicide during the pageant's telecast. A new Miss World is crowned without incident.

A U.S.-negotiated treaty banning chemical weapons internationally is set to take effect in the spring. The treaty prohibits the development, production, stockpiling or use of chemical weapons, and calls for the destruction of existing supplies. The treaty is signed by 160 nations, including the U.S.

Russian President Boris Yeltsin wins reelection in July. Despite persistent health problems, after successful heart surgery in November he returns to work.

King Hussein of Jordan visits the West Bank of the Jordan River in October to show support for the Palestinian-Israeli peace talks and the establishment of an independent Palestinian state. It is Hussein's first visit since Jordan lost the territory to Israel in the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.
Benjamin Netanyahu wins the May 1996 election for Prime Minister, defeating Prime Minister Shimon Peres, whom many Israelis think is making too many concessions to Israel's Arab neighbors.

In a group so large it could be tracked by satellite, hundreds of thousands of refugees abandon camps in Zaire in November and begin a journey home to Rwanda, which they had fled to escape a civil war. Closings of the camps forces the refugees to flee.

On July 17, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 explodes 13,700 feet above the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 230 passengers and crew members. The Boeing 747-100 was on route to Paris from New York. The cause of the explosion remains a mystery.

Anti-American Saudi terrorists are blamed for a truck bomb that kills 19 U.S. service people on June 25 in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Mourners grieve at a memorial service held in Khobar, Saudi Arabia.

Mass graves containing the bodies of Muslims, allegedly murdered by Serbs in 1992 during the Bosnian civil war, are excavated in Bosnia-Herzegovina throughout the year as a shaky peace negotiated in 1995 continues.

On July 17, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 explodes 13,700 feet above the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 230 passengers and crew members. The Boeing 747-100 was on route to Paris from New York. The cause of the explosion remains a mystery.

Anti-American Saudi terrorists are blamed for a truck bomb that kills 19 U.S. service people on June 25 in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Mourners grieve at a memorial service held in Khobar, Saudi Arabia.

A lone gunman kills 18 kindergartners, their teacher, and then himself, at a Dunblane, Scotland school in March 1996. A month after the tragedy, officials tear down the school gymnasium in which the shootings occurred.

More than 300 Hutu refugees in the African country of Burundi are slain by Hutus, a rival ethnic group. Covered bodies, mostly women and children, illustrate the ferocity of the conflict.

A lone gunman kills 18 kindergartners, their teacher, and then himself, at a Dunblane, Scotland school in March 1996. A month after the tragedy, officials tear down the school gymnasium in which the shootings occurred.

Mass graves containing the bodies of Muslims, allegedly murdered by Serbs in 1992 during the Bosnian civil war, are excavated in Bosnia-Herzegovina throughout the year as a shaky peace negotiated in 1995 continues.

Prince Charles, heir to the British throne, and Diana, Princess of Wales, are divorced on August 28. According to one observer, "The most spectacularly miserable marriage of the century is over."

More than 300 Hutu refugees in the African country of Burundi are slain by Hutus, a rival ethnic group. Covered bodies, mostly women and children, illustrate the ferocity of the conflict.

A lone gunman kills 18 kindergartners, their teacher, and then himself, at a Dunblane, Scotland school in March 1996. A month after the tragedy, officials tear down the school gymnasium in which the shootings occurred.

On July 17, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 explodes 13,700 feet above the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 230 passengers and crew members. The Boeing 747-100 was on route to Paris from New York. The cause of the explosion remains a mystery.

Anti-American Saudi terrorists are blamed for a truck bomb that kills 19 U.S. service people on June 25 in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Mourners grieve at a memorial service held in Khobar, Saudi Arabia.
The U.S. Army issues strict new policies for drill instructors and female trainees, as hundreds of complaints of sexual harassment are revealed in November. Drill instructors are now required to leave their doors open if a female is inside, and women must travel in pairs.

After thousands of veterans complain of illnesses since the 1991 Persian Gulf War, the Pentagon warns they may have been exposed to chemical weapons. The Pentagon reveals that up to two tons of sarin nerve gas may have been released.

Six-year-old beauty pageant queen JonBenet Ramsey is found murdered in the basement of her parents' Colorado home the day after Christmas. Her death raises a nationwide awareness of controversial youth beauty pageants.

Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich (R-Georgia) is fined $300,000 in a bipartisan vote after the House Ethics Committee's year-long investigation into alleged financial improprieties.

Former U.N. ambassador Madeleine Albright is nominated for Secretary of State by President Clinton on December 5. Confirmed in office in January 1997, Albright is the first woman to head the State Department.

Seven-year-old pilot Jessica Dubroff is killed when her Cessna airplane crashes shortly after take-off in bad weather from the Cheyenne, Wyoming airport. Her flying instructor and her father, the plane's two passengers, are also killed in the April 1996 crash.

On August 11, a boater rescues 10-year-old Taylor Touchstone from the snake- and alligator-infested waters of a Florida swamp 14 miles away from where he disappeared August 7. Although exhausted and badly scratched, the autistic boy recovers fully.

On August 11, a boater rescues 10-year-old Taylor Touchstone from the snake- and alligator-infested waters of a Florida swamp 14 miles away from where he disappeared August 7. Although exhausted and badly scratched, the autistic boy recovers fully.

One of the longest armed stand-offs in U.S. history occurs outside Jordan, Montana between the FBI and members of an antigovernment group calling itself the Freemen. The 81-day siege ends peacefully in June.

Theodore Kaczynski, alleged to be the "Unabomber," who killed 3 people and wounded more than 20 others with mail bombs since 1978, is arrested in Montana in April 1996. Information provided by Kaczynski's brother leads to the arrest.

Arson against African-American churches, mostly in the South, is a serious problem in 1996, as hundreds of churches are burned down. Residents of Portland, Oregon survey the damage inside a church after a June fire.

Binti Jua, a gorilla at Chicago's Brookfield Zoo, becomes a hero when she rescues a 3-year-old boy knocked unconscious after falling 18 feet into the ape enclosure. The boy suffers brain contusions but soon recovers.

Information provided by Kaczynski's brother leads to the arrest.

On August 11, a boater rescues 10-year-old Taylor Touchstone from the snake- and alligator-infested waters of a Florida swamp 14 miles away from where he disappeared August 7. Although exhausted and badly scratched, the autistic boy recovers fully.
William Jefferson Clinton defeats Republican Bob Dole and Independent H. Ross Perot to become the 42nd president of the U.S. and the last president of the 20th century. Clinton is the first Democrat since Franklin Roosevelt to be reelected to a second term.

A civil jury finds former football star O.J. Simpson liable for the June 12, 1994 wrongful deaths of his ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ronald Goldman. In a unanimous verdict, the jury awards $8.5 million in compensatory damages to Goldman's parents. The Brown and Goldman families are each awarded $12.5 million in punitive damages.

Topsail Beach, a town on an island off the coast of North Carolina, is one of many Eastern locations hit hard by Hurricane Bertha in July. Six powerful hurricanes, all with winds over 110 miles per hour, made 1996 a near-record year doing $3.5 billion in damage in the U.S.

All 110 people aboard a ValuJet DC-9 are killed in May 1996 when a fire breaks out in the cargo hold. The plane, en route from Miami to Atlanta, crashes and disappears almost completely into the Florida Everglades, making it difficult for workers to retrieve wreckage.

Days of abnormally heavy rains in November undermine the roadbed of Oregon's Interstate 5, creating a 40-foot-deep sinkhole, into which two semitrailer trucks tumble.

Security guard Richard Jewell is investigated as a suspect in the July Olympic Park bombing. After three months of media frenzy, during which Jewell is a virtual prisoner in his home, the U.S. Justice Department admits there is no evidence against him.

Six-year-old first-grader Johnathan Pevetue is suspended from his Lexington, North Carolina elementary school for violating the city schools' sexual conduct guidelines—he kissed a female classmate. Pevetue is quickly reinstated after a nationwide controversy over the suspension.

Nationwide, forest fires blacken more than twice the acreage lost to fires in an average year. California, Montana and Oregon are particularly hit hard.

The Citadel, South Carolina's traditionally all-male military academy, admits four women, including Petra Lovetsiska (left) and Jennie Montavlo. Montavlos and another female cadet later drop out, citing harassment and "sexist" hazing.

All 110 people aboard a ValuJet DC-9 are killed in May 1996 when a fire breaks out in the cargo hold. The plane, en route from Miami to Atlanta, crashes and disappears almost completely into the Florida Everglades, making it difficult for workers to retrieve wreckage.

Security guard Richard Jewell is investigated as a suspect in the July Olympic Park bombing. After three months of media frenzy, during which Jewell is a virtual prisoner in his home, the U.S. Justice Department admits there is no evidence against him.

Six-year-old first-grader Johnathan Pevetue is suspended from his Lexington, North Carolina elementary school for violating the city schools' sexual conduct guidelines—he kissed a female classmate. Pevetue is quickly reinstated after a nationwide controversy over the suspension.
A 9,300-year-old skeleton discovered in July near Richland, Washington is the oldest and most intact set of human bones ever discovered in North America. Research is suspended, however, as the tribes from the Native American grounds where it is found claim the skeleton as an ancestor and want the bones buried.

Trauma Seal, a new medical adhesive that is applied like a lip-balm stick, is in clinical trials at 10 hospitals and health care institutions nationwide. The biodegradable adhesive could eliminate stitches and return visits.

New York Police Department canines begin wearing three-pound, infrared cameras, scouting out potentially dangerous areas before police officers enter the scene. Handlers are developing bullet-proof vests for the dogs to wear.

A new category of animal is discovered in the form of bacteria that live on the lips of lobsters. **Symmin pandora**, which lives on food scraps from lobster lips, is called "the zoological highlight of the decade."

Videogame giant Nintendo releases its long-awaited Nintendo 64, a new hardware system that draws players into the game and moves three times faster than any existing system.

An expedition to raise the Titanic, the legendary "unsinkable" ocean liner that sank on its maiden voyage in 1912, from its North Atlantic grave more than two miles deep, ends in failure in August due to rough seas.

In August, scientists discover evidence of bacteria-like life on a meteorite found in 1984 and believed to be part of the crust of Mars 4.5 billion years ago. It is the first possible proof that life is not unique to Earth.

Egyptians begin work to preserve the Great Sphinx from the ravages of wind, pollution and time. The 4,500-year-old statue is located in Giza near the giant pyramids.

Satellite dishes become one of the year's hottest-selling electronic consumer products. Owners find the savings of not paying for cable services cover the cost within a few months.

American astronaut Shannon Lucid (right) spends 188 days in space, breaking American space endurance records after joining the crew of the Russian space station Mir.

The Mars Surveyor Trolley, named Sojourner, is carried on-board Mars Pathfinder, an unmanned spacecraft launched in December. Sojourner, a free-roaming probe the size of a child's wagon, will photograph the Martian surface and determine the composition of rocks on Mars.
California's Monterey Bay Aquarium opens a new wing in March 1996. The million-gallon indoor ocean showcases the marine life of the outer reaches of Monterey Bay, 5 to 60 miles offshore.

An "oxygen bar" in Toronto, Canada allows patrons to pay $16 to spend 20 minutes breathing pure oxygen. The owners of the O2 Spa Bar claim the treatment is a healthy way to reinvigorate the body and offer fruit "flavors" to liven up the experience.

Paleoanthropologist Mary Leakey, shown with husband Louis Leakey in a 1959 photograph, dies in December. Discoveries by the Leakeys throughout their careers are some of the most important in paleoanthropological history. Her greatest discovery was a trail of 3.7-million-year-old footprints, which proved that hominids walked upright far earlier than previously believed.

The Hubble Space Telescope captures new images of quasars, the universe's most powerful and baffling phenomena. Previously thought only to exist in colliding galaxies, new pictures indicate quasars can also exist in undisturbed galaxies—causing astronomers to revisit their theories.

The Smithsonian Institution celebrates the 150th anniversary of its founding with a nationwide tour of prize exhibits, including this stovepipe hat worn by Abraham Lincoln.

Steam and ash from Iceland's Loki volcano blast 33,000 feet in the air on October 9. Molten rock from the volcano's 5-mile-wide fissure melts through more than 2,000 feet of glacial ice, threatening the island with widespread flooding.

The world's largest flower, the Titan Arum, also known as the "corpse flower," blooms in London's Kew Gardens for the first time since 1983. The flower is nicknamed for its strong stench when in bloom.

New research suggests that hormone therapies can keep middle-aged men stronger and more youthful. A testosterone-releasing skin patch called Androderm is prescribed by many doctors to supplement the natural hormone.

The Smithsonian Institution celebrates the 150th anniversary of its founding with a nationwide tour of prize exhibits, including this stovepipe hat worn by Abraham Lincoln.
Former NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle dies on December 6. Rozelle is credited with transforming professional football into America's top spectator sport, and with inventing the Super Bowl.

Basketball megastar Michael Jordan launches his own cologne: Michael Jordan Cologne. Demand for the fragrance is so high that manufacturer Bijan Fragrances limits sales to 12 bottles per customer.


The National Women's Hall of Fame opens in Seneca Falls, New York, inducting 11 women, including author Louisa May Alcott, and Oveta Culp Hobby, the nation's first female colonel.

Archbishop of Chicago, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin dies of pancreatic cancer in November. Bernardin was known for being a reconciler in churches torn between tradition and modern culture, as well as for speaking out against physician-assisted suicide.

Mother Teresa, 1979 Nobel Peace Prize winner, suffers a heart attack in late December. It is the 86-year-old Roman Catholic nun's fourth serious illness in 1996.

In April 1996, singer Michael Jackson is seen escorting a woman later identified as Debbie Rowe, an employee of Jackson’s plastic surgeon. In November, Jackson announces that he and Rowe are married and that she is carrying his child.

Music megastar Madonna gives birth to Lourdes Maria Ciccone Leon, a 6-pound, 9-ounce girl, on October 14. Madonna's big year continues when she wins a Golden Globe for her role in Andrew Lloyd Webber's on-screen rendition of the musical Evita.

In October, TV talk-show host Jenny Jones testifies during the Michigan murder trial of Jonathan Schmitz. Schmitz was accused of killing Scott Arndt, who revealed romantic feelings for Schmitz during a March 1995 taping of a "Jenny Jones Show.

Regis Philbin appears with host Rosie O'Donnell on ABC's "The Rosie O'Donnell Show." The talk show, which premiers in 1996, gains quick popularity and respect.
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In a small, secret ceremony on an island off the coast of Georgia, John F. Kennedy Jr. marries Carolyn Bessette, a Calvin Klein publicist, in September. Kennedy, who dated Bessette for two years, had long been considered one of the world's most eligible bachelors.

More than 4,000 items owned by former First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and President John F. Kennedy are auctioned off in April 1996, including a necklace of simulated pearls shown in this 1962 photograph. The fake pearls, valued at $500 to $700, sell for $211,500, bringing the auction total to $34.5 million.

New York Yankees fan Jeffrey Maier interferes with a fly ball during game one of the American League Championship Series on October 9. The hit is ruled a home run, tying the game 4 to 4 in the eighth inning and making Maier New York's hero for a day.

Veteran comedian George Burns dies in March 1996, just weeks after reaching the age of 100. The legendary Burns won an Oscar, an Emmy and a Grammy Award in an illustrious career dating back to vaudeville.

As a stand against the invasion of his privacy, George Clooney, star of NBC's "ER," boycotts Paramount's "Entertainment Tonight" after its sister show "Hard Copy" runs unauthorized footage of the actor's private life.

Basketball player Kobe Bryant joins the Los Angeles Lakers straight out of high school, signing a multi-million dollar contract during the team's 1996-1997 season.

Legenday heavyweight boxer Muhammad Ali is the final athlete to bear the Olympic torch, lighting the Olympic flame at the opening of the Centennial Summer Olympics in Atlanta on July 19.

Miss Kansas, Tare Down Holland, is crowned Miss America at the 1996 pageant on September 14.

Angela Lansbury appears in her final season as mystery writer Jessica Fletcher on CBS's "Murder, She Wrote." The hugely successful show ran for 12 seasons.

FACES
**Entertainment**

**Flash**

Tom Cruise stars in Jerry Maguire, a romantic comedy about a sports agent who decides to change his shallow ways, and spends the rest of the movie trying to regain his success. It is a breakthrough role for Cruise, who is normally depicted as a cocky winner.

To honor the 20th anniversary of its release, producer George Lucas issues a "remade" Star Wars, with new scenes, computerized special effects and souped-up animation. Lucas' grand plan calls for a nine-film cycle, including prequels.

English actor/director Kenneth Branagh plays Hamlet in his star-studded remake of Shakespeare's classic. Despite running four hours, the movie is a critical and box-office success.

NBC's Thursday night drama "ER" features television's first HIV-positive prominent character, Jeanie Boulet, a physician's assistant, played by Gloria Reuben, is relatively open about her condition and helps confront the stigma of AIDS.

Sherry Stringfield, Dr. Susan Lewis on NBC's "ER," leaves the show at the peak of her character's popularity. In her final episode, when Dr. Mark Greene, played by Anthony Edwards, declares his love for Susan, the show garners its highest ratings ever.

Model Brooke Shields (center) moves to television in NBC's "Suddenly Susan," a sitcom premièring in September. Shields plays a columnist opposite magazine editor Judd Nelson (far right).

**The Dilbert Principle**

Scott Adams' Dilbert, the comic strip about office politics, captures the nation's imagination. In book form, The Dilbert Principle becomes a national best-seller.

To honor the 20th anniversary of its release, producer George Lucas issues a "remade" Star Wars, with new scenes, computerized special effects and souped-up animation. Lucas' grand plan calls for a nine-film cycle, including prequels.

NBC's Thursday night drama "ER" features television's first HIV-positive prominent character, Jeanie Boulet, a physician's assistant, played by Gloria Reuben, is relatively open about her condition and helps confront the stigma of AIDS.

Sherry Stringfield, Dr. Susan Lewis on NBC's "ER," leaves the show at the peak of her character's popularity. In her final episode, when Dr. Mark Greene, played by Anthony Edwards, declares his love for Susan, the show garners its highest ratings ever.

Model Brooke Shields (center) moves to television in NBC's "Suddenly Susan," a sitcom premièring in September. Shields plays a columnist opposite magazine editor Judd Nelson (far right).

Author Michael Crichton publishes The Lost World, a sequel to Jurassic Park, the colossal novel and movie. The new book promises to generate just as much hype, with a movie already in the works.

**Academy Award-winning actor Tom Hanks'** first effort at directing receives critical praise when That Thing You Do!, a movie about the meteoric rise and fall of a 1960s rock band, opens in October.

**That Thing You Do!**

English actor/director Kenneth Branagh plays Hamlet in his star-studded remake of Shakespeare's classic. Despite running four hours, the movie is a critical and box-office success.

NBC's Thursday night drama "ER" features television's first HIV-positive prominent character, Jeanie Boulet, a physician's assistant, played by Gloria Reuben, is relatively open about her condition and helps confront the stigma of AIDS.

Sherry Stringfield, Dr. Susan Lewis on NBC's "ER," leaves the show at the peak of her character's popularity. In her final episode, when Dr. Mark Greene, played by Anthony Edwards, declares his love for Susan, the show garners its highest ratings ever.

Model Brooke Shields (center) moves to television in NBC's "Suddenly Susan," a sitcom premièring in September. Shields plays a columnist opposite magazine editor Judd Nelson (far right).

Author Michael Crichton publishes The Lost World, a sequel to Jurassic Park, the colossal novel and movie. The new book promises to generate just as much hype, with a movie already in the works.
Actors Brad Pitt and Jason Patric star in *Sleepers*, a film about four men and their extraordinary scheme to revenge the abuse they experienced as boys. The controversial movie also stars Dustin Hoffman, Robert De Niro, and Kevin Bacon.

Explosive special effects rivet audiences to their seats as they watch *Independence Day*, one of summer's blockbuster movies.

John Lithgow (front right) earns both an Emmy and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor in a Comedy Series in NBC's "3rd Rock From the Sun," a sitcom about a family of aliens living in contemporary America.

America's favorite sitcom, *The Cosby Show*, father, Bill Cosby, enjoys the success of his new CBS show, "Cosby." In January 1997, however, tragedy strikes as Cosby's son Ennis is killed in Los Angeles in an apparent random robbery.

Stars Bill Paxton and Helen Hunt flee a tornado of awesome proportions in *Twister*, another summer blockbuster, which tells the story of storm chasers highly devoted to studying the inner workings of tornadoes.

In September, Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes star as the classic star-crossed lovers in the film *Romeo and Juliet*.

Tom Cruise stars in *Mission: Impossible*, based on the 1960s and '70s television series of the same name. Despite critical put-downs, the movie is a huge box-office hit.

Michael J. Fox returns to television in September as a deputy mayor in ABC's "Spin City," a sitcom about the inner workings of New York's City Hall.

Bugs Bunny and Chicago Bulls basketball star Michael Jordan share top billing in *Space Jam*, a partially animated feature film that opens in late November.

Stars Bill Paxton and Helen Hunt flee a tornado of awesome proportions in *Twister*, another summer blockbuster, which tells the story of storm chasers highly devoted to studying the inner workings of tornadoes.

In September, Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes star as the classic star-crossed lovers in the film *Romeo and Juliet*.

Tom Cruise stars in *Mission: Impossible*, based on the 1960s and '70s television series of the same name. Despite critical put-downs, the movie is a huge box-office hit.

John Lithgow (front right) earns both an Emmy and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor in a Comedy Series in NBC's "3rd Rock From the Sun," a sitcom about a family of aliens living in contemporary America.

America's favorite sitcom, *The Cosby Show*, father, Bill Cosby, enjoys the success of his new CBS show, "Cosby." In January 1997, however, tragedy strikes as Cosby's son Ennis is killed in Los Angeles in an apparent random robbery.

Stars Bill Paxton and Helen Hunt flee a tornado of awesome proportions in *Twister*, another summer blockbuster, which tells the story of storm chasers highly devoted to studying the inner workings of tornadoes.

In September, Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes star as the classic star-crossed lovers in the film *Romeo and Juliet*.

Tom Cruise stars in *Mission: Impossible*, based on the 1960s and '70s television series of the same name. Despite critical put-downs, the movie is a huge box-office hit.

John Lithgow (front right) earns both an Emmy and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor in a Comedy Series in NBC's "3rd Rock From the Sun," a sitcom about a family of aliens living in contemporary America.

America's favorite sitcom, *The Cosby Show*, father, Bill Cosby, enjoys the success of his new CBS show, "Cosby." In January 1997, however, tragedy strikes as Cosby's son Ennis is killed in Los Angeles in an apparent random robbery.

Stars Bill Paxton and Helen Hunt flee a tornado of awesome proportions in *Twister*, another summer blockbuster, which tells the story of storm chasers highly devoted to studying the inner workings of tornadoes.

In September, Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes star as the classic star-crossed lovers in the film *Romeo and Juliet*.

Tom Cruise stars in *Mission: Impossible*, based on the 1960s and '70s television series of the same name. Despite critical put-downs, the movie is a huge box-office hit.

John Lithgow (front right) earns both an Emmy and a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor in a Comedy Series in NBC's "3rd Rock From the Sun," a sitcom about a family of aliens living in contemporary America.

America's favorite sitcom, *The Cosby Show*, father, Bill Cosby, enjoys the success of his new CBS show, "Cosby." In January 1997, however, tragedy strikes as Cosby's son Ennis is killed in Los Angeles in an apparent random robbery.
Folk and blues artist Tracy Chapman returns to the scene in 1996 with the single "Give Me One Reason." Chapman receives five Grammy nominations in January 1997.

The artist formerly known as Prince releases Emancipation, a three-hour, three-CD album, in honor of his release from his Warner Bros. recording contract.

Guitarist Slash of Guns N' Roses forms his own band. His new group, Slash's Blues Ball, is a six-man blues band grounded in the blues-based hard rock of the 1970s.

Rocker Sheryl Crow joins the ranks of musicians who have had their albums banned from Wal-Mart. The retail giant objects to a lyric alleging that kids sell each other with guns they obtained from the store.

The Beatles' Anthology 3, the third and final album from the reunited remaining members of the band, is released in November. Following the example of their two previous anthologies, Anthology 3 sells in record numbers.

Kiss bass guitarist Gene Simmons strikes a familiar pose as the band kicks off a reunion tour with a June 26 concert in Detroit. The tour marks the first time the original members of the band perform together since 1979.

Alternative-rock band Nirvana releases a new album, From the Muddy Banks of the Wishkah, in October. The album contains 17 live tracks recorded between 1989 and the 1994 suicide of singer Kurt Cobain (right).

Canadian pop artist Celine Dion tops the charts in 1996 with the album Falling Into You, which sells more than 16 million copies worldwide.

After 10 years of separation, members of the band Van Halen are reunited with their former lead singer, David Lee Roth (right), at the MTV Video Music Awards in September. Roth later claims he thought he was rejoining the band, who chose a different lead singer.

British pop superstars Liam (left) and Noel Gallagher cancel the remainder of a U.S. concert tour in September amid rumors that their band, Oasis, is breaking up. Denying the reports, the brothers announce they will release a new album in the summer of 1997.

Bush, a British rock group with an American "grunge" sound, tours the U.S. to promote their album Sixteen Stone. They release another chart-topping album, Razorblade Suitcase, in the winter.

Heavy metal band Metallica is the headlining act for the summer concert Lollapalooza, traditionally an alternative-rock show. Metallica remains high-profile, winning an MTV award for the year's Best Hard Rock Video in September.
Alanis Morissette's Jagged Little Pill reigns the charts, becoming the all-time top-selling album by a female artist. Morissette also dominates the 1996 Grammys by winning four awards, including Best Album.

No Doubt, fronted by lead singer Gwen Stefani, releases Tragic Kingdom, which includes such chart-toppers as "Just a Girl," "Spiderwebs," and "Don't Speak."

Counting Crows' second album, Recovering the Satellites, is released in October. The long awaited follow-up to 1993's August and Everything After debuts at number one on the charts.

The hit single "Where It's At" kicks off the new Beck album Odelay, which is released to popular and critical acclaim. Spin magazine awards Beck Artist of the Year.

R.E.M.'s 12th album, New Adventures in Hi-Fi, the group's first recording since 1994's Monster, is released by Warner Bros. in September.

Death Row Records co-founder Dr. Dre, often dubbed the "godfather of gangsta rap," begins distancing himself from hard-core rap. "Been There, Done That," his break-away anthem, premiers on MTV in September.

Toni Braxton's second album, Secrets, is released in summer 1996. Braxton wins R&B Single of the Year for "Let It Flow" at the Billboard Music Awards in the fall.

Fourteen-year-old singing sensation LeAnn Rimes is nominated for the Country Music Association's Horizon Award after the breakthrough success of her single "Blue." The popular new star is often compared to country music legend Patsy Cline.

The music world is stunned in September by the death of rapper Tupac Shakur, killed in a drive-by shooting in Las Vegas. Speculations as to the killer's motive abound, but the year ends with no answers and no arrests.

George Strait is honored by the Country Music Association in October with three major awards—Single of the Year for "Check Yes or No," Album of the Year for Clear Blue Sky, and Male Vocalist of the Year.
Team USA wins the World Cup of Hockey, beating Canada 5-2 in the final. Eight teams from Canada, Europe and the U.S. participated in the World Cup, which replaced the Canada Cup.

In June, the Colorado Avalanche beat the Florida Panthers in the NHL Stanley Cup play-offs. The final game in the series remains scoreless until 1:05 a.m., when the Avalanche finally score the winning goal in the third overtime period.

In January, 1997, Tiger Woods turns pro in August, making the transition from exceptional amateur golfer to well-endorsed professional, including a deal with Nike worth an estimated $40 million.

In the National League play-offs, controversy ensues over the leniency of the punishment.

The New York Yankees win the World Series, beating the Atlanta Braves in a four-game sweep, after losing the first two games. It is the first series title for the Yankees since 1978.

Race car driver Terry Labonte wins NASCAR's Winston Cup championship with a total of 4,657 points after finishing fifth in the final race, the Napa 500, at the Atlanta Motor Speedway.

Paul Molitor of the Minnesota Twins becomes the 21st player in major league history to reach 3,000 career hits. The milestone is reached in September, when Molitor triples against Kansas City Royals rookie pitcher Jose Rosado.

Baltimore Orioles second baseman Roberto Alomar is suspended for five games, deferred to the 1997 season, when he spits on an umpire during a heated argument over a questionable call in the National League play-offs.
The U.S. women's gymnastics team takes the gold at the Summer Olympics. Kerri Strug, second from right, is the heroine of the competition, landing her final vault despite a dislocated left ankle.

U.S. swimmer Amy Van Dyken wins the women's 100-meter butterfly event at the Olympic Games with a time of 53.13 seconds. Van Dyken wins a total of four golds.

The Chicago Bulls win their fourth NBA championship in six years as they defeat the Seattle SuperSonics in game six of the NBA finals on June 16.

Minnesota Twins star centerfield Kirby Puckett announces his retirement from baseball in July. A serious eye ailment forces Puckett to give up the game, but he manages to maintain his upbeat attitude at press conferences and interviews.

Basketball star Shaquille O'Neal jumps from the Orlando Magic to the Los Angeles Lakers in July. The deal is the richest in NBA history, paying O'Neal $120 million over 7 years.

The U.S. women's gymnastics team takes the gold at the Summer Olympics. Kerri Strug, second from right, is the heroine of the competition, landing her final vault despite a dislocated left ankle.

U.S. swimmer Amy Van Dyken wins the women's 100-meter butterfly event at the Olympic Games with a time of 53.13 seconds. Van Dyken wins a total of four golds.

The Chicago Bulls win their fourth NBA championship in six years as they defeat the Seattle SuperSonics in game six of the NBA finals on June 16.

Minnesota Twins star centerfield Kirby Puckett announces his retirement from baseball in July. A serious eye ailment forces Puckett to give up the game, but he manages to maintain his upbeat attitude at press conferences and interviews.

Basketball star Shaquille O'Neal jumps from the Orlando Magic to the Los Angeles Lakers in July. The deal is the richest in NBA history, paying O'Neal $120 million over 7 years.
A "Sesame Street" stuffed toy causes panic among holiday shoppers. Tickle Me Elmo sells out in stores nationwide, and has shoppers fighting over scarce inventory and paying hundreds of times the toy's value.

Authors Ellen Fein and Sherrie Schneider release The Rules, a controversial manual teaching women strategies for getting a man to propose marriage. While the book draws criticism from both sexes, it is a best-seller.

The My Twin Doll Company offers individually crafted dolls that replicate, from a photo, the eye color, hair and facial features of a living girl. Each doll comes with two matching outfits, one for the doll and one for the owner.

Nail polish colors get darker and funkier. Deep browns and blues are popular forms of expression and style.

Disney's 101 Dalmatians inspires an avalanche of promotional merchandise, filling stores with spotted toys, backpacks, games and other odds and ends.

The beverage industry introduces a new concept—bottled water with caffeine! One bottle of the uncarbonated water contains as much caffeine as one cup of coffee.

The minimum wage is raised to $4.75 in October, and will increase again to $5.15, effective September 1, 1997.

The U.S. Postal Service issues stamps commemorating Hanukkah, the first non-Christian religious holiday ever featured on a stamp.

Casual Fridays become more and more widespread in American work culture. Businesses allow employees who normally dress in professional clothing at work to wear more comfortable, casual clothing on Fridays.

The ongoing dance craze is the "Macarena," a Latin line dance. People of all ages participate in the dance, including Olympians, delegates and workers of the Democratic National Convention (above) and the New York Yankees grounds crew.

Casual Fridays become more and more widespread in American work culture. Businesses allow employees who normally dress in professional clothing at work to wear more comfortable, casual clothing on Fridays.

Casual Fridays become more and more widespread in American work culture. Businesses allow employees who normally dress in professional clothing at work to wear more comfortable, casual clothing on Fridays.
Seniors

the End (finally)

moving on

who you are

adult

colleague?

mature?

decisions & directions

Final Step of Change

paving the way for others

Brad Kelley
Deborah A. Adler
Success is failure turned inside out...Addie Cuppie. Roberts. The garage! Thanks: family + EM + EK. You'll still never know what nothing really is.

William K. Allen
Four years and I'm still sane....Or am I?

Sarah Ames

Pranav Anand
How can we, who rejoice in our own suffering but blind ourselves by the fires of our passions, speak excathedra when we know not our rank? Presumptuous moths deserve no explanations...

David Anderson
"Where do we go from here? A.N. and Last Tango w/ JS RT w/ BC, JS green chair w/ KS *L. J. C Thanks Mom, Dad, Jen, Michelle.

Michelle Anderson
To BM, JM, and FS with all the love in the world. Thank a lot to MB and DR for everything you've done. I'll miss you Mom and Dad. I luv U.

Samuel G. Arnold
"Oh does it roar! Like a voice that knows only one message, one truth--"
O: Coupland Mom, Dad, Sarah, JKGM + Lizzie: You mean the world to me.

Keith M. Aucoin
Hockey + Baseball #5. To my friends, you know who you are. Midnight hole-in-one LD + JF. Thank you Mom + Dad. "Sweets"
Mary L. Barrett

97 Rules as If!
Thanks to MT, SF, JL, JH.
Love you Mom and Dad.

Christina Baker

To friends; Hope all successes are great. Thanx Mom, Dad, and Kim.
Couldn't have done it without you. Good luck Shelly.

John Bates

Fat Binga's Summer '96
Remember the pit, E.Z.'s, and deadends.
FRANKENFORD!
PLATIAN'S RULE! "IF I ruled the world." Good luck to: GD JG GB MC EG AC SS CK TZ JL SC RK BL JR ER EC.

Julie Bear

BEAR-Thanks to my friends
Flashlight Tag Skiing Trampoline Talk CRASH-The Truck BAA DISCUS TSUNAMI WV94,95 THANKS Mom + Dad. LOVE YA JOHN TTFN.

Sarah Beauchemin

*BLONDIE* Luv Ya
Family. Thanx 4 being there-BG, JL, JP2; ZB, BC, MG, TWINS FOREVER!
"DayCare" PUNCH BUGGY "MISTAKES: R MADE, FORGIVEN BUT NEVER FORGOTTEN."

Stacey A.
Beauchemin

"RED" John, my love,
ThankU! EB B. Rides and endless talks. DW Perfecta 4Eva LOVE TO ALL:
Family & Rusty!!

Karen Bell

For heights and depths no words can reach, music is the soul's own speech.
Thank you Mom, Dad, Brian, and Oli. Good luck to the CC girls.

Arletta L.
Belleville

"Smiley" Hampton 95 and 96 Friends JB CJ AM LM MG KL and Skank!! Thanks Mom, Dad Jen Julie I Luv U Billy 5/94 Miss you gampa. I did it!!! AVO
Justin M. Benoit

JUICE FB47 BB Good Times w/ Trains, Nichole, Barry, Da Posse, + Everyone else. Summers in N.H. Thanks Dad, Mom, Anne, Mel, Nora, Kate, Eric, John + Evan.

Michael Bertolami

#8 Thanks to all my family and friends for their support see ya tats and nitzy

Scott J. Bevis


Nicole Bibbo

"It's a Blonde Thing" Friends PN, AR, EC, RH, EC, ML, LM, JB, NC, BM, BP, CF. Many Thanks HC. I love you Mike. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Carolyn M. Bleck

"The Enemy of the Best is not the Worst, but the Good Enough. Thanks for all the fun CTSAMKRE. Thanks Mom, Dad, Katie, Steve, Liz, Chrissy. Good Luck.

Stavroula Bletsis

HEY BIG SPENDER! TG Chairman Late Nights at McCarthy w/ JM, JW, CM, SA, KR, + JG. Girly Tenors Luv 2 218 Thanx Thea + Theo Good Luck Tony.

Garen J. Boghosian

The New Sweethearts! THANKS Mom, Dad, and all my friends. MB#4.

Elaine Boroda

SB my fav. neighbor CM frappaciegos + hotties BF my. cuz friends always good luck DW, MN, KH, SF, and BM Thanx Luv you Mom, Dad, Stefan, Risa.
Aaron E. Brooks

Thanks to all my close friends: JP LG MK JD EG BJ NV. It has been the best four years ever. Mom + Dad thanks for everything. I LOVE YOU!

Kerri Brooks

F. H. #16
So many memories, such great times. Best of luck to everyone. I’ll miss you all.
Love & thanks Mum, Dad, Dan, Kim.

Christalyn Brodie

Christy “Brod” #13 soccer + softball “my life” BCaptox RT Prez. My friends I luv U each always: TKCRCASM UR “the best” THANKS MOM, DAD & JJS - I LOVE YOU

Rebecca Bromberg


Cynthia Brown

Cin *Remember the good times VS MS EW KD SR KB I’m fine now! Camping LMP...* NVR4oetU* Love to *Mom, Dad, Matt, + Steve* Best of luck Guys, Bud?

Sara Bowen

“It is difficult to say what is impossible for us. The dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow,”
Robert Goddard
Jenelle Bryan
Swimming Cpt. Pink Hair
*DE POSE* Thanks Skip.
Susan, Nichole, Christina, &
Chris *Live Life to the
Fullest* MLB 1 Love you
Mom, Dad & Skippy

Amy R. Bunn
M-ettes & S-ettes fun while
it lasted Scavenger Hunt 96.
Friends: KR SB AR PF KC.
RL TW CB KP & Kimball
gang. Love & Thanx: Mom
Dad & family

George Burnham

Brian Burns

Vanessa Burns
*VALIUM* It's slush!
Unlock the door! Whom
held my hair back:
J.L.T.G.A.T.B.D.S. S. I
guess this is the part where
I grow up. Thanx Dad & Mr.
D & Dan. Love you Jay.

Zbigniew
Butkiewicz
"ZBIG" The VW Man.
Projectionist & Gary's. Love
to Buddies- SB*, TP, JV &
CF. Blondie & Red! Love &
Thanks to Mom, Dad, &
sisters - Love you!

Thomas J. Callery
GUT! #79 get-along Natty
Football Asst. AD HANZ! 4
years is plenty long. Let's
get out. Thank you for
everything.
Love you ABM&K Tats

Courtney
Campbell
(Court) Ray Quan Chef
Rapper?. Thanks AM AD CB
MT CJ CC LR LM KL TM
Mom & Dad Love you all
Good Luck Corey & Corin.
Christina Cantrell
Cheering; Beating up X's
Hawk, Camp Disaster,
Best Buds: Kim & Melissa
K.C. cornfields & shaving
tea party. Mom, Dad,
Kev, Cin, Andy: I love you

Scott Carter
Verily, I have often laughed
at the weaklings who
thought themselves good
because they had no claws.
-Nietzsche

Michael D.
Carignan
Class of 97 rules
To CWABBB CDJF good
luck
Basses are the
best
Thank you Mom + Dad

Tiffany A. Casper
97 Bestfriends 4-eva.
Friends: ED, GG, JC, JK,
LP, AS, JA, CF, CC, AK.
Good luck, Erica. Thanks for
everything. I love you!
Mom, Dad, Matt + pets.

Michael J.
Carignan
Memories last forever
Friends: DE JC MSG MW
BM MC DC
GOOD LUCK TO ALL MY
friends. Thanks Mom and
Dad for all the support.

Fonda Chen
"That which tears us apart
unknowingly brings us
together." Love to good
friends. Forever in my heart
21. I LOVE YOU MOM,
DAD, AND SIS.

Brian Carnes
Thanks family. Thanks to
JEN for making things
easier. There's a long road
ahead, but there's a special
person watching over us
from above. "DAD"

Linda Chen
"Do not worry about tomo-
row, for tomorrow will
worry about itself."
Cal-E&P to my BDS: mya
we'll meet again along the
road LUV U MOM, DAD, &
F.
Marina Chhun

Susan G. Chipman
Don't walk behind me, I may not lead. Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Walk beside me and just be my friend. All my Luv & Thanx to DP, M, D&K

Andrew Chiras
MILK NOFX ROCKS Bob THANKS to Parents, MATT, Mrs. Shimer AND Girl Friend Amanda, Offlimits Troph, Skold, Odyssey, ERR And, more great Bands

John P. Clark
THERE CAN NEVER BE ANY NORMAL. EVEN IF THERE WAS I WOULD NOT WANT TO BE IT.
Abigail Connor

What? Woow! GOOD-BYE CHS Have fun next year KJ & LC more good times w/JB, ME, KJ, LC
Thanks MA, DA, Beth, Frank, Kim ILUC Good Luck to everyone!

Stephen Coraccio

CORACH:
94-Good times w JJ AF SFT-
It was a blast!
Friends: Thanks for all the laughs
Parents: Thanks!

Timothy F. Cormier

And I am you and what I see is me And do I take you by the hand And lead you through the land And help me understand the best I can "PF 71"

Adam Costa

"Man is strong; only he can admit love & defeat." 4 their friendship- AC, AK, CD, SB, RT, DS, SP, EM, NP, SR. Xtra thanx to Mom, Dad, and Amanda.

Brian Coutu


Bruce Coutu

FTW-WP-CAMPERDAYS-BCBCJILLBJ THE HARY TOADPLTHEN OR MSLBLUEFACEBLDANKROCCOLOVE2 KOTHANXMOM-BRI-RALPHY-PD-SP-SWISS-MRG-PIT-BLACKBOX-ER300KEY1601

Matthew Cox
Matthew J. Crawford

Sasquatch lives!
Best of luck to JILK CM MK SW SA KR RK TH AB KO and all the rest!

Eric Crosby

Steady Freddy

Thanks A lot: MR MC SS TZ CD AS MC and Mom and Dad and Jen

Keith Cruickshank

This is just the start of life I will miss you all- AC, AB, KR & MN-- Thanks Mom, Dad, Bobby, Mark, and Michael

Matthew Cullen

"I must be Mr. Knowitall for ideas they come in bounds, I am Mr. Knowitall, so spread the word around" ---Les Claypool---!

Leigh Daigneault


Erika Darling

CERISH YOUR VISIONS, YOUR IDEALS, THE MUSIC THAT STIRS IN YOUR HEART. IF YOU REMAIN TRUE TO THEM, YOUR WORLD WILL AT LAST BE BUILT. -ALLEN

Jennifer DeJesus

"QUESO" BJ; Tune in Tokyo; RocknBowl w/ JP; Good Times w/ "FRIENDS" *Thanks for the memories, Kevin* Thanks Mom & Dad, Good Luck Nick

Kerri Deschaine

Sticks & stones may break our bones, but words will break our heart, so, there are many tears in the heart that never reach the eye.
Bethanne DeStefano

Thanks Mom, Dad & Tim. I couldn't have done it without UVB, MS, TG & AT. Remember all the good times we had. I love you Dave & Kayla. Good Luck Wayne & BECCA.

Carl T. DeVincent


Laura A. Domey

"Just listen to the color of your dreams." J. Lennon & P. McCartney. To all my friends: remember, goodbye is not forever. I love you Mom, Dad, D & K.

Kristy Ducharme

"DUCHÉ" SN
FT W/ MEC 2 K^2 V APT
CAMPIN RF COPS PSC & UNH RD, VT & GU PO
*RYAN* I FELL LOVE 2 MOM, DAD, G&K "SEND ME ON MY WAY" BUD?

Louis DiStasi Jr.

Capt. FB#88, BB#7
L.D. for V.P., swoosh, midnight @ Max's w/ KA & JR. *Pals, CR-P3L1, BM. Thank, Luv Ya Mommy and Dad. Good Luck Ash.

Christine J. Duggan

SOCCER #21
The Garage Camping '96
Happiness isn't just something you experience, it's something you remember. Thanks MOM & DAD, K&B.
Rachel Edwards

“Fortune smiles upon you my friend, another day of wine and roses, or in your case, beer and pizza!” Thank Mom, Dad, John, Becky & AMIS

Tricia L. Ellis

What a long strange trip it’s been... Good luck to everyone Trips to NH the squigglyuick WOW Thanks to those who helped during a rough time IS Mell Freak LS soap

Christian Erhartic

FB #71 BB #55 “Is life not a hundred times too short for us to bore ourselves?” THANKS TO ALL WHO GAVE ME A CHANCE. LOVE YOU FAMILY

Apostolos Exarchos

Thanks Mom Dad Friends for showing me the way and helping me chose my own Ground. You can achieve only what you can conceive.

Kelley Farr

GOOD LUCK IN LIFE AND LOVE A.W., J.T., L.C. AND EVERYONE ELSE. YLK ALWAYS AND FOREVER! I LOVE YOU MOM, DAD, KRISI AND RICHARD

Courtney Faulds

TO MY FRIENDS: CC, AD, GG, MT, DL, BM, JS, KH AND EVERYONE I MISSED, IT’S FINALLY OVER THANKS MOM & DAD & VICKI YOU’RE THE BEST LOVE YA ALWAYS SEE YA CHS & MR. T

Jarrett Fay

“FAYDOG” Baseball #4 Midnight at MAX’s with LD & KA Friends you know who you are, Thanks kroations and crustaceans Luv ya Mom, Dad, & Melis

Margaret E. Feeny

...I will see you again some day soon. Will you save a seat for me? Say hello to everyone...
ONE LIFE DRUG-FREE missyouloveyoubyebyeXXX
Shari Ferman

"SHARGS" Nasty notes with RED. To my friends, our memories will last a lifetime. Love and thanks Mom and Dad. Good Luck Martin.

Rachel S. Ferner

"RA" THANKS BM, JB, AW, and others. Soccer, gymnastics, trampoline talks, my cabin. Ducks. Mom Dad Abi Jess Thanks. I'm on my way!

Melissa Ferron

MEMORIES CAN BE WITH YOU FOREVER - THANKS FOR SO MANY GOOD ONES!

Jessica Fielding

FIELDING #15 SOFTBALL Jorge Caper Turtle my toes are cold Cape Cod 94 Kansas 95 Friends JH CB TW JD MF SF *BRYAN* Love you Mom Dad Dave Ken

Jarra N. Finnegan

"Life is all memory, except for the one present moment that goes by so quickly you can hardly catch it."
Thanks Mom, Dad, MIKE

Michael Finnegan

LOOK AROUND AND CHOSE YOUR OWN GROUND 5/20/94 There's truly nothing like good friends. Thanks Dad & Ryan

Nicole C. Flynn

THANKS TO FRIENDS- JW, ET, LM, KL, SC, AB, BH CRAZY ON A SHIP OF FOOLS. THANKS MOM, DAD, MEL & BRUCE GOOD TIMES FOREVER 5/12/96 MY ENDLESS LOVE TO JON

Sara C. Flynn

"Flynny" "Ski Club" Soccer #18 Finally out in "97" Off to "college" Thanks to Friends MB, CW, JF, MT, MB, JL JR, IH Mom, Dad, Matt, Steph, Later!
Melissa Fournier

"The future is not determined, it lies within our hands." friends 4ever
*Brian-a dream come true
FILB 143-7* Thanx Mom & Dad Good luck Jen

Jessica L. Fraser

Cranberries, Truth or Dare
Bickfords w/ LG, BM, Bridgewater "The Party"
Best Buds KC, LG, MS, EO, JM, DO, SG, LS, EB, BM, SB, Love you Mom Good luck J & R

Michael Freeman

#2 Soccer-Capt. /Hockey-
STATE CHAMPS! Thanks to all of the friends who helped along the way! RJ- Great Times & Memories
Thanks & Love Mom, Dad, L & M

Laura E. Gamache

"SASK" REM almost
Cranberries Truth or Dare?
Bickford’ w/ JF & BM(BM-ing) ST
Quebec HB4Legs BALDWINMS
Best Buds JM EO BM
LOVE YOU SG*9/6/96*
LOVE YOU MOM DAD
JM

Herpreet Gandhi

"GUODLA" DON’T ROCK
DA CAR, OLD YELLER,
DANGIT, CAMEL, CASA
DE GEO, TYPE W/ BUCK & 90 DEGREE TURNS,
SALAMI, FRIENDLY
CALC ....ALBINO THANX
MOM, DAD, MIN, & SIMER

Melanie Gano

"SMELL MY KNEE" M-ettes
Capt. *RAGE96* Merriams,
Tramping, A^2t2, JPs
GumGame, Y? CAUSE it’s FRDAY! FRIENDS all over
kp n tuch “keep SMILING”
Big Bry Luv U MOM, DAD T

Andrew Galpin

Kerry Gardner

Rae- ours is the sunlight... And wrinkles only go where the smiles have been... -JB & CS- Family and slick friends- thanks for the smiles.
Laura L. Garrigan
This year we will receive our invitation to the world and it's up to us to strive to make a difference. Thanking you Mom, Alycia, my Gladys & Fam

John Gates
"On sont les Niegedens d'antan?" - Y'ossorian
"Fame after death is the noblest of goals" - Beowulf
"I have not yet begun to live" - Gates

Melissa Gelinas
Friends: CC LR LD KL LM JJ, etc. SLIM JIM CREW-L FLASHING NITES ALONG WITH SUMMER OF 96 NEON/ACORNS AT ULOHELL/HITS FL96 LOVE YA MOM DAD FAM

Jamie D. Gendron

Kerry A. Gilbride
BAPT laughs BF 4eva CW & KG 4uf times Good Luck in whatever CW KB MS KD -NB EG LP Thanx -Mom Dad Nana -Becky Geoff gets my love 4eva

Jodie R. Gilfeather
Keep your head up, eyes on the future and head in the clouds -JS Don't miss the beautiful colors of the rainbow looking for the pot of gold. Thank you so much everyone!

Tracy Gilkerson
Finally!!!
Fun with: VB BD AT JP^2 AC CB EG-NB^2 Thanx Mrs. C!!! Good Luck Sarah!!! Thanx Mom, Jon & Family!!! I Love U Jason!
5-15-96!

Mary Kate Gill
What is precious is never forgotten.
The girls, CCTSA. BB-MS CK's fab5 THE dock! Pez Love you, MOM & DAD Mark, Brendan I LOVE YOU
John Goffin
Gonzos Point Thanks "DW EC" Bates Parties Hingham FF Fantastic Voyages EZ MP MC JP GB GD JB EG AC EC MM LP MS PG JB. Never forget you Lea. Thank you Mom+Dad GL BM.

Pauline Goldsmith-Johnson
I love you Mom + Dad + Joannet +Beth G. Best friends forever. I will always remember summer of '96. Love to SC+JC+DD 151

Gabrielle Goudreau
"GAG" What can I say? It was a great 4 years! Thanks to all friends: KH TC CC MC where'd it go? DE*5-11-96* Love ya! Love & thanx M+D Good luck $+H.

Elizabeth A. Goulas
PGJ BF4-EV RmJP Jamaican PMISI FRP GJS CC C Br., Hs. Pz. Sniggs J. WNA BLDS DT Hr. Me. ILT RnGMCPU THKS T Family De Bn. Th. AL. LYKID JW 6FL NY NF THHT. GL SC

Kristin Gould
"WHATEVER!" Gymnastics Robert's "The Garage" N.S. Road Trips Camping. Good Luck guys! Our memories are to keep! Thanks Mom, Dad, and Brad.

Toni M. Grasso
"Threads that are golden don't break easily." T. A. Cheering, CMLT! "and we call it knowledge & change & life itself." B. T. Love to Mom, Dad, Nic. *PAUL* & JODI

Ethan Gray
How much? More than sights can see, more than words can tell, more than words can express; that is how much. Thanks Mom and Dad and Doug B.

Tara Hajjar
Dancin' in Disney 95&97. Good times w/ "DP" A'T2 "Friends come & go but there's always one you're stuck w/ for life." TW - Friends4Life Thanx M, D, R, & K.
Kristen L. Hanson

"HANSON" "Anyhows!!"
"Mengia!" Good luck, Janet, Hobbs, Crazy Kat, Gabby NDE, neighbor, AP. Thnx. I'd be lost w/o all of U! Luv ya.Dave! Thnx Mom and Dad!

Jennifer Hardy

"What we have been through together is changing us now-can change us forever"
Friends: thanks for the great memories. Love you Mom & Dad.

Bonnie Harrington

Best of times with friends. "Sissy" lbs. @fl "lions den" *BRIAN* "what r u doing?" Roberts wakeup calls fun at NH! Thanks & Love to Mom, Dad, K, J, & K.

Robert Harvey

Good times with BC, BC, BN, MP, BJ, JG, Boy. Thanks Mom+Dad, Mr. Johnson, Rat Mouse, Mr. Gallagher, and the camper crew. Later Craig!!

Vikram Hegde

MY MOM THINKS I'M COOL!

Betty Hejinian

XXX
X X
X 0 0 X
X I X
X U X
XXX

Jeffry Heroux

Football CAPT. #76 Wholey Kastore Lo #3/ Good Luck TK, DL, EC, AB, NA, NP, MD. Love you Mom, Dad, Amy, Debbie. Always&Forever STACEY.
Tanya L. Herron

Another chapter ends, but a new one is beginning. Thank you to all my friends for the memories. Chris - A new beginning. Love to my family.

Katy Hibbard

"Hibbs" Stressed w/ MK C-nite w/ MO ONE LAST LOOK BEFORE WE SAY GOOD-BYE. LOVE YA MOM, DAD. DAWN. MISS YOU NANA!

Michelle Hibbard


Jennifer Hill

Nickname Jenn

To my parents and Mrs. Strout for support and help. Best wishes to MB, MT, SF, JG, JL, RM, JP.

Matthew S. Hillson

The past is but the beginning of a beginning, and all that is and has been is but the twilight of the dawn.
-H. G. Wells

Kevin Hinckley

"Trying to be perfect is like trying to find the corner of a circle - you'll no doubt be disappointed." B content w/ who U R. "Reality is."

Kimberly Hobbs

"Hobbles" -NK "Knobs"-TZ I finally made it! Thanx friends and fam. Fun times w/ friends DW AN NK KH KH Keith. I'm cold! Good luck Craig SN & MO.

Matthew P. Hofman
Mark Hogan

"Many times I've wondered how much there is to know."
-Led Zepp, 4 DMB concerts, Road trips w/ JS. Thanks to Hogan's. Thanks you best friend.

Vivian C. Hsu

*Remember the past-
Live the present-
Dream the future-
Reach for the stars*

*Thank you Mom, Dad, Eric for your love + support*

Russell B. Holt

Thanks Jessica, Gregg, Dickey, and SKYDOG. Lord on, N.H., 1996. CHS - Thanks for nothing. Go Rusty #2. I'm on my way to Macon.

Anna Isaak-Ross

"Sunshine, daydream walking in the tall trees, going where the wind goes..." G.D.
Thanks SW, MN, JH, JL
Love to Jesse, Mom, Jim, Dad.

Kristen Horndahl

FH #2 1-2 PUNCH LNT w/ BM Roberts-The Garage DMB, TIVICID2 Cheeks JOBIES!! Thanks friends(I will Remember U*Luv U Mom+Dad E+K+B HAVE FUN + SIMLE.

Tamar Jeknavorian

"PRINCESS FASH" patrol CCMSA "I'm so tired" Next games party at my castle. "Fantasies can become reality." *PIGS* To my family all my love!

Jessica Hosman

J. Christopher Jenkins

Hky #30. Long live "Da Posse" Love to all my friends, esp.
Peanut&Penelope. "Could I be anyone other than me"
10/2/96 LOVE YOU MOM, DAD, & DREW.
Christopher P. Johnson

Friends: SS, BM, CD, SC, ETC. Lucky! The Phantom, Lake W. I love you, Laura BM & ME & Funspot. ME & SS and the 18-wheeler. Thanks MOM, DAD, ALAN+LAURA.

Paul M. Johnson

Thanks Mom, Dad, and Matt for all your support. I enjoyed Blues guitar soloing with MF. Good luck KY, MT, DK, JR.

DTR KTM

Jodi A. Jordan

I made it Mom! Thanks guys Jaime & Mike! The memories were great. H. Fest '96, Grants house! Bhits!

Christina Joyner

CJ- HOOKED ON A FEELING! THIS ROCKS - Times to remember w/ AM-CC-MT-HT-ET-NF-AB&Rest. OK Buh-Bye Now! Thaxn Mom+Fan!

Benjamin Juhola

CAMPERSDAYS
Skunkisland
BCBCLERJRLRHLRAT
Toad/JR KillerBLMES
BlueFacePITRSBRCJIM
Thans Shimer Doherty
Bruce Rich MOM & DAD.
I love you Kathleen.

Anastasios Kastrinakis

#30 Basketball
Friends: AC CE ML AB AM
"El Gresso"

Thanx MOM DAD MARYELLEN.

David Kattan

Always remember:
The Katt is watching,
and that the power of
the Kiwi is eternal!

Elizabeth Keane

Talk a little, Sing a lot.
Walk a little, Dance a lot.
Smile a little, Laugh a lot.
Dream a little, Live a lot.
Roberts was sweet, Thans fam.
Fly on
Joseph A. Kelber

KELBA #7 Tennis, Football
CIJPKGHBBTMKGTMBO
MHKM "RAGE '96"
DMBHILAWEEJFSH
Thx for being there Mom, Dad, and Lizzy.

Matthew Killam

V Baseball+Golf
"Special K"
Good Luck - KH BM JC TD
JF AB JL JB JT
Luv U JT
THanks Mom Dad Hope.

Brad Kelly

"I'll ride the wave where it takes me."

e. vedder
10-2-96

Robert E. Killeen

"It's 6:10" JA, JA, JA!
OOGA SHAKA, Nights with
KKWKNJCSWBA+CO.
Cast & Crew fiestas.
Puntaje! Love, thanks, & success to all friends & family.

Nichole Kelly

#19 Fld Hockey/Ski Capt.
Good times w/ Da Posse
"Once a friend-forever a friend" Gina, Benoit, Jenelle,
Sully, Jeff.
Thanks - Mom, Dad, HM,
Bubbs.

Russell Kimball

Meredith Kiernan

Friends Always. S+M-ette.
featured:NYDWB
TheaterChorusPhoebeTable
PoolSleepoverGirlsDuck
BoomboxDaisyAngelBunny.
Sweet Pea luv's Mom,
Dad+Bernie!

David Kirk

"CAPTAIN" T74-SPL NVSI
PSIA Life is like white water canoeing, sometimes you
just got to hang on and yell
OH...
Love you Mom, Dad, &
Kristen.
Andrea N. Kluck

"97" Friends4-Eva
TC, LP, EM, SS, JC, AC,
KH, BG, Ernie + JJ.
Stacey B.+Family- Love ya!
Loveyaaalways! Dad, Mom,
Jason, Chantel.

Holly K.
Kopacz-Carota

Holly-O 7 Wonders of the
World. Good luck to crew.
Stuck here, shucksPPP
Thank God it's over. Thank
you Mom, Dad, Jeff. Good
luck Matt.

Michael Koresky

Good luck in college to all
my closest friends: AB, JD,
KF, LG, EG, VH, JP.
Remember to always keep
smiling. SEE YOU AT THE
MOVIES!

Brooke Kotfila

What you now see isn't all
that I be for not even I yet
truly know me. Times That
Stay: TRACKS DMB3 CC
The Garage 100/4...AND JL
LIVES FOREVER

Hemalekha
Krishnan

"There are more things in
heaven and earth than are
dreamt of in your philoso-
phy."
W. S. Friends- Good
Luck & thanks. Thanx
Amma, Daddy, Akka, &
Ravi.

Kyle Kydd

wookies pie & loud
music.....mmm

Jeffrey P. Lake

Believe in the Ft-Wp. Caper
Days BJ BC BC BL Killa
Toad RH PL BL ER BJ's
Blackbox Skunk Isle: Blue
Face Thanx MOM+Tom.
Hope it's a boy. Love ya
Dad.

Jennifer Landers

Chorus Int'l Special Olymp-
ics '95 Bronze-Medalist,
Equestrian; Strout-Jopi
Friends- NK, JH RM, MT,
MC, MB, SF, BL, GW
Hawaii'96 Thanks Mom,
Dad, Family.
Paul Langworthy

"Niner"-7WOW. Good luck to the crew, Dunks, & the Lake. I'd trade all my tomorrows for 1 single yesterday?

Thanks to my family

Jannine M. Larsen

"Sassy" The most annoying sound in the world - CCTV43

I love the Wright Salsa

Friends: CE, MT, CP, HE, AC. Thanks Mom and Dad.

John Learson

Golf. Baseball #20 "Sassy"


Adam Lewis

Lost on Elm. "Beaker" Lake. W. Weekends w/ LM. Luv to the N.H. crew. It's been real girls! LM LD LR MG BH NF I luv U Ben 9-27-93

Thanks Mom Dad & Kel

Kathleen M. Lewis

I love Cara. That's all I have to say.

Matthew Liakos

F.B. #3 CAPT. Had a great time APT crew. JH MW-86B Jo- evelin good luck Dom+Eric. Thanx Dad, Mom, Gram, Chris-Luv ya-

Kevin, Jeff, Stacy DON'T GET OLD.

John B. Leonard

Don't GET OLD.
Danielle D. Luce
Best of times with Friends! V-ball memories. To all my smelly friends - UR the best. H. T. - joined at the hip! Keep smiling. Love & Thanx, Mom, Dad, & Kev.

Craig Mackenzie
Great times with SA RK NM MK JL SB in theater band + tennis. Thanks for making all the memories. Thanks Mom, Dad, + CHS for 4 great years.

Lauren Mackenzie

Jennifer A. Maggio

Rebecca A. Mahoney

Megan B. Mamalis

James P. Maravelias
Matt, Bry, Kev, Mike, Paul: Goodtimes and badtimes, happy and sad, I always left with a smile. Thanks. I love you Mom, Dad, Siu.

Brian Marc Aurel de
MAC: "One man knows that has a mind and knows it can always beat ten mn who haven't and don't" - GBS Thanks mom and dad 143 Melissa Mario DMB #15
Carla J. Marenghi
TO all my friends - I will
miss you! Where’d the sun
go? Um No! The Big
Crash JG BUNGY 96 - Florida
FunTimes w/ AD Thanks
Mom & Dad Good luck & Go
crazy John.

Gareth Markey
To all my friends; it’s not
the end, the earth has not
swallowed me yet. Thanks
to my family good luck “D”
CN MC DM J + AP KH +
others. I Love U Cathy.

Jonathan Martin

Ruth Ann Martin
I wish all my fellow students
and teachers the best of
everything in the future. I
will miss all of you.

Hilary Mason
“Hi Lawee” “FRIENDS”
thanks for the memories
*JAY* Cape ’96 KP Tramp-
ing Crans, Alanis, & DMB
’96. THANKS K’s, O’s, & S’s.
Love you mom. Best of
Luck Holly.

Arjun Masurkar

Andrew McCabe

William
McCarty, Jr.
Wayne runsjoe! friends CJ
SP BF RK BD BB HB 9S 96
I luv you Arleta 5-95 I
finally made it. Miss you B
and B. Thanx Mom and Dad.
Jennifer McEwen

I'll never forget great times w/best friends. Hampton Beach w/MS EO LG JF KC and DL MB Pals + HS friends don't forget me! Thanks Mom, Dad and Mel. I love you!

Kate McKenna

This school is ridiculous. But thanx anyway Mom and Dad, Gig, Kris, Ash, Jenn + Jen. Oh yeah: KO, SA, KS, MO, BS, RG, SP + Buddha's. (Shh...cheerleading7 - capt!)

Maura B. McManmon

If ever there was a time to dare it is now! 300 H *Roberts* Garage DMB3 "Game on" Camping 96 *Thanks* friends U know who U R* Gdluck* Mom Dad Mark Cat. I love you.

Amy McMullin


Christopher M. Medeiros

The "Stash"

PHL Rules Best Friends JC IV TP Thanx Mom, Jenn, Kevin

Nora C. Meenaghan

"Forever- is composed of Now-! Tis not a different time-/Except for Infiniteness-/And Latitude of Home-" E.D. Love and thanks to my friends and The Fam-Mom, Dad, and Brian

Erica D. Meidell

Soccer forever! #2 Coach. MYST. WKND ACE SSAM GUTS True Friends-MO. RT, JS, KS, CB, Jerk's Thanx Mom, Dad, Julie, Amy, Chris + BL Gang, Checkers, Grandma+Grandpa Huv ya all!

Laura E. Melancon

Friends: KL, NF, MG, LT, BHETC*My love to Chris* Getting lost +Lake Winn w/ KL *BEAKER*DAISIES* NGB Hugs+ thanks, Mom, Dad, K & L Uncle Arthur and Chris
Janet Milley
To my true friends KH AR DB C+MD. Thanks HC, JM, MR. R. KL + HC.
"Music is life." Josh, every little thing I do I love you Dad, Mom, Laura and Cuddles.

Bryan Molinari
People who know who I am MT, EG, PE, KS, JM, NW, DA, BK, Mom and Dad.

Beth K. Moloney
FH#1 1-2 punch LNT w/KH DMB3 Roberts "The Garage" *They say good friends are hard to come by I guess I was lucky. Love you Mom, Dad, Jill and Mark.

Emily F. Moloney
"All we're looking for is another open door" - Kate Bush To my pals; Thanx for the memories. Rock on swimmers. LOVE YOU Mom, Dad and Margie May.

Daysha Morell
Buddha cheering camp-never forget CT. KOJP, NB, SCKMKMTG. EGAN10$ Thanks Mom, Dad and Brian.

Katie L. Morrison
"Katie-Mo" Cheering-Buddha TRK8 laughing! MH-where are they AKJ? Did PNCH2 CB-the toad friends from A-Z. Love and thanks Mom, Dad, KSP + *B* XO Bye!

Rebecca A. Morse
"Becky" Biking in the woods, the petting zoo, RK, DP, JC, JA and others; Good luck! Love ya Mom, Dennis, Sarah, Jell-o and D.J. *97.

Patricia Mourtzinis
"Yiota" Sease Moree CT We did it. There's the GREEKS, Nik thanx for the ID, GIA Meg we had funw/ the geese. Love ya Ma, Dad, Chris, Nikki good luck.
Elizabeth K. Moy

Sax section rocks!!!
Thankx and love to Mom,
Dad, Steph and Melissa. My
friends JS, JL, MM, AC, JM
you guys rock! Thank you
Mr. K.

William R. Mueller

Colleen Mulrooney

Best friends KM, KB. I'll
miss you guys! Summer boat
house, "Hot Rod", Little
fishies-Swim fast girls!
Thank you Mom, Dad, Matt.
I love you.

Susan A. Mumby

"Life is not a problem to be
solved, but a gift to be
enjoyed." VBall #20 All my
friends-miss you ACCTMK-
U R the best! Thanx Mom,
Dad, Jenn, Luv U T.

Jennifer W. Murray

-Ski Forever- "A smile is a
doorway that shows your
heart is at home."
Rollerblade 2 Go divers!
"Yeah me!", WOKQ Love &
Thanks Mom, Dad and Linz.

William Muse

Brian Mycko

Class of '97
College Bound
So long CHS
Thanks Mom and Dad!

"Shampoo" "Black Widow"
I want to thank Alana,
Tanya, Sean and Rob for
putting up with me. Also
weasels, Ranma, etc.
"Dreamgirls Rule!!"

Kimberly Nakamato
Jeffrey Needles

We fear the sea of an unknown future. However “The sea will grant each man new hopes, as dreams bring thoughts of home.” C Columbus MDAS+F

Matthew H. Nelson

“I will go in this way and find my own way out. In a way I used to play with all of the loneliness that nobody notices now.”-DMB #41

Megan Nicholls

Gonna pack it up move it out I feel so good take me inside out and upside down it’s time to move board catch that groove I don’t know what’s there but I’m sure it sure beats here.

Mélissa J. Nickerson

Main, Florida and Boston! Behind the clouds! She’s lost Scenery and the saint! Thanks and all my love Mom, Dad and the Marenghi’s. Good luck Robyn.

Alison Nikonchuk

Cheering-Buddha-TG is the true Cml to! Fun times with BD, SA, KH, EG, NB, AC, NB, and everyone Thanks. Mom, Dad, Sean, Kris and Stace, Irene-Good luck Alex.

Taryn L. O’Brien


Katie O’Connor

Capt. Cheering Buddha + CT 4KTs EG Waterfalls-Mr. M Fun times w/ JP, DM, MP, NB all mushed out-the D.D.B-apt Blaah! I love you Mom, Dad, Tara and Bruce.

Rachel O’Reilly

*LION* Good luck gang!* I love you guys! DMB3! TP Friends, though we part our memories will last forever-luv 2 Mum and Pup NJM*HaAuNnGw O/U, TaRnBdTjS*
Megan O'Sullivan

JS, JM, RT, KM, EM, JF-U
R the best I'd cry! Sutchicken “Big Red” CRTS
Camp w/CA Thanks family
*Joe* & nuggets-I love you to pieces.

Kristin Offt

As we look ahead to a brighter and better future, I wish all of you the best of luck in whatever you choose to succeed in. Luv & Thanx Mom&Dad

C. Erik Olsson

Baldwin REM-almost DMB
Amherst But Anyways
Scurry Love and Luck to:
DW, HM, MS, SB2JF, LG, JM
All my love Mom&family
Good luck Maryellen. Thanx Dad.

John M. Orr

Chantelle R. Ouellette

“Chelly” DT Bums. 007
Mission=LITO, PUTSA, FLESCH! “Taryn...CURB!”
The girls: TO, PM, JP, AM, MS, MM *7 wonders*
Destination: Emily Luv U
Mom&Michael

Kristin Offt

As we look ahead to a brighter and better future, I wish all of you the best of luck in whatever you choose to succeed in. Luv & Thanx Mom&Dad

Valentine F. Pajer

With the help of God and true friends I come to realize I still have two strong legs and even wings to fly. Mom
Dad MKJS.
JBKMTDSCCKEY FB15

Maria G. Papandreou

*To the good times and bad times* Friends, HK, EO, HM, DW, and CR-I'll miss you! *Greece96* Dreaht
cruisin w/ CR Steven you'll always have my heart! Mom.
Dad I love you.

Alana L. Pappas

Thanks Mom, Dad and
Jessie Love ya Marcus
Good luck to everyone at the lunch table! Good luck
HAM & MES!!!
Jodi L. Paquin

*To forget yourself is to see everything else*  
*Drift where the current chooses*  
Thanks Mom—I love you!  
Love to Toni, Billy and Wade.

David Pascucci

The only friend I thank is Murray. Disco STU does not need to advertise. Fight the power, peace to Tyrone and Melvin. Ice T is God.SCKAS can 3MTA3.

William Paterson

"Up your nose with a rubber hose."  
-Vinny B. 1975

Thomas Peal

Weirs '96 Cinema City JVB  
Hockey SV Another day at the lake, I got dismissed.  
Technology drive. Custom by crash SB, JD, JV, ZB, RB. The Boys.

Brendan A. Pelley

Valerie A. Perry

Remember parties in the bathroom. I love SP and NS Bikini Kill rocks.

Christopher J. Petersen

"Allah"  #65 Football  
Friends: AC, JD, CE, MT, HE  
IT'S "SEN" VB#31  
Thanks Mom, Dad and Kate  
Love you.

Douglas Petullo

Thanks to close friends & everyone at Eastman's.  
*Lady Anne II* Good times at Tom Petty & the B.P. of '95. Thank you Mom, Dad, Gram. Good luck Dan & Jack,
Nicole Phaneuf
We're going to be their chicks! Chicken wings and Johnny Ho! Good bye and best wishes to friends SR, DS, SP, RT and AC. Thanx Mom, Dad and Brad.

Jill M. Phillips
FRIENDS-You are the best, gang! JH_Who-Who, lbs @ FL, RO-parasail, Kicks under table. BM-Want some layers? Lake DMB3. THANKS Mom and Dad.

Sandra Picard
Thanx Ma&Pa, Joe, good friends-JS, VP, CM, BQ, LP, TO, AH, AL, the B-room gang, shalomites, Camp Weetamoo, my luv-SP my music-ME Mosaics and teachers.

Adam Pieroni
How strange it is to find that as far as we search, the answers are always waiting right in our backyards.

Justine Pieroni
Pulse Graphics 3Li+3! @ SC, MC, GM, NW, CS, nice fro. RH, HILL143. The Chief: The RF glare.

Shannon Pollard
*Shamalama* Synchro Maids 93-97 *Shalon Fanula, I don’t think so! PS&AC, you guys are the best! Get cranked, we made it so far! Mom&Dad I love you. Good luck DP, JP, KP.

Richard R. Price
"Oh wow!" to SB with love Hockey #5 #18 Thanks to all my good friends you know who you are. Good luck BM, DE, Thanks to Mom Dad, Heather. #2 #24.

Kimberlee Proudly
I learned that you should not expect Life's very best if you're not giving it your very best. Good times w/all my friends. Luv&Thanx Mom, Dad, P.J. and Matt.
Amy Rager

"That which does not kill me makes me stronger." Thanks for being there, HC. Friends JM, NB, KH, and HC, thanks!

Anjali Ramachandra

*TEENISSC* Capt* JB-kiss
My bad, CD trips not taken. HG-JJ-Cowboy AB-scavenger hunt*96* KO-Groton-B&J Friends-AB, KO, AS, HK, HG, CD, etc. Love and thanx Mom, Dad and Vik.

Kevin B. Ready


Kevin M. Reeves

Christi L. Reible

Ash & Jenn don't forget 4th fight-MP stay out of Dracut-Methuen game night. I missed!-rargrarg-me and my Codeine headache. Luv you Mom, Dad, Lori & Dawn.

Christina Rhude

Swimming "Fast Women" *Tricia, Jenelle, Jeff, Stacey, and "my patch" (CJ) - I love you TW power 3x3 *LD- P3L 1* Thanks Mom, Daddy, J & B-eternal smile *MLB*

Eric N. Richard

Leigh A. Rivard

L2& the group; Summer '96 LD, MG, KL, LM, JJ, EC, CC, RS, SR & 1stoe. *Florida* Trips in the Neon. You guys are the best. Thanks & Love *Mom, Dad and Steve.*
Sara Roake
NP, KS, DS, CB, RT, SP, AC, PW, I love you guys! Country Rules! I'm a chick! PIGS Thanx Mom, Dad, Jen, "Q", Doc, Felix, Trixie, Kitty. I am outta here!

David Robinson
Hockey #10 '95 State Champs Golf-the Handivan Friends you know who you are. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Aaron.

Kurt D. Robinson

John E. Rollins
Thanks Mom, Dad and C. Good luck to LC, YX, PJ, KY, PA, CS, TB, KB Remember the good times! BT, PQSEDO NFYP, TH.

Keith Rondeau
Good luck to all of my friends-you know who you are. Thanks Mom, Dad and Jerelyn.

Sarah E. Rose
"This is the time to remember, cause it will not last forever"-BJ VS-No more JB! Good luck friends! Thanx Mom, Dad, Jason, CM*Thanx Mark-YTB

Jason Rowe
Never stop dreaming-they do come true.

Brent E. Rowsell
Michael Ryan


Jennifer M. Saboliauskas

Florida Bound
Where did it go?
Thanks friends! It’s been a blast! Thank you and love you Mom, Dad, Jay, Jeff, Nan, Grandma and Sue!

Dianna Sachs

“You are the music for as long as the music lasts.”

-T.S. Elliott.

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jeff, and all my friends.

Matthew E. Sager

Great times w/ great friends!
Best buds EO, HM, JM, LG, JE, KC. Can’t forget Baldwin, Paunk, eggs on JD&M, trips to Boston, MB buds Love you guys! L696

James M. Sanford

“Spanky” F-ball QB #11 JG
Remember to stress those fundamentals. KR&DP2-BB @ Hadley. Thanks Mom, Dad, C&L, and Sam-Love ya forever TAM 7/5/92

Jacob P. Sartz

I think it’s time that I can finally say this has all been wonderful, but now I’m on my way.

Victoria M. Scarmeas

*The time together through all the years will take away these tears....Good bye my friends* DANCIN w/PE* Misbehavin w/ the girls. Luv and luck-Never forget you-BUD?!

Melissa Ann Silk

Soccer Capt. #11 CB WC Champs-Team Bahamas.
MKG-You’re the best (the dock) Good luck friends.
* * * Love and Thanks to Mom & Dad, Mike Steve, Lin, Tim-BMB*
Hillary Silva
Lucky Ducky, Tape&Chalk bum-Hector&Elijah-Spartans, Okay!! Best buds: JP, SB, EB, JM, MS2, SF & All the rest. I love you guys! Thanx Dad, Fran & Mom.

Anthony Silvia
WCTSR Friends and brothers, thanks to those who helped me along the way, Mr. GOOBER and Mistah Hoovah, it’s only high school after all...G-WING

Jennifer Sime
Thanks for all the great memories, Friends! I’ll always remember Jimmy B., Bobby S., and Davey M., WOKQ, and JERKS! Thanks and I love you Family!

Kevin Sinausky
“It’s time to move on, it’s time to get going, what lies ahead I have no way of knowing.” NSC SKYNARD I will never forget you guys. Love and Thanks to FAM.

Andrew Small

Michele Small
Finally I'm out!!!! Best times with BD, BC, TG, VB, MR, AC, BL Jr., CP. Thanks, Mom and Dad for all your help getting me out. Good luck, Timmy and Nicole.

Jacqueline N. Smith
*Rage '96* "Rub my tummy." Merrimam's Trampin'. Good times with "FRIENDS" Love you Mom and Dad, Andrea, Jason, Ryan, Majors *Eric-Thanks for the memories*

Yong Jin So
Past 4 years, I had such an ineffable time. From CHS. Also I really thank my parents and my brother.
Kara L. Sohigian

"To those whom much is given, much is expected."
Friends-SS, SR, RT, DS, EK. Stu-Co-Ft meade '96 LS-Thank you, Mom, Dad and Jason-Thanks, I love you.

Jason Soohoo

The times we've shared, the memories that were made, and the music we've played...It's been fun! ERR.

Sharon E. Sousa

"The fish who keeps on swimmin' is the first to chill upstream.* Buds-KS, LG, AK. 311-LOVE IT! Fun times in Pellham w/ fun people. Thanks MD+C Miss ya Bo.

Jeffrey A. Stander

Meghan B. Stanton

Softball #32 Blaah-APT2, E, C2, K2, V. LMP-Camping RF*Cops* Lion's Den, PSCRunnions "Pick a flower, hold your breath, and drift away." -Love to M3, B3, BUD?

Jonathan Steiman

All that's sacred comes from youth-EV, PJ w/ BK 10/2/96. Thanks DA for keeping me in line. RT w/ MH, LS w/ BC, BK, KS, NW. All night, '95-'96. Steps w/ MF 15GVR CF w/N, CC w/ GN.

Carlos Stoltzmann

Matthew Storace

Thanks, Mom and Dad
Thanks, Bill, Grampy, Keith, Josh, Bruce, Joe, Matthew, Lisa and the Weasel, RX7 Heaven. E.C.G.
Danielle Stott

Smile!! No more H.S.!
SP, AC, RT, NP, SR, RE, KS: Good Luck! KEEP IN TOUCH I miss you Dad! Thanks Mom, Joe, Tony!! I love you all!!!

John Stubblefield

Christopher C. Stubbs

How to acknowledge the eternal support of my friends, family, and the teachers? Never forget to dream! -Mom, Dad, PA, JL, KO, AR, JG, and OM!

Kathleen Sullivan

For all of my friends and my family: I share a tear of sadness, a smile of happiness! I give you all a forever hug of love & a clover of luck!

Stacey Lynn Sullivan

“Yesterday is but today’s memory, and tomorrow is today’s dream” DP. I’ll never forget you guys! All my love Mom, Dad, Brad, Dave, & Jeffry

Jennifer K. Sutkus

Jm- Night drives in Lowell & “Casts & baths”* DRES w/cc & FTM* JF & MO “Baby K”* JM KM MO JF DP MG EM TW- THANX FOR THE MEMORIES* THANX D M & A

Sean Sweeney

Rachel L. Taylor

Ker- Ours is the morning soccer #18 SBS To my slick friends-It’s not how you start the race, it’s how you finish. Thanks Mom, Dad, Alison, Carolyn
Swimming Discuss Thank you and good luck to my friends. S.B. Fight Paco Al Dante C. Head B. Munch WV9A-96 SpidWeb LUV U MK Thanks Mom, Dad, and Lisa

To all my friends- KS, DS, SR, NP, AC, Thank you for a great 4 years Thanks Mom & Dad, Debbie & Jeff & Romeo I love you Ricky, Thanks

To all my friends Good luck, Thanks Mom and Dad
Charles P. Tsihlis

Love, Mom, Dad, Amy
Down with college kids! JW
Gin Blossoms Sassy
Thanks to the Patriots for getting me through school.
See you on Allison Road!

Helen Tucker

Park & Ride '96 (It is in the woods!) E.T. & Me - Twin Towers! HG-FOB & remember Old Yeller!
What keys? HG & DT-Road trips 7 (orange) Hats! Thanks Mom, Dad, Ryan

Melissa C. Tumminello

Whatever

We are finally getting out of this dump

Heather Turay

V-Ball #45 FRIENDS: You SMELL! KAWASAKI! Putt putt *FM* 200 people! The Flee. NKOTB. SW, DL hurdle that bush! Love & Thanks M&D Good Luck Ryan.

Jennifer M. Turco

Day after day. I will walk and I will play. But the day after today, I will stop and I will start.

Matthew Turco

Finally out "Replay!"
"Replay!" 104 mph "Really!!...No! Not really!"
Papa jack and the Colonial Rat3Cinema and the almighty House Manager Thanks Johnny, Mom, Katie, Kara

Deborah L. Turner

*De-bi* HT-Park & Ride (was it in the woods?) Roadtrips and Hats 6/9/96 - my lucky day Good Luck to all my friends LOVE and Thanks Mom, Dad, Lis, Alex
Matthew Tymula
"TAMULAS"
Finally made it. Friends:
AB AM RP DE CC CJ
Thanks for the memories
Love you Mom Dad and
Family

Peter S. Urban
Thumbs up and keep outside
Leverage,
JV Hero. 3MTA3.OFF to
North Middlesex.world

John R.
Villeneuve
Football#68 Btam PHL
Pookie-I love you 4 eva!
Wooden Toyota Jetskiing
AgwayBoy FRIENDS SEE
YA ON THE OTHER SIDE
LOVE YA DAD, MOM,
SIS, KEN, SCRC

Amanda L.
Wagemaker
Your conscience is the
measure of your honesty of
your selfishness- Richard
Bach LFBH KF JT LC- Our
time is just beginning
Veggie 4 Life!!

Erin Walsh
Field Hockey #14 Tennis
Cpt Thanks for the memo-
ries MS FF CB KB KD VS
JH SR PSC Reunions
LMP=GNO Megs Floor^2
Camping '96 Love &
Thanks M&D G^2 C
BVD?

Whitney Ward
"Krusty wakeup!" Love to
buds Hangin at Dunks w/
CW SW JH SG & *JC*
#91 memories of Billy D
Love & Thanks family
GOOD LUCK HIL

April N. Watts
SMILE! More waffles
please. To my
friends:Good Luck! I'll
miss you. Buh-Bia! Tsu-
nami Mom, Dad, Beck,
Amy & BOO- I love you!
WOO-HA!

Douglas B.
Welch
Pick battles big
enough to matter mall
enough to win
Thanks friends of "96"
Thanks Mom&Dad&TJ
For everything Lov U
Field Hockey #32
There's nothing to fear except fear itself
Good Luck Everyone!

Nathaniel A. Whiting

"Now the years are rolling by me they are rocking evenly I am older I was once younger than I'll ever be" PS Thanks: Mom, Dad & Matthew

Cara Whitworth

BLAAH!BAPT-w K^4 B^2
MJ. KEZMEG, Kim, JAY, BRIAN & KRIS I LUV YA GUYS Thanx&Luv 2 Mommy, Dad, Kate, Nan, Grump, & Stanton's. Good Luck L&S- J^3N^2EL^2. I Luv Ya BRUCE 9-30-95

Mark P. Wholey

#55 Football Capt.
-Wholey- I had a great time,
Thanks to my best friends-
AL-JH-BT-ML-Pat Joe #16-
Skip-143^2 Love N Thx-
Mom&Dad- DMJSBD Nana

Danielle Wientzen

"Swoobs" The HILLTOP!
To my Kernal, my Love &
Thanks! Love to SM, EO,
SB, TI, EB, LD. SM my woobie! SB Perfect(a)
Girls! Dad, Mom, Joyce, &
Dave, Thanks

Sarah E. Wilkinson

"sun is shining, the weather is sweet... a new day is rising, get on the rise, anew day is dawning"
-Bob Marley

Christie M. Wilson

Thanks to all my buds, I love you guys! Good Luck & always party!- CW

Kara Wilson

Lost Is Yesterday Somewhere Between Sunrise And Sunset, No Reward Is Offered Except Memories. I Have Many & To All Who Gave Me Them I Thank You...deasSluaP Thanx Fam
Sarah M. Wilson
Dawa/Maddog 7 WON-DERS CO(19) 5 yrs 7 still going JL & TE "We're going places" THE CREW: Ashby, "We'll be friends 4eva" MB: I am your father

Allison M. Wong
"Al" CCSTM- you guys are the best "Follow your heart, it will always lead you in the right direction" Mom, Dad, Chris, Stevie- thanks, I Luv Ya

Stephen P. Woodbury
Suck My Toes. I'm gonna be the best Drycleaner that ever crossed the seven seas. THANKS MOM The New Sweethearts forever thank you PJP II

Willard G. Woods
"Hell is other people." --Sartre
High School is proof.

!WIGGLE!

Tricia Woolard
Wooly #8 VB Friends: Good Luck Thanks for the memories Thanks for being there Tara Love you Mom, Brian, Jeff. You'll always be in my heart, Dad.

Sarah D. Wright
"All the colors I am inside have not been invented yet," Love & Luck to my friends. Trainers U R the best. "Sassy" ANW you can do anything.

Stephen Wright
Higher Swifter Stronger XC Track Good luck to all my friends Thanks Ma, Da, and Family Pain is only for a moment pride is forever Timbo's

Christopher Wu
Happy Loco! Thanks for the great times guys! Best of luck to everybody! Thank you Mom, Dad. & Steph.
Yuan Xu

Keep your face towards the light and you will never see the darkness -Helen Keller.
Love you all friends and mom and dad, thanks 4 everything

Kevin C. Yang

CHS Years were fun!
Thank You Little Munchy for the memorable years!
GOOD LUCK LC, FC, PJ, JR, YX, CD, MH, JC!
Thanks Mom & Dad. Good Luck A & D!

Christopher Boucher

I was a wanderer; my past’s my only comfort- my Herron my only companion.
I be outta here-C-ya 4 eva
A^2+DCK94^3-309=*luv*

John Goss
Alex Kelly
Jeffery A. Knobel
Michael Labonte
Shaun E. Leger
Alexander Lehmann
Raymond Levy
Stacy A. Meehan
Michael Muise
Christopher S. Orrao

Jeffrey Bruce
Jennifer Bryant
Joshua P. Clancy
Redvers Curry
Michael Delmore
Arlene Dixon
Paul F. Doherty
Daniel Ellingson
Erin C. Fitzgerald
James Gavin

John Goss
Alex Kelly
Jeffery A. Knobel
Michael Labonte
Shaun E. Leger
Alexander Lehmann
Raymond Levy
Stacy A. Meehan
Michael Muise
Christopher S. Orrao

Anthony M. Paolilli
Jennifer E. Patenaude
Brandie Quinlan
Suzanne Robins
Edward Roux
Ryan S. Silva
Viridiana Valencia
David Walsh
Theresa M. Walsh
Marissa Lynn Zesiger

Michael S. Young

Doug, your boat’s gone, deal w/it. Pumpkinini!
Marketing snacks. Thanx Mom, Da, Lauren, Bri,
The Group,D, P, D, P, U, family and friends.
Keep in touch.

Anthony J. Zani

So I’ve made it-- that’s a surprise! All I’ve got to say is La La La Life goes on.
Keep it real and peace to ya-all-- bu bye and Whatever!!!

Lynne Tanner

John!* Thanx Mom, Dad, Simon, Brian, Ash, Foley’s, etc.
In Memory of

Melody Michopoulous

This past winter, though the cold was not quite as frigid, another kind of chill entered the hallways of CHS. We lost one of the most vibrant beings ever to set foot into our humble building. We lost Melody Michopoulous. A teacher here for over twenty years, she was a professor of French, as well as being one of the advisors to the French Honor Society. But even if you did not take that language, her charisma and charm could not be missed. For her love and dedication to this school, in both building and people, was pervasive, even after her death. She walked through these halls with a smile and open heart, teaching those who knew her well that life was to be lived.

Although she was a dedicated teacher, that was not all there was to her life. She was also an avid golf fan, played tennis, and travelled to faraway places to learn more about the different cultures of the world. In fact, she was only a few credits shy of becoming certified to teach Spanish, and was already fluent in many languages, including Greek and Chinese. Yet however busy she was, she was always ready to take time to be with her students if they needed extra help or just someone to talk to.

A scholar herself, she understood the needs of all her students. If there was something wrong at home, or you were simply having a bad day, she would listen and encourage you to go on with a more hopeful outlook than before. She showered her students with praise, and also christened each with a nickname during the duration of the school year. Ms. Michopoulous was, and still remains, a constant source of strength, and a spirit of hope.

As Kristin Offt reflects, "If there was one thing that struck me the most about her was her enthusiasm...I remember numerous classes when she would start to sing and dance around the room. She lived each day to the fullest." She strived to make peace between everyone, hoping that the lessons she taught in the classroom concerning respect and trust expanded to the world at large. She believed that communication was the key, and at the heart of this, that foreign language was an invaluable tool. In effect, Ms. Michopoulos was a teacher who lived to help her students.

"I remember being inducted into the Societe, and having to memorize the club motto: 'Une personne qui sait deux langues en vaut deux,' or, a person who knows two languages is worth twice as much. How true that is for her." Ms. Michopoulous will always be remembered as a role model, a person to admire, and in that, someone whose footsteps we should follow. So with all that we have to offer, we give her our thanks.
**MORP**

On Saturday, September 14, Chelmsford High kicked off the beginning of the school year with the annual MORP dance. Between the hours of 7 and 11, high school students forgot the stresses of the new year and relaxed. Everyone got in on it, even the DJ and teacher chaperones were caught dancing and having a good time. All the classes came together for this event, bringing along a feeling of unity.

When the night was finally over, everyone was looking forward to the rest of the year, anxiously awaiting social events as pleasing as the MORP.

Rachel doesn't let chores get in the way of fun!

These two groups smile pretty for the camera

These two are all smiles

Katie and Tara ham it up for the camera

Louie and Christina are glad YOU came

These girls are having so much fun!

Even the DJ is getting into it!
SPIRIT WEEK

The last few days before Thanksgiving, as our parents and relatives were baking and cleaning in preparation for the holidays, we here at Chelmsford High were making our own plans--on how to win Spirit Week. Between November 16 and 22, we wore an excess of strange articles of clothing, painstakingly created murals and posters, and collected all our change in the name of school spirit. It was quite a showdown, and the battles were close. But when the tallies had been counted, there was one obvious winner. The senior class took away the honor of being #1, leaving everyone else behind. From the Powder Puff to Penny Wars, the class of 1997 proved that they have what it takes to be King of the Jungle.
Winter Dance

December 14, 1996

One of these four is not like the others...

Looks like another Macy's Annual Winter Sale

Could their smiles get any bigger?

The Statue of Liberty and her stunt double

"Let me not to the marriage of true minds..."
What a cute couple!

LD and LD are the bookends!

Who steers this couple’s ship?

Ta-da!!!

Wait--this isn’t Radio City...

Two lovely ladies
Watch out for those elbows!
The cutest couple at the dance
He's a dancin' machine!
The King, Queen, and Court
"Come here and give us a hug!"
This is one tough crowd!
Just a little closer now...
Juniors

one more

Defining yourself

See the light

Leading
decisions

Coming of age

Brad Kelly
Juniors:

Acheson, Brian
Aluia, Vanessa
Andrade, Jennifer
Andreopoulos, Nikolas
Andrews, Jason
Apostolos, Andrew
Arden, Jonathan

Atkinson, Leeann
Ayapan, Mario
Bacon, Christopher
Badger, Kristin
Baez, Nicole
Balboni, Jodie
Ban, Kyong-Ho

Barry, Andrew
Bator, Melissa
Beaucher, Brian
Beauchesne, Amy
Behrie, Shannon
Belleville, Cheryl
Benton, James

Bettencourt, Lisa
Birke-Hauensen, Kol
Bishop, Michelle
Blaisdell, Amy
Boermeester, Keith
Bordonaro, Charles
Borowski, John

Boss, Stephen
Botham, Sarah
Bouvier, Anne
Boyajian, Melissa
Breen, Philip
Brodie, Jacqueline
Brooks, Stacey

Brothers, Jason
Brown, Angelyn
Brown, Timothy
Bruce, Penny
Bryan, Erin
Bryant, Nicole
Buckley, Allison

Buono, Michael
Burnham, Sarah
Byann, George
Byrne, Matthew
Camire, Adrienne
Campbell, Lisa
Carey, Colleen

Carlon, Joshua
Carroll, Erin
Carroll, James
Cecere, David
Chambers, Christina
Chamberlain, Carolyn
Chea, Pulhearin
Juniors:

Chiev, Peter
Chiopman, Julie
Ciardi, Peter
Ciulla, Alyson
Clarity, Michelle
Clegg, Barry
Coates, Christina

Coit, Timothy
Connolly, Candace
Costa, Joseph
Coughlin, Kathleen
Coyne, Christopher
Crosby, Jennifer
Cunningham, Sarah

Curran, Michael
Curtin, Kevin
Davis, Christine
Day, Brian
Dean, Elton
Decelles, Jonathan
Delpapa, Dyanna

Desloges, John-David
DeVito, Michael
Dickenson, Melissa
Dimneen, Alison
Dipietro, Gina
Dolan, Ryan
Doty, Keith

Dowling, Kathryn
Dube, Katie
Dull, Jennifer
Dumas, Stephan
Dunaj, Jonathan
Durkin, James
Edmonds, Mary

Eldridge, Derek
Eliopoulos, Angelique
Ellingson, Isaac

Exarchos, Georgia
Falardone, Christopher
Faubert, Melissa

Fernando, Vincent
Finneral, Meaghan
Fisher, Bryan
Juniors:

Mannone, Andrew
Marcos, Frederick
Marcotte, William
Marques, Rebecca
Marr, Vanessa
Martell, Michael
Martin, Andrew

Martin, Jacqueline
Martin, Jennifer
Mayol, Audy
Mayotte, Roslyn
McAnespie, Elena
McCarthy, Kevin
McDermott, Sean

McDonald, Timothy
McGovern, Kelly
McHugh, Kevin
McNally, Sean
Medeiros, Jennifer
Melamed, Rachel
Messmer, Alicia

Mingolell, Marica
Momancy, Justin
Moore, Jane
Morin, Becki
Morris, Jeffrey
Morris, Jonathan
Muhammad, Siama

Mullen, Colleen
Mullin, Christopher
Muzykewicz, Marcy
Myers, Brooke
Nardone, Christopher
Neild, Geoffrey
Nelson, Kathryn

Nihan, Patrick
O'Brien, Danielle
O'Connor, John
O'Donnell, Heather
O'Neil, Kelley
Ollington, Kevin
Olsen, Everett

Omohono, Marisa
Organ, Kathryn
Paige, Zachary
Pariseau, Elizabeth
Pattison, Emily
Perks, Craig
Peters, Jeremiah

Petrillo, June
Phair, Stephen
Phaneuf, Brad
Phelan, Casey
Phillips, Stephen
Piscione, Michelle
Poff, Bradley
Juniors:

Polychrones, Nicole Poor, Jason Portuguese, Melanie Potter, Diane Provenccher, Jessica Ravanis, Gregory Reed, Christine

Reveal, Brian Rheaume, Jennifer Richards, Nichole Rideout, Jeff Rockett, Janelle Rodgers, Stephanie Rondeau, Jerelyn

Roy, Bryan Rutter, Kristen Ryan, Gerard Sablone, Stephanie Sanford, Lori Santos, Jesse Scanlon, Seanl

Scavezze, Michael Schuler, Christopher Scomis, Matthew Sebelius, Tamara Serra, Shawn Shah, Amee Shah, Reena

Shanahan, Jennifer Shanley, Jessica Shaw, Peter Sheehan, Stephen Sheridan, Derek Shields, Pamela Silvio, William

Simorellis, Alana Smith, Andrea Smith, Brian

Smith, Christine Smith, Stacia So, Na-Moo

Sousa, Joseph Sousa, Joshua Southall, Joel
Juniors:

Spinello, Michael
Stewart, Michael
Stiling, Katie
Stoner, Amy Lyn
Stuart, Mark
Stuart, Michael
Tanner, Lynne

Theofilopoulos, Angelo
Thompson, Katrina
Thompson, Kyle
Thoren, Philip
Tickoo, Siddarth
Torrance, Michael
Trahan, Tiffany

Trainor, Arthur
Tran, Euhwa
Tremblay, Jennifer A
Tremblay, Jennifer L
Trudeau, Jeffrey
Tsingos, Fotios
Tura, Kerrie

Underhill, John
Urban, Andrew
Urban, Katy
Vandenbulcke, Kimberly
Volak, Tuuya
Walsh, Keith
Watson, John

Weis, Leane
Wellman, Casey
Wellman, Christopher
Whitehead, Gregory
Williams, Emilie
Williamson, Kristin
Wilson, Scott

Windt, Matthew
Witwer, Craig
Woisin, Beth
Wojtowicz, Erin
Wong, Joyce
Wong, Julie
Woo, Chun

Wright, Charles
Wu, Dorothy
Yee, Stephanie

Yu, Jennifer
Zabierek, Mark
Zaher, Melissa

Spinello - Zaher
Sophomores

halfway

adjusting

moving the change

maturin

getting in a groove

Brad Kelly
Sophomores:

Colin-Fraser

Conlin, Brendan
Conlin, Kerry
Conrad, Shannon
Consalvo, Melissa
Coolidge, Brian
Corfield, April
Cormier, Peter
Cowden, Christopher

Craig, Daniel
Craig, Kristen
Crawford, Catherine
Crocker, Kaitlin
Culline, Michelle
Cunio, John
Curtis, Michael
Daigeault, David

Daly, James
Davis, Nathan
Davison, Jeremy
Dawson, Eric
Deangelis, Jessica
Dee, Kristin
Defreitas, Matthew
Delaney, Sean

Depoian, Carolyn
Deremer, David
Desisto, Leanne
Devincenct, Allen
Dishmon, Kimberly
Dobbins, Brandi
Dockendorff, Jessica
Dolson, Lyn-Marie

Donahue, Kelly
Donahue, Melissa
Drake, Elisabeth
Driscoll, Holly
Duane, Keith
Dubner, Jeffrey
Dwivedula, Aditya
Eastwood, Brian

Eckhardt, Heidi
Eisenmann, Jared
Emrick, Maria
Enkenas, Joseph
Farrell, Kathleen
Fei, Patrick
Fiddy, Howard
Fielding, Kenneth

Finmeral, Stephen
Fitzgerald, Jason
Florine, Erycka

Fontes, Tracy
Forney, David
Fraser, James
Sophomores:

Kattan-Mihailidis

Kattan, Nadia
Keene, Brandon
Keller, Robert
Kehoane, Erin
Khu, Hy
Kiernan, Jennifer
Kililea, Angela
Kimball, Brent

Klick, Caitlin
Kline, Eric
Koecskhoven, Emily
Koff, Jaime
Kolba, Mark
Kydd, Janel
Lamplough, Adrienne
Landry, Robert

Laurin, Melissa
Leahy, Daniel
Learson, Kirsten
Leary, James
Lee, Jhwan
LeMaire, Karen
Lewis, Daniel
Liang, Jay

Linehan, Courtney
Lis, Christine
Locapo, Domenic
Loehran, Bryan
Loiselle, Jaime
Lomicka, Kristin
Long, Patrick
Lucontoni, Lori

Luhrs, Thomas
Lundblad, Jon
Lurye, Felix
Lyons, Scott
Lyons, Timothy
Mack, Charles
Mackenzie, Kimberly
Makarevich, Andrew

Malik, Asad
Mamalis, Kerin
Mandararo, Diana
Mangan, Maura
Marino, Michael
Martel, Becky
Martin, Jamie
Martin, Paul

Mason, Holly
McCabe, Barry
McCarthy, Sean
McCullen, Rhonda
McGuisker, Adam
McTighe, William
Mead, Leeanne
Mechan, Kevin

Mehrotra, Amit
Melamed, Samantha
Mendonca, Roy
Merrill, Mercidh
Metcalf, Jeffrey
Metz, Carl
Michael, Dori
Mihailidis, Christopher
Sophomores:

Mikoluk, Lauren
Molineri, Erika
Moody, Jason
Moore, Luke
Moore, Michael
Moran, Scott
Morano, Joseph
Morash, Nicholas

Morency, Matthew
Moreno, Jessica
Morris, Christopher
Morrison, Bryan
Morrison, Kristin
Morse, Sarah
Mourtizinis, Chris
Moyer, Alissa

Muir, Beth
Murphy, Bryan
Murphy, Elizabeth
Nedbulek, Pamela
Nelson, Jonathan
Nguyen, Hoai-Huong
Nguyen, Huy
Noeuk, Chiheng

O’Shaughnessy, Nooreen
Owen, Timothy
Pacitti, Robert
Pajer, Keri
Palmer, Meghan
Paolilli, Jenna
Paolillo, Gloria
Patel, Parul

Peal, Martin
Pelletier, Nathan
Pelley, Nina
Perham, Ashling
Perrault, Lea
Perry, Jennifer
Phair, Alexandra
Phillips, Danielle

Piergrossi, Daniel
Pini, Maria
Poff, Angela
Poychones, John
Pomerleau, Kate
Pong, Nicholas
Poole, Colin
Powers, Benjamin

Pray, Timothy
Prescott, Scott
Price, Dennis
Price, Elizabeth
Quinn, Kristen
Reardon, Kelley
Reed, Bradley
Rich, Ronald

Robbins, Scott
Robinson, Meagan
Rogers, Joseph
Rubenstein, Heather
Russo, Kerry
Sadowski, Brian
Safran, Helena
Sager, Alan

Mikoluk - Sager
Sophomores:

Walsh, Kathleen
Walsh, Kenneth
Walsh, Patrick
Wang, Annie
Waszak, Kristine
Weiner, Sara
Weiss, Matthew
White, Matthew

Wholey, Donald
Willette, Alyssa
Willis, Erica
Wojtas, Adam
Woldan, Jeffrey
Woodman, Wesley
Woods, Joanne
Wooster, Christopher

Workman, Gina
Wright, Benjamin
Wu, Stephanie
Yallabandi, Neil
Yang, Ching-Han
Ziminsky, Nicholas

Walsh - Ziminsky
Freshman
the beginning

new experiences

confined

so many directions
Freshmen:

Davis, Colin
Day-Lewis, Ian
Dear, Christina
Decicco, Danielle
Defelice, Serena

Delorme, Peter
Delorme, Lindsay
Demas, Nicholas
Densmore, James
Destosses, Erica

Desloges, Andrew
Distasi, Ashley
Dodd, Brian
Donahue, Brendan
Donahue, Sabrina
Donigan, Theresa
Doty, Nicholas
Druan, Jeffrey

Ducharme, Kimberly
Duggan, Kristina
Dunn, Brian
Dupont, Lisa
Ellis, Donald
Ellis, Megan
Ellsworth, Sarah

Emanouil, Karen
Fadjo, Travis
Fahey, Sarah
Falardeau, Phillip
Fichtenbaum, Rachel
Fisher, Shannon
Fleming, Andrew
Fleming, Kathryn

Flood, Vanessa
Flynn, Matthew
Flynn, Michael
Foley, Siobhan
Fowler, Meaghan
Fraser, Jaime
Frenette, Christine
Frenette, Gregory

Friel, Patrick
Fredlich, Timothy
Gacomo, Kevin
Gagnon, Matthew
Gagnon, Matthew
Garabedian, Peter
Garcia-Trias, Alexandra
Gardiner, John III

Gates, Alan
Gatti, Christopher
Gauthier, Daniel
George, Christina
Giagrande, John
Gifford, Cheryl
Gilbride, Patrick
Gioumbakis, Elias

Gobriel, Eric
Goff, Kevin
Goffin, Paul
Gonzalez, Rebecca
Grasso, Laura
Guimette, Jessica
Hall, Michael
Hamill, Kristina
Freshmen:

Hammond, Elizabeth
Hartenstein, Stephanie
Harvey, Nancy
Hazel, Julia
Higgins, Christopher
Higgins, Nicole
Ho, William
Howcroft, Keith
Huang, Stanley
Hulkower, Kenneth
Hunt, Joshua
Incropera, Michelle
Jarasitis, Diane
Jarok, Jonathan
Jenkins, Courtney
Jennings, Sabrina
Johnson, Jennifer
Jumani, Deepa
Kanavas, Voula
Kastritis, Julie
Kates, Erik
Keating, Steven
Kelly, Brandon
Kiroy, Matthew

Kinnett, Richard
Kinney, Brian
Koethe, Alice
Koshio, Adam
Kotfila, Joshua
Kotsios, Stephen
Koutsoufis, Daniel
Krzewicki, William

Lane, Robert
Langlais, Jeffrey
Lantagne, David
Lariviere, Ian
Lavalle, Kristin
Lavita, Kerri
Lee, Ji-Young
Lohan, Lija

Levine, Laura
Li, Andrea
Lin, Alvin
Lisavich, Amy
Loiselle, Kristen
Lotto, Barbara
Lovett, Julia
Lucas, Kerry

Lyons, Gregory
Lyons, Kate
Macarthur, Scott
MacDonald, Christopher
MacDonald, Jonathan
Mackinnon, Nathan
Maggio, Melissa
Magnant, Stefanie

Maguire, Brian
Mak, Lai
Mallardo, Erica
Maloney, Maeghan
Marcaurelle, Stacey
Martin, Kristen
Martin, Shannon
McGeown, Jason

McKinnon, Joshua
McLachlan, Philippa
McTighe, Nicole
Mead, Jennifer
Mead, Rebecca
Medeiros, Kevin
Meehan, Michelle
Meidell, Amy
Freshmen:

Mele-Rodrick

Mele, Darlene
Mendoza, Matthew
Merrill, Haskel
Merrywell, Christiana
Meyer, Rachel
Michelin, Jamie
Mingolelli, Meredith
Miscowski, Laura

Mitchell, Elizabeth
Monkey, Margaret
Mongeau, Lillian
Moirais, Daniel
Muznieskis, Laura
Murray, Lindsay
Musgrave, Peter
Nadir, Cheresse

Narbut, Michael
Nardone, Andrea
Nash, Daniel
Nath, Gautam
Nelson, Jessica
Nelson, Stacey
Nene, Sachin
Nguyen, Phonguyen

Nickerson, Robyn
Norman, Amy
O'Connor, Tara
O'Donnell, Robert
O'Gready, Jennifer
O'Shaughnessy, Patrick
O'Shea, Stephanie
Olsson, Maryellen

Pajer, Jennifer
Pascucci, Robert
Paszkievicz, Melissa
Patel, Amaa
Paterson, Lindsay
Patno, Steven
Payne, Laurie Marie
Pelletier, Janel

Perrault, Denae
Perry, Jared
Peters, Jamie
Picard, David
Piscione, Christopher
Pizano, Krystle
Porter, Megan
Porter, Rebecca

Porteous, Jaclyn
Pray, Kailyn
Qhigley, Scarlett
Ralls, Gregory
Ralls, Sarah
Raras, Victoria
Ready, Joseph
Reed, Robert

Richard, Stephen
Rivera, Roberto JR
Roake, Jennie

Roberts, Adam
Roby, Seth
Rodrick, Ingrid
ADMINISTRATION

Principal Stephen Meidell

The Guardians of CHS!

Dean Jeffrey Doherty  Dean Allen Thomas  Dean Bernard Battle
SUPPORT STAFF

Dolores McAdam
Registrar

Dee Sullivan
Data Processor

Tom Sousa
Security

Vicky DeMita
Secretary to the Principal

Kathy Boudrow
Emerson House Secretary

Stella McCormick
Hawthorne House Secretary

Carol Raras
Whittier House Secretary

Donna Hibbard
Secretary/Receptionist
LIBRARY & GUIDANCE

Library Staff: Bridget Cronin, Virginia Mitchell, Dr. Renee Israel, Phyllis Atwood, Hanna Smith

Scott Johnson
Director of Guidance

Bea Lennox
Career Ed. Center

Heather Callaghan
Emerson Guidance

Cyrus Comninos
Emerson Guidance

Sandra DiVincenzo
Hawthorne Guidance

Patricia Mahoney
Hawthorne Guidance

Dr. Polly Chase
Whittier Guidance

Barbara Miniuk
Whittier Guidance
PHYSICAL EDUCATION & HEALTH

Nancy Swain
Diane VanBuren
Joyce Bickel
Maura Devaney

Bruce Marshall
Francis Rysz
Nancy Williams
ENGLISH

I wish that life should not be cheap, but sacred.
I wish the days to be as centuries, loaded, fragrant.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Amid the seeming confusion of our mysterious world, individuals are so nicely adjusted to a system, and systems to one another and to a whole, that, by stepping aside for a moment, a man exposes himself to a fearful risk of losing his place forever.
-Nathaniel Hawthorne

The stream is brightest at its spring.
-John Greenleaf Whittier

Mary Donovan
Department Head

Joanne Byrnes
Edward Carpenter
Karin Conrad

Christopher Dangel
Mary Deislinger
Fred Donovan
THE ARTS

Marc Keroack
Department Head, Fine Arts

Robert Kirouac
Department Head, Practical Arts

Janet Altobello

William Berry

Beverly Conway

Montana Eang

Paul Finnerty

Eric Hoover

Ida Privitera

Carl Rondina

Roger Roth

Dennis Savosik

Deidre Sousa

Ann Swierzbina
MATHEMATICS

John Ramalho
Department Head

Richard Bernier
Robert Bradman
Jack Fletcher

Joseph Ford
Thomas Gallagher
Linda Geohegan
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Sempre una metazione lascia l'addentellato per lo edificazione dell'altra.
-Niccolò Machiavelli

One change always leaves the way open for the introduction of others.

Cynthia Tonrey
Department Head

Italo Agostino

Ella Brown

Ann Carlson

Sharyn Davis

Melody Michopoulos

Carol Mucica

Yiota Simoglou

Anthony Siragusa

Michlyn Queenan

Cheryl Zieba
SPECIAL EDUCATION
AND
READING

Carol Fredette
*Department Head*

Kathleen Coughlin
Pamela DiGrezio
Shelley Epstein
Susan Gauthier

Mary Hocknell
William Joplin
Deborah Joyce
Cynthia Magarian

Joan Monahan
Sylvia Pappadopoulos
Aline Shimer
Carol Strout
Boys’ Cross Country

The boys’ cross country team had a remarkable season. Under captains Doug Welch and Jason Andrews, as well as Coach Bill Christman, they ran all the way to the standing of MVC champions. Standouts Mike Curran and Sean McCarthy added a lot to this exceptional team, and Pat Walsh always gave 100%. Juniors Jeff Gallant and Kevin Curtain returned for a strong performance, and Steve Wright, as always, gave the team its heart.

Great job, boys, and may next year’s team follow in your footsteps!

Central 38-19
Andover 38-22
Tewksbury 45-18
Lawrence 44-19
Methuen 35-23
Haverhill 50-15
Lowell 30-26
Billerica 42-19
Dracut 45-15

MVC Meet Second Place

“Did we win?”

“Do you want me to do a cartwheel?”

Steve knows the course so well, he can run with his eyes closed!

“He’s going the distance, He’s going for speed…….”
Girls' Cross Country

The Cross Country season is through
With a whopping record of 6-2
Under the reign of "Happy Jack" Lang,
We started each race with the sound of
a "bang!"
Striving to make each of us a running
machine,
Were our two captains, Karen Bell and Liz
Keane.
Katie brought good luck ribbons for our hair.
Finding a more energized runner than Kerry
is rare.
In Westford, Laura lost her way.
And Amy brought a smile to practice each
day.
From Stacia we learned to give it our all,
While Jen never let our spirits fall

Kristie, the House, could move any football team,
Alicia was fast, and the enemy she did cream.
Cari showed us how to cool off from the summer
heat,
And Stoner proved to be hard to beat.
Holly was a really fun gal,
And Crocker made the best running pal.
Lyndsey and Kim were each a star
Helena and Michelle can run real far.
And boys, you may have had an undefeated
season,
But we beat you in T.P. Wars, and here's the
reason:
It may sound foolish, it may sound sappy,
But we ran hard, and we ran happy.
-Karen Bell and Laura Domey

Notre Dame 50-15
Andover 27-28
Tewksbury 38-22
Lawrence 48-15
Methuen 43-18
Haverhill 30-27
Lowell 45-16
Billerica 45-15
Dracut 45-15

MVC Meet Second Place

"On your mark, get set, GO!"

Liz Keane consoles a fellow runner, while
the senior stars of the team pose with their coach, Jack
Lang.
Boys' Soccer

One could not say that we had a tremendously successful season standing-wise, but there is more to a team than just its record. We had heart, we had desire, we had the "eye of the tiger."

Our coaching was that of unparalleled genius, Coach Morgan had a knack for putting our players in never-before-seen combinations out on the field. I am sure that everyone on the team will recall with much fondness the exhilaration we all felt after completing a successful "weave" or after a magnificently executed "4 man crossing drill". Besides said glories on the practice field, we also experienced our share of successes during actual games: our victory over Andover will be forgotten by nary a soul; defeating Methuen in our rematch under the lights caused a fit of rapture to spread like wildfire through the crowd (all twenty people). In all seriousness, it was a great season, one in which the team truly bonded. Best of luck to next year's team-- and have fun at double sessions boys!

-Sam Arnold

Top Row: Coach Morgan, Brian Day, Seth Roby, Bill Sheridan, Jeff Albert, Middle Row: Brian Goodhue, Brian Gatti, Mouafak Khabazeh, Steve Brown, Mike Silk, Ron Lazarto, Jacob Silva, Bottom Row: Kevin Ready, Scott Bevis, Matthew Nelson, Samm Arnold, Andrew Galpin, Robert Killeen, Vikram Hegde, Jeremy Clark

Keepers: Steve Saletnik, Chris Boucher

Ouch! That grass is hot!

Scott ponders the coach's decision.

Methuen 2-3
Tewksbury 1-3
Lowell 3-0
Andover 1-0
Central 1-0
Haverhill 2-3
Billerica 0-3
Dracut 3-1
Methuen 1-0

Tewksbury 1-4
Lowell 1-1
Andover 0-4
Central 1-0
Haverhill 0-0
Westford 0-2
Billerica 0-1
Dracut 0-4
Westford 1-2
Girls' Soccer

This year's season was disappointing but full of fun. Our team possessed so much skill, but the scores never displayed it. Most of the teams we faced were extremely advanced and although our team had just as much individual skill as other teams, we suffered in the "TEAM" aspect of the game. Coach Rigazio gave us everything she could: knowledge, friendship, and a love for soccer, but we just couldn't pull it together. Although many people think that the record of a team is all that matters, they are wrong because what truly matters is what you learn from the season and the fun memories that you take from the season. Our team definitely had its share of "monkey" fun. I know that none of us will ever forget Mystery Weekend, and all the other memories of the season. Good luck to next year's team.

-Erica D. Meidell

Back: Dyanna Delpapa, Lauren Hanlon, Kara Wilson, Katie Higgins, Katie Turco, Debbie Adler, Rachel Taylor
Middle: Sheila Hindle, Jamie Tousignant, Tammy Sebelius, Allison Wong, Christine Duggan, Christy Brodie
Front: Captains Carolyn Bleck, Melissa Silk, Erica Meidell

Haverhill 2-2
Notre Dame 2-1
Marian 0-11
Central 3-0
Billerica 2-5
Lowell 0-2
Andover 1-7
Westford 0-4
Tewksbury 1-1

Methuen 1-4
Dracut 3-3
Haverhill 0-4
Westford 0-2
Billerica 0-4
Andover 0-3
Methuen 1-2
Marian 0-2
Wilmington 1-2
Golf

The golf team had its best season in years with a stellar record of 10-4-2. We successfully maintained positive camaraderie which had been lacking for several seasons. On top of all that, we finished second in the MVC behind Andover and placed sixth at the state qualifier. The strong play of Jon Steiman, Dave Robinson, Brian Carnes, and John Learson had much to do with the team's success. Despite losing six seniors from the starting rotation, next year looks promising with the likes of Colin "the Mac Daddy" MacDonald, "Big" Mikey Carnes, Jamie "Troy O" Leary, and Tim "I have no nickname" Coit returning. The golf team would like to thank Coach Tague, Assistant Coach Doyle, and Mr. MacDonald for all their help. Also we would like to thank Chelmsford Country Club for the use of the course.

-Dave Robinson and Jon Steiman

Tewksbury 7-5
Billeric 6-6
Lowell 5.5-6.5
Andover 4.5-7.5
Methuen 8.5-3.5
Haverhill 10.5-1.5
Central 10-2
Dracut 11-1
Billeric 10.5-1.5
Lowell 10-2
Andover 1.5-10.5
Methuen 2.5-9.5
Haverhill 10.5-1.5
Central 6-6
Dracut 11-1
Tewksbury 10-2
Field Hockey

Our 1996 field hockey season overall went well. We ranked second in MVC’s and qualified for the state tournament for the fourth year in a row. We had a lot of fun times on and off the field. We will never forget looking for “Lammy” at Fletcher’s or the countless suicides during doubles. We owe many thanks to our coach who helped us in many ways. Good luck next year guys—take it all the way.

-Kristen Horndahl and Elizabeth Moy

Haverhill 3-1
Methuen 0-0
Acton-Boxborough 0-1
Dracut 2-0
Tyngsboro 0-2
Tewksbury 1-1
Andover 1-0
Acton-Boxborough 0-1
Lawrence 2-0

Haverhill 1-0
Dracut 2-0
Methuen 1-0
Tyngsboro 1-2
Tewksbury 0-0
Andover 2-0
Weston 0-0
Westford 4-0
Lawrence 2-0

MIAA Tournament-Weston 0-1
Second Place MVC

Erin sneaks in from behind

Top Row: Jara Finnegan, Meri White, Beth Moloney, Nichole Kelly, Coach Devanney Bottom Row: Kerri Brooks, Kristen Horndahl, Elizabeth Moy, Jen Maggio, Erin Walsh

Elena and Katie are ready to go
Girls’ Swimming and Diving

“Julius Casear, Romeo, we’re the team that’s on the go.” With a final record of 8-1-0, that was an understatement. Our new head and assistant coaches, Harriet Kinnett and Kathy Howe guided us to a victorious season where we were MVC champions, and runners up in both the North Section and the state.

Tri-captains Jenelle Bryan, Lauren McKenzie, and Emily Moloney led the team in building a family of best friends. We cheered our hearts out, danced with the rival teams, and dyed our hairs various shades of red. It was thanks to every girl’s positive attitude, hard work, and dedication to the team that the Lady Lions were able to have a blast while dominating the state.

The days flew by, each one forming a closer friendship or funny joke. As swimmers and divers, we were all friends. In short, it was an incredible, memorable season; the pride of the Lady Lions lives on.

-Emily Moloney and Jenelle Bryan

Top Row: Stacey Sullivan, Jill Tereshko, Christina Rhude, Jenelle Bryan, Jen Murray, Emily Moloney, Lauren Mackenzie, Megan Mamalis, Colleen Mulrooney, Asst. Coach Kathy Howe, Coach Harriet Kinnett Second Row: Jen Harding, Katie Bleck, Emily Shanahan, Elizabeth Price, Katie Gulde, Jamie Viglione, Meghan Palmer, Ali Phair, Kim MacKenzie, Kerry Russo, Caitlin Klick, Andrea Li, Amanda Costa Third Row: Scarlette Quigley, Kaitlin Pray, Alison Buckley, Julie Chipman, Jen Cassanova, Melissa Segal, Chrissy Merriwell, Kelly Donahue, Kelley Reardon Front row: Laura Miscowski, Ingrid Skoog, Lindsey Clapp, Margaret Moloney, Jen Clancy, Nicole Acheson, Lindsey Murray Missing: Jessica Loyer, Meaghan Smith

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MVC Champions</th>
<th>North Section Champions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dracut 98-95</td>
<td>Lawrence 104-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen 111-75</td>
<td>Haverhill 105-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame 108-75</td>
<td>Nashua 113-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acton-Boxborough 82.5-103.5</td>
<td>Billerica 104-78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover 110-76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lawrence 104-60
Methuen 111-75
Haverhill 105-81
Notre Dame 108-75
Acton-Boxborough 82.5-103.5
Nashua 113-73
Billerica 104-78
Andover 110-76
Girls' Volleyball

The Lion's girls' volleyball team had a great season. We all played very well together, and this was shown through a record of 14-5. Throughout the season, we went through numerous line-up changes that would have created a problem for most teams, but the Lions handled these changes with ease. Through hours of grueling practice and helpful scrimmages, the Lions improved immensely. Anyone could recognize the intense team spirit by the crazy outfits we wore to school, the loud voices and reading the numerous signs we hung in the hallways on game days. Each team member played their own important role to contribute to the team. Every game the Lions won, they won together as a team. They were together as a team both on and off the court.

--The 1996 Girls' Volleyball Team would like to wish the best of luck to the teams in the years to come.--

Heather “Heat” Turay goes in for the kill

Senior star Sue is ready to go!

“And it’s up!”

Top Row: Merdynth Merrill, Jackie Brodie, Colleen Mullen, Tiffany Trahan, Middle Row: Kim Vandenbuleke, Katie Dowling, Kristen Rutter, Christine Lis, Liz Drake Front Row: Coach Dana Defilippo, Tricia Woolard, Susan Mumby, Heather Turay Missing: Stephanie Wu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amherst</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>2-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dracut</td>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnstable</td>
<td>0-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIAA Tourn. Masconomet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second Place MVC
Football

In a season plagued with injury, disappointment and unfulfilled expectations, our team persevered with winning attitudes and hard work. We may have struggled against the stronger teams of the MVC, but pulled out two emotional, last-second victories against Haverhill and Methuen. It seems funny that all our hard work on the practice fields, in the weight room, and during morning sessions only payed off in two games, but in reality the dedication and commitment united our team as friends. We built unbreakable bonds and shared timeless memories. When all is said and done, our record won't even "amount to a hill of beans."

The coaching staff deserves a special thanks because they did an excellent job in the first year A.C.C., after Coach Caito. Coach Rich, Coach Fletcher, Coach Kastritis, Coach Bove, Coach Sousa, Coach McAndrews, Coach Russo, and, of course, Coach Morgan exemplified god leaders and never quit on us.

Good luck to all the underclassmen, and bring back the winning in maroon and white football.

-Louie DiStasi

North Middlesex 7-20
Nashua 14-42
Haverhill 13-12
Tewksbury 0-27
Lowell 6-35

Dracut 20-21
Andover 0-31
Central 14-28
Methuen 42-37
Billerica 0-41
Colorguard

The Color Guard had another exceptional season this year. They were led on the field by captains Sarah Ames and Nicole Flynn. Each girls’ hard work and determination produced many spectacular half-time shows. Team spirit and excellent leadership brought the team to greatness. Every girls’ heart and drive contributed to the team’s perfection. Good luck to Mrs. Dunn and next year’s squad!

Top Row: Mrs. Dunn, Laura Gamache, Nichole Richards, Rebecca Marquis, Beth Woisin, Jackie Geoffroy, Jessica Geoffroy, Jenelle Rockett
Middle Row: Emily Pattison, Olga Iskryzky, Lindsay Sheridan, Melissa LeBlanc, Jodie Balboni, Katie Organ
Front Row: Nicole Flynn, Sarah Ames

Seniors Laura, Sarah, and Nicole

These girls are pumped for the game

Nicole does the wave

Majorettes

Majorettes had a great season this year. We had a terrific team. Keep the traditions of pinky good luck, 311, “...soap,” and Belly Buddys going! Good luck next year, we’ll miss you!
Marching Band

This year the CHS Marching Band had a great season. Under the leadership of Drum Major Bill Mueller, the band, color guard, and majorettes created a wonderful 4 song halftime routine that was a great addition to the weekly football game. The band is very proud of their accomplishments with the experienced upper-classmen as well as the many new members. As Bill said, they “[gave] me the best four years of my life.” The band would also like to thank Mr. Kerouack for the dedication and hard work he puts forth to make the us what we are.

“Mark time for 8, then move!”
-Craig MacKenzie and Bill Mueller
Fall Cheerleaders

Cheer class, “Buddha” & Q-C.T.

This season was by far the best season yet. Not only was it the most fun, but we all became close friends, and bonded. We all pulled together and went to competition. We had a great routine!

Although we didn’t place, we got the “Spirit Award”. Thank you to everyone who came to watch us at competition and at the games. Never forget camp, late nights and early mornings with food poisoning.

Anyway, I love you guys! Good Luck next year, girls!!

-Susan Chipman

Most school-spirited, Doug and Rachel pose as the Lions.
Raise your hands if you’re sure!

Top Row: Katie O’Connor, Christina Cantrell, Toni Grasso, Erica Millardo, Allison Nikonchuk, Katie Shoppe
Middle Row: Jessica Provencher, Kate McKenna, Katie Morrison, Jen Cassanova
Bottom Row: Merideth Mingolelli, Brandi Dobbins, Rachel O’Reilly, Susan Chipman

Upsy-daisy!
Boys’ Basketball

This year’s basketball team started the season with high expectations. With five returning non-starting seniors, the team knew it was not going to be easy, but hard work and determination (sometimes referred to as guts) were the keys to success. Although plagued with numerous injuries and nail-biting losses, the team that they could compete with anyone in the MVC. Finishing one game under .500, the team nevertheless managed to qualify for the state tournament.

Senior Brendan Trainor and junior Matt Scomis were team co-captains. Other members included seniors: A.K., Christian Erhartic, Andy McCabe, Justin Benoit; juniors: Steve Boss, Jesse Santos, Jesse Santos, Namoo So; sophomores: Adam McCusker, Dan Craig, Dan Hart and Nick Ziminski.

The most important memory for me and, I think, everyone else was that we played hard, had fun and were successful. We are indebted to Coach Micol whose hard work and dedication were reflected in our efforts on the court and in the class room.

Also, many sincere thanks, to Coach Witney, Coach “Sully” Sullivan, and Coach McAndrews. Good luck to all the players and coaches next year.

Brendan Trainor

Row 1 Anastasios Kastrinakis, Justin Benoit, Matt Scomis, Brendan Trainor, Andy McCabe Row 2 Christian Erhartic, Stephen Boss, Dan Craig, Adam McCusker, Jesse Santos Row 3 Na Moo Soo, Nick Ziminsky, Danny Hart, Coach Charlie Micol

St, John’s 71-69
Dracut 76-59
Alvirne* 63-59
Charlestown* 61-69
Timberlane* 84-77
Lawrence 74-90
Lowell 68-63
Tewksbury 62-53
Billerica 71-68
Methuen 36-56
Westford 66-69
Haverhill 59-55
Dracut 59-62
Andover 57-65
Tewksbury 61-53
Westford 64-67
Lawrence 66-75
South Boston 71-85
Billerica 50-74
Central 47-83
Central** 55-83

* indicates Haverhill X-mas Tournament
** Indicates MIAA Tournament

Christian oversees the operation.
Matt Scomis, Brendan Trainor and coach pause to flash a smile before practice.

Go, Go Gadget arm!

"Get out of my way - I need a bathroom!!"

"Oh my gosh! A chest hair!"

Jump, Jump! Matt Daddy make ya jump, jump!
Girls' Basketball

This season has been a great one- we completed our goals and we were very successful. We were lucky to have such great players and our drills really paid off! Our coach has been really helpful- we couldn't have progressed as much as we did without her.

Our team has grown so close during the last couple of months and we have shared so much together. We define the phrase "Team Spirit". Every one of us has matured since the beginning of the season and we have a lot to be proud of.

We'd like to wish all of next year's team all the best of luck and a great season!

-Collleen Mullen and Tiffany Trahan
The girls gather in for a pre-game handshake.  

Hope the defense is wearing deodorant!

The gals take the court after the warmup.  

The coach explains the next play to the girls during a time out.

Ugh! There's a ball growing from my neck!

Liz Drake sneaks in and sets a pick for the offense.
Boys' Indoor Track

Boys
Haverhill 33-49
Lawrence 51-35
Methuen 39-47
Billereica 42-43
Lowell 25-61
Andover 34-52
Central 21-65
Tewksbury 49.5-35.5

Hey, Buddy -- What's with that face?

Senior Dave Pascucci makes a wish as he clears the hurdle.

Girls
Haverhill 64-22
Lawrence 66-20
Methuen 45-41
Notre Dame 72-14
Billerica 53-28
Lowell 58-23
Andover 45-41
Central 55-26
Tewksbury 55-13

Shhhh! I need complete silence!
Girls' Indoor Track

Row 2: Alicia Ligouri, Alicia Messmer, Cari Ivers, Meghan Palmer, Maura Mangan, Kaitlyn Pray, Laura Miscowski, Alice Koethe, Leigh Daigneault
Row 3: Katie True, Beth Muir, Erica Stone, Keri Fajer, Holly Mason, Lindsay Burt, Alyssa Dunaj, Kristin Morrison, Devin Curran
Row 4: Andrea Steiling, Jamie Fleming, Katie Graves, Jamie Viglione, Shiela Hindle, Adrienne Lamplough, Erin Hayes, Coach Lenny Rapone.

< Our track member clears the pole with ease.

Kristen Morrison speeds to the finish line.

< Coach Lang is so proud of his seniors.
Gymnastics

“Ready for takeoff!!”

Lowell 123.3-110.5
N. Andover 126.4-123.05
Tewksbury 124.4-106.7
Andover 127.8-136.65
Billerica 125.4-127.5
Masconomet 124.6-126.75
Methuen 131.95-125.95
Dracut 128.55-120.5
Wilmington 128.55-110.55

“Reach for the stars!!”

Anna Isaak-Ross, Megan Nicholls, Rachel Ferner, and Kristen Gould get ready for a great season.

It looks like this girl has flipped for gymnastics!
What a way to top off our last year of high school gymnastics! We made it all the way to sectionals with some of our highest team scores ever thanks to all of our hard work of many committed gymnasts. We dealt with some crazy scheduling adjustments to comply with the new MIAA rules and were sometimes left with only one coach, but we still kept our spirits and scores up.

Our promising freshmen proved to be a great asset to the team. The three new gymnasts gave our all around score a boost up from last year. The sensational sophomores, who make up almost half of our team, covered all four events exceptionally. One sophomore in particular, Catherine Gardner, had an extraordinary year, setting a school record in vault with a 9.0 and obtaining a high score of 35.9 nailing her a steady spot in individual states. Both of our junior gymnasts are great athletes and this year’s captains are happy to know they will be leading our team next year. As seniors we not only individually contributed to the team’s general scores but also helped guide the underclassmen inside and outside the gym. We are proud to have had the CHS gymnastics team to a glorious victory over Dracut High School, receiving a season high of 128.55, which put us on the road to sectionals. We leave you with sorrow but know that the team will continue to shine even brighter in the coming years. We wish good luck to all of you, we will miss you, and we love you.

Your Captains, Anna Isaak-Ross, Megan Nicholls, and Kristin Gould
Well, what can we say? To basically sum up our season, we went from the last place team to the fastest down the mountain. Who would have thought that the Chelmsford High Ski Team could have improved so much as to be actual “racers”? The past couple years have been a great experience as we developed from “individual” skiers to a racing “team”.

Between our dreaded hikes up the mountain, dryland practices, broken drills, and lost baggage because the light was on, it was a terrific season. Through it all we have had a blast. Good luck to all the girls next year; we’ll miss you at “The Mighty Nashoba.”

Nichole Kelly
Jen Murray
Basketball Cheerleading

The CHS cheerleaders root for the home team.

L-R Row 1: Brandi Dobbins, Christina Cantrell, Susan Chipman, Kate McKenna, Katie O'Connor, Erica Mallardo, Katie Schopp
Row 2: Denae Perrault, Kerri Deschaine, Meredith Mingolelli, Missy Curtain, Monica, Kerry Normandin, Julie Kastritis
Hockey

CAPTAIN'S QUOTE

This year’s hockey team came into the season with many goals. With eight returning seniors and a group of talented underclassmen we were able to achieve all that we strive for. Through all the hard work the team put forth this season, we were able to enjoy ourselves both on and off the ice.

Starting the season 11-0, winning the Wallace Civic Center and Cahoon tournaments, being the first team to qualify for the state tournament, and becoming MVC champions are all stepping stones to our crowning achievement; making the Division IA “Elite Flight” tournament. For making it into the Super Eight, we will always be recognized as the first hockey team in the history of CHS to have the opportunity to play in this prestigious tournament.

Good luck underclassmen for the next season, and continue riding the wave- we caught a good one!

Acton-Boxboro 8-2
St. Bernard’s* 7-2
North Quincy 8-3
Leominster* 6-5
Tewksbury 6-2
Medford 5-2
Central 6-5
Methuen 7-0
Andover 8-2
Billerica 6-3
Acton-Boxboro 8-4
Arlington Catholic 2-3
Tewksbury 0-4
Central 5-3
Haverhill 10-2
Methuen 9-3

Arlington 6-3
Billerica 8-9
Weymouth** 5-1
** 7-0
Catholic Memorial*** 4-5 OT
St. John’s*** 8-5
Matignon*** 3-5 OT

*XMas Tournament
**Cahoon Tournament
***MIAA Tournament
WOW! This boy has four legs!!!!

Brian Marcaurelle, Brad Kelly, and Keith Aucoin with their proud coaches.

Our team takes their stance as they get ready to steal the puck.

Mike before taking the ice.

Brian Marcaurelle cheers as CHS scores another goal.
Swimming

Doing a "Y" at the Y....

Can Benson's smile get any BIGGER?

What form...

What grace!....

BOMBS AWAY!!!!
The swim team of 1997 was a very unique team. When I was a freshman, I always looked up to the seniors. This year, my senior year, I found myself looking up to the freshmen. With only three returning seniors this year, our team was young, but strong. Our freshmen were the backbone of our team; we ended the season 7th in the state. I have never seen an underclassman team get so close, and I hope you guys pull together and regain the MVC title next year.

To the departing seniors, Good Luck. We’ll never have to shave our legs again. I hope you never forget the memories that the swim team has brought you over the years.

Good Luck to next year’s captains Josh and Dave. Our team can only get better, since 10 out of 11 sectional winners are returning next year. Always keep the spirit up and keep the spaghetti suppers.

--Matt Nelson

Lowell 91-81
Haverhill 103-74
BC High 84-91
Nashua 69-112
Lowell 101.5-81.5
Acton-Boxboro 82-97
Haverhill 103-72
St. John’s 78-105
Andover 106-76
Nashua 74-101
MVC Meet 2nd place
Wrestling

Senior Stars, Doug Welch and Mike Finnegan pose with coach Rich.

Brian, Bruce, Rob, Tony, Doug, and Mike sit side by side.

Doug, stop strangling the opponent!
Shawsheen 38-36
St. John's 44-31
Nashua 42-30
Haverhill 52-9
Dracut 45-21
Woburn 2nd place
Lawrence 68-12
Central Catholic 24-37
Foxboro 46-25
Salem 35-31
Tewksbury 34-39
Billerica 38-30
Methuen 30-42
St. John's 2nd place
Lowell 31-33
Division 1 N. Sect. 3rd place
New Englands 7th place

The team points our wrestler in the right direction.

Senior, Tony Zani, has got his opponent pinned.

Going into the season we had alot of adversities to handle. After losing 6 seniors from last year's team, a lot of the other towns counted us out as one of the teams "to beat." At the start of the season, we found that we found that we were pinned "in a corner," so to speak. We had a problem with getting kids to wrestle at certain weight classes. What helped us through this season more than any other season was the fact that we worked more as a unit and didn't have anyone thinking of themselves. Everyone got up for all the other team members. A great example of this was our meet against Billerica. The whole team was nonstop and ended up winning the meet. Although we didn't win the league championship, the season was still a sucess in everyones eyes.

Doug Welch and Mike Finnegan
Student and Athletic Trainers’

Annamarie Hawkings, Doc, Julia Giesler, Sarah Wright, Stacey Herron, and Jessica Moreno are the super trainers for CHS!

The trainers’ gang huddles during a football game for a pic before taping up the football players.

It’s not just taping people up, it’s about helping people and dedication is what we are all about. We are at the trainers room every day. We are at most of the games, and we love what we do.

This has been a very good year for us, and although it's hard work, we enjoy it.

Each trainer brings something special. Stacey brings dedication, Emilie brings a smile and a hug for everyone, Annamarie is hardworking, Tammy shares a laugh, Casey is eager to learn, and Sarah brings leadership.

Thanks to Poe, Jim, and everyone else.

Sarah Wright, Sara Bowen, Erica Miedell, Annamarie Hawking, Emilie Williams, Tammy Sebelius, Julia Giesler, Casey Welman, Stacey Heron, and Jessica Moreno.
Candids
"The growing interest in DECA is helping this club gain more recognition as each year passes. Good luck to everyone next year!"
-Rachel O’Reilly

CLUB OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT:
Rachel O’Reilly
VICE-PRESIDENT
Brian Marcaurelle
SECRETARIES:
Melissa Fournier
Meredith White
TREASURERS:
Hilary Mason
Jen Harrington
ADVISORS: Robert Kirouac
Beverly Conway

T.V. CLUB

CLUB OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT:
Matt Nelson
VICE-PRESIDENTS:
John Gates
Kevin Ready
SECRETARY
Tamar Jeknavorian
TREASURER:
Sam Arnold
ADVISOR: Mr. Peterson
MEMBERS: Joe Rogers, John Kyde
Victor Magu, Mike Narbut
MEMBERS: Melissa Bator, Cheryl Belleville, Justin Benoit, Lisa Bettencourt, Scott Beavis, Sharya Bewen, Jackie Brodie, Aaron Brooks, Tim Brown, Jennifer Bryant, Barry Clegg, Matt Crawford, Leigh Daigeneault, Jim Daly, Eric Dawson, Elton Dean, Jenn DeJesus, J.D. DesLoges, Courtney Faulds, Shari Ferman, Jara Finnegan, Meaghan Finneral, Jaime Flemming, Herpreet Gandhi, Melanie Gano, Garrett Greenwood, Julia Geisler, Jacqueline Geoffroy, Gabrielle Goudreau, Katie Graves, Kristen Harrington, Katy Hibbard, Michelle Hibbard, Katie Higgins, Katie Hill, Sheila Hindle, Jenn Hughes, Amanda Hustetal, Matt Ingalls, Chris Jenkins, Allison Kaelin, Laura Kampas, Vishal Kapadia, Aaron Kelber, Kurt Kelly, Nichole Kelly, Kyle Kydd, Paul Langworthy, Jamie Leary, Jessica Loyer, Danielle Luce, Collin MacDonald, Lauren MacKenzie, Jen Maggio, Bill Marcotte, Carla Marenghi, Elena McAnespie, Andy McCabe, Billy McCarthy, Laura Melancon, Beth Moloney, Jon Morris, Katie Morrison, Mike Muise, Geoff Neild, Melissa Nickereson, Megan O'Sullivan, Kevin Ollington, Erik Olsson, Jill Phillips, Jason Poor, Kevin Reeves, Dave Robinson, Steve Saletnik, Vicki Scarmneas, Hillary Silva, Jacqu Smith, Stacia Smith, Kara Soghiajan, Matt Storace, Erica Temple, Katrina Thompson, Jennifer Tremblay, Helen Tucker, Heather Turay, Debby Turner, Kim Vandenbulcke, Doug Welch, Casey Wellman, Emilie Williams, Sarah Wilson, Stephen Woodbury, Chris Wu, Mike Young.

You sure you know what you are doing Kristen?

Make way, here comes Ms. Conway!

Watch Jill and Rachel strut their stuff!

“My advisor once said to me, many unusual things can happen in entertainment. I replied, ‘Well, that’s show biz.’”

-Sam Arnold

Hey, I bet you would like a stab at my mike!

T.V.!
"Let us always meet each other with a smile, for the smile is the beginning of love."
-Mother Theresa

"We can always put a smile on a kid's face."
-Amee Shah
Jenny Sime

CO-PRESIDENTS: Kerry Gardner, Jenny Sime
VICE-PRESIDENT: Amee Shah
SECRETARIES: Rachel Taylor
TREASURER: Laura Domey
ADVISOR: Janet Altobello

THOMAS JEFFERSON FORUM

"All that is not given is lost."
-Fonda Chen

CLUB OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT: Fonda Chen
VICE-PRESIDENT: Pranav Anand
SECRETARY: Luke Chao
ADVISOR: Janet Vives

“I think that the club has gotten better over the last few years. We have spiked a little more interest, but I hope for a better outcome next year.”

-Candace Connolly

**S.A.D.D.**

**PRESIDENT:** Candace Connolly  
**VICE-PRESIDENT:** Jackie Geoffroy  
**SECRETARY:** Brett Holiday  
**TREASURER:** Anjali Ramachandra  
**MEMBERS:** Jessica Geoffroy, Joel Southall, Matt Keegan, Keri LeVita, Nicole Baez, Jodie Balboni, Erin Bryan, Nicole Richards, Amy Bunn, Sera Mallette, Vanessa Marr, Stephanie Rodgers, Kristin Badger, Lisa Bettencourt, Kim Gianacopolis

**G.U.T.S.**

“G.U.T.S, short for ‘Growing Up Taking A Stand’, is an alliance formed to stimulate non-tolerance of drugs and alcohol as well as to promote positive peer pressure and a personal honor code.”

-G.U.T.S. motto

**FOUNDER:** Erica Meidell  
**MEMBERS:** Jackie Geoffroy, Jessica Geoffroy, Melissa Fournier, Brian Marcaurelle, Rachel Taylor, Peggy Feeney, Jenn Turco, Tamar Jeknavorian, Christy Brodie, Sara Bowen, Fonda Chen, Linda Chen, Jen Harrington, Jenny Sime, Adam Costa, Kim Proulx, Jen Maggio, Mary-Ellen Kastrinakis, Carolyn Bleck, Adam DeYoung, Kevin Hinkley, Rachel O’Reilly, Jill Gardner, Angela Killilea, Amy Meidell, Alison Hession, Jaime Tousignant, Melissa Silk

CLUB OFFICERS
PRESIDENT:
Samuel Arnold
VICE PRESIDENT:
Andrew Galpin
SECRETARY:
Allison Wong
TREASURER:
Mathew Nelson
ADVISOR:
John Prescott
FRENCH HONOR SOCIETY

CLUB OFFICERS:
PRESIDENTS:  
Megan Mamalis  
Chris Stubbs  
VICE-PRESIDENT:  
Kristin Offt  
SECRETARY:  
Brian Marcaurelle  
TREASURER:  
Vivian Hsu  
ADVISORS:  
Melody Michopoulos  
Anthony Siragusa

MEMBERS: Leean Atkinson, Nicole Baez, Carolyn Chamberlain, Fonda Chen, Lauren Comeau, Timothy Cormier, Huw Evans, Jodie Gilfeather, John Ho, Elizabeth Keane, Alex Kelly, Elaine Kuo, Jessica Loyer, Arjun Masurkar, Beth Moloney, Siama Muhammad, Jennifer Murray, Marcy Muzykewicz, Tamara Sebelius, Hillary Silva, Carlos Stoltzmann, Euhwa Tran, April Watts, Joyce Wong, Julie Wong, Sarah Wright, Yuan Xu

SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY

CLUB OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT:  
Anjali Ramachandra  
VICE-PRESIDENT:  
Hema Krishnan  
SECRETARY:  
Kerry Gardner  
ADVISOR:  
Cynthia Tonrey

MEMBERS: Sam Arnold, Karen Bell, Sara Bowen, Laura Domey, Herpreet Gandhi, Jen Hardy, Kevin Hinckley, Christie Wilson, Allison Wong, Mario Ayapan, Melissa Bator, Lisa Bettencourt, Stavroula Bletsis, Adam Costa, Erika Darling, Angelique Elioopoulos, Melissa Fournier, Brett Holladay, Paul Johnson, Michael Karsh, Anastasios Kastrinakis, Matthew Keegan, Rob Killeen, Craig Mackenzie, Sean McDermott, Nora Meenaghan, Rachel Melamed, Emily Moloney, Patrick Nihan, Chris Price, John Rollins, Amee Shah, Reena Shah, Pam Shields, Andrea Smith, Meaghan Sullivan, Angelo Theofilopoulos, Katy Urban, Emilie Williams, Dorothy Wu, Kevin Yang
VOICE

Advisor: Carole Marcotte
Editor-in-Chief: Adam Costa
Production Editor: Chris Stubbs
Asst. Prod. Editor: Elaine Kuo
Executive Editor: Jon Martin
Michael Koresky
News Editor: Suman Sureshbabu
Features Editor: Rachel Melamed
Arts. & Enter. Editor: Josh Carlon
Sports Editor: Sam Arnold
Activity Editor: Alana Simorellis
Graphics Editor: Joyce Wong
Business Editor: Euhwa Tran
Photo Editor: Jen Yu


MOSAICS

Editor: Jonathan Martin
Assistant Editor: Brendan Pelley
Advisor: Sharyn Davis

 ROLE-PLAYING CLUB

"It has provided a chance to be involved with other people who have similar hobbies and preferences."
- Anthony Paolilli


RUFUS PORTER SOCIETY

"You want an office...we'll make one up for you!"
- Vivian Hsu

PURITAN ETHICS CLUB

"Work? What's that? Ethics? What are those?"

-Steve Thompson

VICE-PRESIDENTS: Sam Arnold, Matt Nelson, Greg Troughton, Jeff Needles, Matt Hillson, John Gates, Kevin Hinckley
ADVISOR: Steve Thompson

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

PRESIDENT: Sam Arnold
VICE-PRESIDENT: Matt Nelson
SECRETARY: Tim Cormier
TREASURER: John Gates
ADVISOR: Don Benson

MEMBERS: Matt Cullen, Matt Hillson, Joe Rogers, Adam Costa, Greg Troughton, John Gates, Sam Arnold, Matt Nelson, Tim Cormier
MATH TEAM

“SuperDeluxe”
- Math Team

CAPTAINS: Pranav Anand
Arjun Masurkar

ADVISOR: Richard Olson

MEMBERS: Vivian Hsu, David Kattan, Alex Kelly, Megan Mamalis, Jenn Turco,
John Ho, Michael Karsh, Reena Shah, Michael Torrice, Greg Whitehead, Joyce
Wong, Dorothy Wu, Jen Yu, Chiraag Bains, Deepika Bains, Luke Chao, David
Deremer, Aditya Dwivedula, Patrick Fei, Sarah Glatt, Emily Koeckhoven, Jaime
Koff, Mark Kolba, Vlad Shamritsky, Kate Long, Lilly Mongeau

CALCULUS TEAM

“You get in there and bite
and scratch on a problem...”
-Calculus Team

ADVISOR: Joseph Ford

MEMBERS: Hema Krishnan, Megan Mamalis, Christopher
Stubbs, Anjali Ramachandra, Beth Moloney, Carolyn Bleck, David Kattan, Jenn Turco,
Lauren Comeau, Pranav Anand, Christopher Wu, Jennifer Hardy, Arjun Masurkar, Alex
Kelly, Nora Meenaghan, John Gates, Louis Distasi, Jessica Fielding, Vivian Hsu,
Jeffrey Needles, Willard Woods, Brooke Kotsila, Meredith Kiernan
COMPUTER TEAM

"Algorithms whirl and dance of thought too digital for interpolation. Gears turn, grinding hours to years in the blue, flick’ring pale. Silicon dreams synergized by imagination, I still escape to your bright logic. Lenses yet have changed: Why do I bear your apathetic malice for hunting this shadowed vale?"

-Pranav Anand

CAPTAINS: Michael Torrice  
            Michael Scavezze

ADVISORS: Richard Olson

MEMBERS: Marc LeMaire, Alex Jordan, Brad Sullivan, Dorothy Wu, John Ho, David DeRemer, Arjun Masurkar, Pranav Anand AnnieWang, Hong Lin, Chase Seibert, Steve Gordon, Scott Carter, Carl DeVincent, Sarah Burnham, Alex Lehmann, Matt Crawford, Dave Kattan

SKII CLUB

PRESIDENT: Roslyn Mayotte  
VICE-PRESIDENT: Matt Keegan  
ADVISOR: Bruce Marshall

"Always push the edge, Ski Club."

-The Ski Club

OUTING CLUB

ADVISOR: Marilyn Steele  MEMBERS: Joe Almlos, Michelle Anderson, Melissa Bator, Amy Beauschesne, Linda Carr, Brendan Conlin, Mike Curran, Michael Curtin, Colin Davis, Brian Day, Tricia Ellis, Melissa Fournier, John Fryten, Andy Galpin, Kerry Gardner, Sarah Gavriel, Mary Kate Gill, David Hagel, Laurem Hannaford, Jen Harrington, Annamarie Hawking, Erin Hayes, Anna Isaak-Ross, Tam Kamnavorian, Holly Koacz, Jessica Loyer, Brian Marc Aurelle, Maura McManmon, Alicia Messner, Emily Moloney, Siama Muhummad, Susan Mumby, Jen Murray, Lindsay Murray, Michael Narbut, Jeffrey Needles, Megan Nicholls, Danielle Phillips, Justin Pieroni, Phillip Proulx, Tamara Sebelius, Holly Silva, David Sims, Charles Tsirovases, Pat Walsh, Nathaniel Whiting, Sarah Wilkinson, Brian Williams, Emilie Williams, Christopher Wu

The lovely ladies of the Outing Club!

Emily and Jen keep each other warm!

Jen and Anna attempt the YMCA!

Megan smiles as she realizes she has 5 miles to go!

Emily, the fingers belong behind her head!
CONCERT BAND

DIRECTOR: Marc Keroack

JAZZ BAND

DIRECTOR: John Leite
MEMBERS: Matt Crawford, Bill Mueller, Erica Temple, Mike Muise, Laura Kluga, Derek Soo Hoo, Melissa Consalvo, Heather Tsandikos, Brian Acheson, Sara Ellsworth, Jennifer Dull, Jena Paolilli, Jason Soo Hoo, Paul Johnson, Andy Martin, Zack Botham, Andy Chiras, Rob Pacitti
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

DIRECTOR: Roger Roth

CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

DIRECTOR: Roger Roth
MEMBERS: Elaine Kuo, John Ho, Angela Killilea, Sarah Weiner, Luke Chao, Patrick Fei, Jen Yu, Beth Pariseau, Cegeon Chan, Annie Wang, Meaghan Smith, Jen Dull, Alvin Lin, Andrew Yang, Kristen Bano, Kristin Lomicka, Suman Sureshbabu, Erica Meidell, Jared Eisenmann, Christine Pariseau, Mike Hurvitz, Joan Van Corbach, Jared Alessandroni, Deborah Bishov, Leeann Atkinson, Neil Yallabandi, Kyle Thompson, Mike Hall, Lisa Dupont, Jodie Gilfeather, Julie Wong, Christiana Merrywell, Beth Murphy, Alex Jordan, Joseph Rogers, Drew Jenkins
CONCERT CHOIR

DIRECTOR: Carl Rondina
MEMBERS: Leslie Cantin, Michael Carignan, Carolyn Chamberlain, Katie Crawford, Jared Eisenmann, Elizabeth Hammond, Tanya Herron, Mari Papandreou, Elizabeth Pariseau, Laurie Marie Payne, Michelle Valente, Rebecca Marques, Kim Nakamoto, Mary Barrett, Stacey Herron, Matt Crawford, Jessica Moreno, Jane Moores, Adam Deyoung, Laura Kampas, Jon Martin, Dianna Sachs, Jen Andrade, Adrienne Camire, Kathleen Coughlin, Sara Flynn, Rebecca Friedman, Rob Killeen, Amy Lisavich, Andrew Mannone, Jonathan Martin, Janet Milley, Kathryn Organ, Jena Paolilli, Emily Pattison, Jamie Peters, Becky Rowlands, Abigail Sawyer, Alana Simorellis, Katie Stott, Brandie Quinlan, Jenn Valentino, Leane Weis, Laura Held, Jennifer Hill, Emily Kobelenz, Stavroula Bletsis, Olga Iskrytzky, Meredith Kiernan, Jen Dull, Kristen Higgins, Melissa Consalvo, Keith Boermeister, Sean Scanlon

TREBLE CHOIR

DIRECTOR: Carl Rondina
MEMBERS: Stavroula Bletsis, Melissa Consalvo, Kathleen Coughlin, Sarah Ellsworth, Rebecca Friedman, Elizabeth Hammond, Laura Held, Tanya Herron, Laura Kampas, Jessica Loyer, Rebecca Marques, Jane Moores, Kim Nakamoto, Jena Paolilli, Elizabeth Pariseau, Emily Pattison, Jamie Peters, Brandie Quinlan, Janelle Rockett, Dianna Sachs, Alana Simorellis

VOCAL JAZZ ENSEMBLE

DIRECTOR: Carl Rondina
MEMBERS: Kathleen Coughlin, Rebecca Marques, Elizabeth Keane, Melissa Consalvo, Stavroula Bletsis, Scott Wilson, Adam Deyoung, Jared Eisenmann, Rob Killeen, Matt Crawford, Andy Manone
LET'S MAKE MUSIC...

The gifted musicians prepare to perform.

Joyce and Alicia, turn around, it's your turn to play!

Elaine loves to keep her violin clean!

How do you play a pizza?

Take a break and pose for the camera.

Jodie and Kyle share their music in Austria.

Julie, you're a musician not a model!
“Student Council has definitely been one of my best experiences at CHS. I was able to meet so many cool people from all over the state, and even the country. The conferences were motivating, and I feel like I learned a lot about myself and skills that I’ll use for the rest of my life. I’m really glad I got involved right away my freshmen year--I hate to think what I could’ve missed. -Kara Soghigian

MEMBERS: Jen Andrade, Jared Eisenmann, Katie Organ, Vanessa Marr, Sera Mallette, Lean Weis, Mary-Ellen Kastrinakas, Jessica Moreno, Cegeon Chan, Reena Shah, Katie Mahoney, Chiraag Bains, Suraj Afshar, Dori Michael, Lynn Dolson, Shari Ferman, Elaine Boroda, Stacy Beauchemin, Sharon Sousa, Jackie Geoffroy, Jeff Sachs, Matt Gagnon, Bill Barret, Beth Mitchell, John Ho, Pam Scott, Shannen Cowden, Peter Musgrave, Kristen Dee, Sarah Glatt, Erica Willis, Chrisanthi Tsingos, Sid Tickoo, Beth Murphy, Ian Day Lewis, Naomi Tokko, Kim Ducharme, Samantha Busfield, Howard Fiddy, Jeffrey Metcalf, Patty Wong, Brad Sullivan, Kristen Higgins, Debbi Terrace, Rachel Terrace

CLUB OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT: Kara Soghigian
VICE-PRESIDENT: Melissa Bator
SECRETARY: Jared Allesandroni
TREASURER: Laura Azzalina
ADVISORS: Ann O’Bryant, Mr. Murray

Other Officers:
Beth Woisin
Deepika Bains
Kristen Bano
Nadia Kattan
CLASS OF 1998 REPRESENTATIVES

ADVISORS: Patricia Mower, Thomas Gallagher
MEMBERS: Mario Ayapan, Melissa Bator, Jeff Gallant, Matt Keegan, Sera Mallette, Andy Martin, Matt Makarewicz, Alicia Messmer, Geoff Neild, Tammy Sebelius, Amee Shah, Reena Shah, Joel Southall, Kristi Williamson, Julie Wong, Mark Zabierek

CLASS OF 1999 REPRESENTATIVES

ADVISORS: Mary Deislinger, Susan Gauthier
MEMBERS: Cegeon Chan, Luke Chao, Angela Killilea, Sara Weiner, Beth Muir, Sarah Glatt, Emily Koechoven, Katie Gulde, Alex Jordan, Hy Kha, Katie Bleck, Jill Gardner, Meaghan Palmer, Kristen Higgins, Nadia Kattan, Laura Azzalina, Mary Ellen Kastrinakis, Jessica Hill, Jessica Moreno, Lindsey Burt, Brandy Dobbins

CLASS OF 2000 REPRESENTATIVES

ADVISORS: Heather Callaghan, Maura Devaney
MEMBERS: Joseph Amlol, Shaina Byrne, Lindsay Clapp, Ryan Cody, Ashley DiStasi, Kim Ducharme, Matt Gagnon, Keri LaVita, Andrea Li, Laura Macourki, Laura Muiznieks, Ingrid Skoog, Suivei Yu
"We will not rest until we've mastered the typewriter game"—
( . . . ABCDEFG, we're the team that got to B!)
-Stavroula Bletsis '97

BOARD MEMBERS:
Sarah Ames
Stavroula Bletsis
Kevin Ready
John Gates
Alex Kelly
Becky Friedman

ADVISOR: Christopher Chew

Stacey wraps herself in gold.

Where's that top hat and cane?

Stacey, Sarah, and Craig smile for the camera!

The cozy little group!
ODYSSEY OF THE MIND

“OM is cramming a year’s worth of your life into 8 minutes!”
- OM '97

MEMBERS: Bill Allen, Pranav Anand, Cegeon Chan, Luke Chao, Matt Crawford, Matt Gagnon, Tanya Herron, Alex Jordan, Laura Kempas, David Kattan, Alex Kelly, Mark LeMaire, Amy Lisavich, John Martin, Sean McCarthy, John Rollins, Dianna Sachs, Jeff Sachs, Chris Stubbs, Brad Sullivan, Michael Torrice, Samantha Melamed, Jared Allesandroni

Bill, what are you laughing about?

Nice legs guys!

Heigh-Ho! Off to work we go!

The gang showing off their great work!
COMMUNITY

SEARCH members spread a little happiness!

Fonda, stop posing for the camera and start painting!

Hema shows us how it’s done!

The finished product after all that hard work!

Maura makes taking blood look like a piece of cake!

Pranav tries to reach for new heights!
SERVICE

Keep your dirty hands to yourself!

Smiles all around!

Sera and Reena await their next victim...

Anyone wanna help?

Jen and Jenny know how to deliver the goods!

What great volunteers!
Johnny Ho is cranking away with the calculator!

Johnny Gates and "Smurg" ready for Calculus!

Qui sourit le meilleur?

Quien tiene la sonrisa mejor?

WORLD OF ACTIVITY
Everyone stay close and keep warm!

Who’s wetting the bed?

Mary Kate, Emily, Tamar, & Jen get stuck to nature!
My How You’ve Changed...
Michelle Small  Jacqui Smith  Yong Jin So  Kara Sohegian  Sharon Sousa  Meghan Stanton  Matt Storace  Danielle Stott

Chris Stubbs  Katie Sullivan  Stacey Sullivan  Jenn Sutkis  Rachel Taylor  Erica Temple  Jill Tereshko  Rachel Terrace

Matt Tevlin  Jaime Tousignant  Brendan Traior  Greg Troughton  Melissa Tuminello  Heather Turay  Jenn Turco  Debbie Turner

John Villeneuve  Erin Walsh  April Watts  Doug Welch  Mori White  Nate Whiting  Mark Wholey  Danielle Wientzin

Criss Wilson  Kara Wilson  Sarah Wilson  Allison Wong  Tricia Woolard  Chris Wu  Yuan Xu  Kevin Yang

Michael Young
To Deborah Adler: You are a wonderful, loving, caring daughter and sister. Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad and sisters.

To Sarah Ames: We are so proud of you! We wish you joy, challenges, and growth as you begin your new path. Love, Mom & Dad.

To David Anderson: We are so proud of you. You are such a joy to us. We know you will always do well. Love Mom and Dad.

To Sam Arnold: The alligator got me. Diee come back. Fat tomato. To what purpose. Love you! Mom, Dad and Sarah, Liz too.

To Keith Aucoin: You will never know the joy and happiness you brought to us. We are so proud of you. We love you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Phillip.

To Julie Bear: Congratulations! Wishing you love — success & happiness always. We love you and are very proud of you. Love, Mom Dad and Barb.

To Sarah & Stacy Beauchemin: (Two bright lights in our lives) Congratulations & the very best for your futures. Love, Dad & Mom & Jen & Chris.

To Karen Bell: We are very proud of ALL that you have accomplished — and this is just the beginning! Happy future! Love, Mom, Dad & Brian.

To Justin Benoit: Our "only-begotten son." You've worked hard & you've made us proud. All our love & best wishes for the future. Mom & Dad.

To Christy Brodie: Love U #13! We're so proud of you & how hard you've worked. You have a lot to offer. Share it with the world. Luv, Mom, Dad, J.J.S.

To Aaron Brooks: We are all so very proud of you and we know you will be successful in anything you do. Love, Mom, Dad, Nikki & Michael.

To Kerri Brooks: Congrats to you, too!!! Achieve your goals and your dreams come true . . . Love, Dad, Mum, Dan, Ki & Kim.

To Kim Brooks: Congrats to you . . . Always be proud of your accomplishments. Love, Dad, Mum, Dan, Ki & Kerri 6-96.
Is Laser Vision Correction for you?
For astigmatism and higher levels of near-sightedness)

David L. Friedman, O.D.,
P.C.
Gateway Building
288 Littleton Road
Westford
508-692-2521

Discounted Bestsellers
Special Orders — most in two days
Complete Cliff's Notes
Exam Preparation Guides for SAT, etc.
And More . . .
256-3514
Chelmsford Mall
(RT 110 ½ Mi. west of RT 3)

Feeney
The Florist of Chelmsford
47 Chelmsford Street
Chelmsford, MA
01824
256-7911
256-0020

Tel. (508) 251-2222

RYAN AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
Complete Foreign and Domestic Repairs
Owner 1 Princeton Street
MARK RYAN N. Chelmsford, MA 01863
(Vinal Square)

Always a pleasure . . .

Dine In The Original Splendor Of A
Restored Turn-Of-The-Century
Woolen Mill. Merrimack Valley’s
Most Unique And Beautiful
Restaurant is Tastefully Converted
With Your Comfort In Mind. Our
Lunch And Dinner Fare Includes
Specialties Such As Caribbean Veal,
Sizzling Bayou Ribeye, Seafood,
Pasta And More. We Also Have A
Buffet-Style Brunch On Sunday
Mornings. In Our Lounge Catch
Boston’s Finest Comedians Friday
And Saturday Evenings.

251-8670

DIRECTIONS:
EXIT 32
OFF RT. 3 ON RT. 3A
75 PRINCETON ST., NORTH
CHELMSFORD, MA

To Amy Bunn: Congratulations! I’m very proud of you! I know your future will be great! You are a terrific person! Love, Mom

To Linda & Fonda Chen: “Like junior eagles fly into the sky, like young salmons swim into the ocean.” We’ll always be by your sides. Good luck! Love, Mom & Dad

To Jeremy Clarke: You have the power and the wisdom to make your life whatever you want it to be! We love you! Mom, Dad and Amy

To Andy Cline: Follow your honest convictions and be strong. Love, Mom and Dad


To Adam Costa: Too quickly time has passed; graduation here at last! Unsure as life may seem, we pray it grants every dream. Love, Mom & Dad

To Keith Cruickshank: Congratulations! We are very proud of you! We wish you happiness and continued success. You’ll always have our support. Love, Mom and Dad

To Matthew Cullen: Hard to believe the years passed so quickly. Always know we’re here for you. Reach for the stars — you can do it. Love, Mom & Dad

To Jenn DeJesus: you are awesome. Congratulations and remember to always follow your dream. Love Mom, Dad and Nick

To Louie Distasi: When you were born, we had hopes and dreams for your future. You have surpassed all of them. We love you! Mom & Dad

To Tim Dolan: Your imagination and goals have no boundaries . . . except the ones you give them. You are our son and love for you has no boundaries. Mom & Dad

To Laura Domey: You have become a fine young woman. We are very proud of you. The future holds great things for you! Love Mom, Dad, Danielle & Kristen

To Kristy Ducharme: Congratulations! We’re proud of you. Good luck in the future. Love you always, Love, Mom and Dad
To Rachel Edwards: On your journey towards independence, remember to look both ways before crossing the roads of life. Love always! Mom and Dad

To Christian Erhartic: Always be a gentle man. Your true strength comes from knowledge. We're proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad and J.

To Jarrett Fay: Hey, Dude! We think you are "Fay"tastic. Love you always #4. Love, Dad, Mom and Melis

To Peggy Feeney: No Dad could be more proud. You are such a beautiful person and daughter. I love you, Dad

To Shari Ferman: We are very proud of you. We wish you lots of success, joy & happiness. May the future hold for you everything you wish for. You are very special. Love, Mom & Dad

To Rachel Ferner: "Do what you do, do well" You are a wonderful and unique person. All our love, Mom, Dad, Abi, and Jessi

To Sara Flynn: You did it! Congrats! Proud of U & love U! Hope all your dreams come true in future! Love, Mom, Dad, F, M, Steph & Rachel

To Andrew Galpin: Congratulations, Andy! We know you'll be a success in whatever you do — follow your dreams, always. We're very proud of you! All of our love, Mom, Dad, Lisa, & Michelle

To Laura Gamache: You are a person of tremendous kindness, courage and logic. We wish you much success and love! Mom and Dad

To Herpreet Gandhi: We are so proud of you! You will always have our love and support! Love, Mom and Dad

To Melanie Gano: You light up our lives! We are so proud of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true! We love you! Mom & Dad

To Kerry Gardner: You'll always be our rainbow. May all your beautiful dreams come true! We love you. Mom, Dad & Jill

To Jodie Rebecca Gilfeather: I remember when you were born. We're very proud of you, as always. Love, Mom & Dad

ZOUZAS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

Congratulations to the Class of 1997

227 CHELMSFORD STREET
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824
TEL: (508) 256-4776
FAX: (508) 250-9175
Rekha Quazi, M.D.

- Board Certified in Pediatrics and Pediatric Endocrinology
- Now accepting new patients
- Most health plans accepted
- Convenient office hours

PEDIATRICS AND PEDIATRIC ENDOCRINOLOGY

at One Courthouse Lane Chelmsford, Massachusetts

For an appointment, please call Joyce or Amy at (508) 934-9474

To Kristin Gould: We are so proud of you. Enjoy your wings and remember your roots! We love you! Mom, Dad and Brad

To Jen Hardy: The past 14 years have been such fun! You are the sunshine of our lives. We love you, Jenny! Mom and Dad

To Jen Hardy: You have so much energy and commitment — you deserve all the success and happiness in the world. Love, Gram & Gramp

To Jen Harrington: You should be very proud of yourself. You have been a delightful daughter and teenager. Keep up the great work. Mom & Dad

To Michelle Hibbard: Reach for the sky & your dreams will come true. You're our shining star & make our dreams come true. Love, Mom & Dad

To Matthew Hillson: Cherish your memories. Follow your dreams with happiness and success. We're so proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, Jeff

To Kevin Hinkley: Go to bed nights! Get a haircut and get a job! Wishing you all the best that life has to offer. Love, Mom & Dad

To Mark Hogan: Believe in yourself. Give a special gift to the world, give yourself. Congratulations! We love you! Mom and Dad

To Russell Holt: Believe in yourself and you will be successful in whatever you do. Love, Dad and Debbie

To Kristen Horndahl: Congratulations to our special daughter whose smile lights up the world around her. Love, Mom and Dad

To Vivian Hso: Climb every mountain, cross every stream, follow every rainbow, till you find your dream! Love, Mom and Dad

To Tamar Jeknavorian: Education moves mankind forward. Success is dependent upon effort. Love and compassion are the food of life. May all these be with you forever. Love, Mom, Dad, Maral & Ara

To Chris Jenkins: You are the only one who can make the difference. Whatever your dream is, go for it! Love always, Dad, Mom and Drew
To Christopher Johnson: Always have faith in yourself and you will succeed! We are very proud of you! All our love! Mom and Dad

To Paul M. Johnson: "When I hear music, I fear no danger." H.D. Thoreau We are so proud of you! Love Mom, Dad, and Matthew

To Christina Joyner: We love you! Reach for the stars! Nothing is impossible as long as you have faith! Mom, Ralph, Alex & Dad

To Aaron Kelber: Congratulations to our son of the year! Love. Mom and Dad

To Brad Kelly: You have set and achieved "goals" beyond your means. "Defensively" you have given us strength. "Shoot" for your dreams. Much love, Mom, Dad, and Bros!!!

To Nichole Kelly: Special daughter — Dreams come true if you follow your heart, listen to your soul & never look back! Love, M&D

To Rob Killeen: A great son and a cool brother. Be true to yourself and life will be good to you. Congratulations. Love Mom, Brian & Chris

To Rusty Kimball: 13 years ago a journey began for our bright young boy. With diploma in hand, the world awaits you. Give it your all. Luv, Mom/Dad

To David Kirk: You've added so much to our lives. We're so proud of you. We wish you the best life has to offer. Love, Mom and Dad

To Holly Kopacz-Carota: You are our greatest joy and teacher. May love carry you in your life. And finally, don't forget to "go grocery shopping!" Mom and Dad

To Jenny Landers: You bring much Joy, Love and Happiness to our lives. We are proud of your accomplishments. Congratulations. Love, Mom and Dad

To Jannine Larsen: We are proud of you and love you. Mom, Dad, Ron, Eileen and Jac.

To John Leonard: Congratulations on all you have accomplished! We are very proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad and David

Build me a son, O Lord
And give him humility,
So that he may always remember
The simplicity of true greatness,
The open mind of true wisdom,
And the weakness of true strength.

General Douglas MacArthur

To Justin and the Class of 1997,
Congratulations and Best Wishes for the Future.

Mom, Dad, Anne, Melinda, Nora, Kate

Merrimack Valley Orthopedic Associates, P.C.
31 Village Square
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Best of luck to the
Class of 1997
from
a Friend

To Adam Lewis: You did it. We are very proud of you. We wish you all of life’s best. Good luck in college. Love Mom, Dad, Jason, Danny, Grandma

To Matthew Liakos: May everything you wish for come true. We love you very much. Mom, Dad, TJ, Misty and Buttons

To Danielle Luce: I’m proud of you, Tiger, you’ve done a super job. You’re the best, Lizzy. Love you, Mom, Dad and Kev

To Lauren Mackenzie: You have made us so proud. Congratulations! May your future fulfill all your dreams. Love, Dad, Mom, Rob, Kris, Pam and Kim

To Jennifer Maggio: Congratulations! May all your dreams come true — work hard and enjoy life! Love, Mom, Melissa, Christine

To Jim Maravelias: We hope your future is bright and full of happiness. We love you dearly. Mom, Dad, Sia & Missy

To Brian Marcaurelle: The world is yours to discover and explore. Here’s hoping you find what you want and more. Love, Mom and Dad

To Ruthy Martin: You will always be on our honor roll. We are very proud of ALL your accomplishments. Love ya forever, Mom and Dad

To Arjun Masurkar: The greatest secret to life is to learn to maintain an even tenor in the midst of all things. Love you! Mom & Dad

To Billy McCarthy: We are very proud of you and we always will be. Love, Mom and Dad

To Kate McKenna: Best wishes to a wonderful daughter and a really great person. Much love, Mom and Dad

To Maura McManmon: You deserve the best in life because you have always been THE best. Love you! Mom, Mark, and Catherine

To Nora Meenaghan: You have enriched our lives in so many ways! May you always have happiness, love and all the best life has to offer. All our love, Mom, Dad, Brian
To Erica Meidell: We are blessed to have you as our daughter. May your life be full of love and joy. Hugs, Mom, Dad, Julie, Amy, Chris

To Laura Melancon: Be proud of your accomplishments. Learn from your failures. Understand & be patient. You've made it & we're so proud. Love, Mom and Dad

To Beth Moloney: You set your goals and we celebrate with you everything you achieved — Congratulations! You are special to us — Love, Mom, Dad, J&M

To Emily Moloney: To a wonderful daughter and sister; a great friend, a fabulous person. Should we go in? Best of luck in all you do. Love, Mom & Dad

To Katie Morrison: The ride has just begun. Hold on tight — don't be afraid to fall. We'll always be there! Love, Mom, Dad, Kris, Steph, Pat

To Elizabeth (Bits) Moy: "If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put foundations under them." Love, Mom & Ken

To Susan Mumby: Para nuestra hija Sue Mumby, "Burbujas" Estamos muy orgullosos de ti. El mundo te espera; Aprovéchalo! Besos, abrazos Y Amor! Mom & Dad

To Jen Murray: A wonderful daughter & sister! Always keep your sunny outlook and your beautiful smile. Reach for the stars! Love, Mom, Dad & Linz

To Brian Mycko: Congratulations! Your hard work has paid off. We are so very proud of you! May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom and Dad

To Jeffrey Needles: Now let your spirit soar and top the windswept heights. Always remember who waits for you. Love, Mom, Dad & Adam

To Matthew Nelson: The future belongs to those who believe in their abilities. "NON ILLEGITIMI CARBORUNDUM" Love, Mom and Dad

To Taryn O'Brien: A new world lies ahead. I know you will achieve all you hope for and more. I love you. Love, Mom

To Rachel O'Reilly: Thanks for all of your love and help. Thanks for being the "Best!" We love you. Mum, Pap, Megan, Jasmine, Niele

To Henry J. Boroyan, O.D., P.C.:

Congratulations,
1997!

9 ACTON ROAD
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

TELEPHONE: 256-8501

To Jen Murray:
A wonderful daughter & sister! Always keep your sunny outlook and your beautiful smile. Reach for the stars! Love, Mom, Dad & Linz

To Brian Mycko: Congratulations! Your hard work has paid off. We are so very proud of you! May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom and Dad

To Jeffrey Needles: Now let your spirit soar and top the windswept heights. Always remember who waits for you. Love, Mom, Dad & Adam

To Matthew Nelson: The future belongs to those who believe in their abilities. "NON ILLEGITIMI CARBORUNDUM" Love, Mom and Dad

To Taryn O'Brien: A new world lies ahead. I know you will achieve all you hope for and more. I love you. Love, Mom

To Rachel O'Reilly: Thanks for all of your love and help. Thanks for being the "Best!" We love you. Mum, Pap, Megan, Jasmine, Niele
Congratulations To The Class of 1997
Best Wishes for a Successful Future

Compliments of

Chelmsford Dental Associates

18 North Road
Chelmsford, Ma 01824
508-256-2561

To Erik Olsson: Congratulations on a job well done. We are proud of you. Follow your heart, you have a guardian angel. We love you! Love you. Mom & Maryellen

To Maria Papandreou: May the sunshine that you have brought to our lives and the magic of the stars follow you always! Love! Mom and Dad

To Jodi Paquin: May your life give you as much love, joy, and happiness as you give us. Keep smiling. Congrats! We love you. XOXO Mum and Wade

To Chris Peterson: We are so very proud of you. Reach for the sky and your dreams. Carpe Diem! Love you! Mom, Dad & Kate

To Nicole Phaneuf: What else too? We are so proud of you! Love, Mom and Dad

To Jill Phillips: Jillybean — What you mean you’re done with HS — Congratulations! We’re proud of you. Good Luck. Love, Dad & Mom

To Shannon Pollard: Your hard work has led you to this momentous occasion. Many more come! Love you! Mom, Dad, KCP, JPP, and DSP

To Rich Price: Congrats! Continue to strive for your goals, we will stand behind and give our support. We love you — Mom, Dad, Heather

To Anjali Ramachandra: We are proud of your accomplishments and may your dreams come true. Wish you happiness and success! Love Mom & Dad

To Kevin Ready: You’ve soared with the eagles; now shoot for the stars. We love you and will always be proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

To Kevin Reeves: Congratulations. May all of your hopes and dreams for the future be fulfilled. Love, Dad, Martha, Sue and Betty

To Christina Rhude: May your future be filled with happiness, prosperity, and love. We are so proud of you. Love you, Mom & Dad

To Leigh-Ann Rivard: A very special loving daughter we are proud to call our own! May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom and Dad and bro
To Sara Roake: The prettiest cowgirl. The days of our future stand before us, remember them in your stories and may they all have happy endings. Love, Dad

To John Rollins: Congratulations! You have a bright future ahead. Reach for the stars! Love, Mom, Dad & Carrie

To Sarah Rose: Rosie’s kid sis — our wonderful daughter! Wherever you go, our hearts will follow! Good luck. We love you! Mom, Dad and Jason

To Jennifer Saboliaukas: May you succeed in everything you do. We all love and cherish you. Stay loyal a friend. Love, Mom, Dad, Jay, Jeff

To Hillary Silva: You did it, Mookie! We are very proud of you. May all your dreams come true. We love you. Love, Dad and Fran

To Jenny Sine: Congratulations, Jen! We are so proud of you and all the special things you’ve accomplished. Love you! Mom & Dick

To Kevin Sinausky: May the “Good times” roll on thru out your LIFE! We’re proud of you and wish you ALL the best! Love, Mom Dad & Bri

To Michele Small: YOU’VE FINALLY MADE IT! WE’RE SO VERY PROUD. MAY YOU ALWAYS HAVE SUCCESS IN LIFE IN WHATEVER YOU DECIDE TO DO. MOM & DAD

To Kara Soghigian: Remember yesterday, dream of tomorrow, live for today. May all your dreams come true. Love, Mom, Dad, Pepper, and Bqo

To Sharon Sousa: You have always been very special to us. Stay as you are forever. Love you! Ma and Dad

To Sharon Sousa: Life is like a TRAIN ... remember, every track goes somewhere, don’t be afraid to try a new one. Love ya kiddo, Chris.

To Meghan Stanton: Your road traveled has always been your own, using your heart & your mind, your success shall be earned the same way. Love, Mom & Dad

To Danielle Stott: I am proud of you! May all your dreams come true. I will always be there for you. Mom

Chelmsford Federation of Teachers

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1997!

The reward of a thing well done is to have done it. Ralph Waldo Emerson

CHELMSFORD FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
Local #3569
MFT, AFT, AFL-C10
Best Wishes to the Class of 1997!

8 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-0941

Robert C. Casper
A.N.A.L.M.
N.E.N.A.
A.S.M.I.C.
O.M.S.A.

Buying and Selling
14K Gold Jewelry
Military-Medals

Bob's Coins & Jewelry
U.S. & World Coins Bought & Sold

Good Luck, Class of 1997

To Jenn Sutkus: Listen to your heart . . . follow your dreams! We love you! Mom and Dad

To Jill Tereshko: You have always been a caring and loving person. Be proud of who you are. Congratulations! Love, Mom, Dad & Lisa

To Matthew Tevlin: We are very proud of you. May the life you choose be full of happiness and success. Keep smiling! Love, Mom Dad Jenn

To Jamie Tousignant: We are all very proud of you. May your future be wonderful. We love you! Mom, Allan, Mike, Jenna, Stephanie, and Allan

To Brendan Trainor: Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than to take rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy much nor suffer much, because they live in the gray twilight that knows not victory nor defeat. Love, Mom & Dad

To Greg Troughton: We're proud of the mountains you've climbed! Keep hiking! Exciting trails and views lie ahead. Love, Mom and Dad

To Angela Trun: Yes, Ang! It's been 12 long years! You made it! Good luck. I'm proud of you. Love, Mom

To Jenn Turco: Congratulations! Reach for the stars and go for your dreams. You'll be the best in whatever you do. Smile! Love, Mom, Dad & Dave

To Matt Turco: Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul. Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal! Mom & Dad

To John Villeneuve: Congratulations to a wonderful son! We are so proud of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true! Love, Mom & Dad

To April Watts: We are very proud of you! Congratulations. Be happy always. We love you. Mom and Dad, Rebecca, Amy, and Danielle

To Meri White: We are very proud of you. Thanks for being such a great kid. We love you! Mom and Dad

To Mark Wholey: We are proud of you! Good luck in college. Always follow your dreams. We love you. Love, M. D. S. B. D. N. D. M. & J
To Stacey Sullivan: Be still and at one with life, and happiness will alight upon you. With our love, Mom and Dad

To Danielle Wientzen: Congratulations! May you build on this experience and reach the potential which is within you. Proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

To Sarah Wilkinson: "Share the gift of who you are — It’s why you came to be.” Love, Mom

To Sarah Wilkinson: With love, Dad. — children — You may give them your love but not your thoughts. For they have their own thoughts. Kahlil Gibran

To Kara Wilson: You’re the best! Congratulations. We wish you success & happiness. Mom, Dad, Julia, Ray, Jenn

To Tricia Woolard: (With love) Laughter & tears you’ve become a beautiful young woman inside & out. Dad is smiling with you. Love, Mom, Brian, Jeff

To Yuan Xu: We are very proud of you. Go forth and be happy with your future. Love, Mom and Dad

To Kevin Yang: Keep your good work. Have a passion for life. Hold on to your dreams. You are sure to succeed. We love you. Mom and Dad

To Mike Young: Congratulations to a wonderful son! We wish you much love and happiness always. XOXO Love you, Mom, Dad, and Lauren

Congratulations to the Class of 1997!

From MRSI

Micro Robotics Systems, Inc.

Automated Systems for Microassembly and Inspection

25 Industrial Ave. Chelmsford, MA 01824
Tel: (508)256-4950 Fax: (508) 256-5120
Congratulations to Stacy Beauchemin and Danielle Weitzen

Best of Luck!

David Turner
Store Manager

20 Boston Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 256-8380
Paramont Cleaners

Purity Shopping Center
Chelmsford, MA
01824
TEL #256-2004

1 HR Cleaning
7:00 AM-8:00 PM Daily
Sat. 7:00 to 6 PM

Michael D. Sargent, D.D.S.
Alex A. Miele, D.M.D.
General Dentistry

Evening & Sat. Hrs. Available

21 Chelmsford St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(508) 250-0079

VILLAGE ELECTRIC

ANTHONY P. DELPAPA
CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01824
(508) 256-4845
P.O. BOX 4044

Congratulations to the Class of 1997!

Radisson
HERITAGE HOTEL CHELMSFORD
$5,250 for College?
Holy Packing Tape, Batman!!!

Just ask about the UPS tuition reimbursement & savings programs!

Loaders/Unloaders:
You'll earn $8 to $9 an hour and receive great benefits including: Medical, Dental, Vision, Paid Prescriptions, Paid Vacations, Paid Holidays and on selected shifts you'll receive up to $2,000 per semester in Tuition Reimbursement. Plus up to $700 attendance incentive and a $200 employee referral bonus program.

Work one of the following shifts:
• 1:00 to 5:30 p.m. • 6 to 10 p.m.

For more information, call Lisa Crider (508) 441-3400

United Parcel Service

UPS is an equal opportunity employer
Congratulations to the Class of 1997, Our Newest Alumni!

from the

Chelmsford High School Alumni Association

William Keohane '74
President

Susan Clancy '77
Vice President
John Hoyt '63
Treasurer

Nancy Hughes '65
Clerk
Betsy Kehoe '82
Rec. Secretary
PHILIP DOYLE
Retail Manager
LOWELL PROVISION CO. INC.
23 Aiken Ave., Lowell
(508) 454-5603

ALPINE BUTCHER SHOP
7 Summer St.
Market Place Plaza, Chelmsford
(508) 256-7771

In Chelmsford it's
DUFFY'S
AUTO BODY

Have a
Safe and Happy
Graduation!

Westland Wine and Spirits

BRACE YOURSELVES FOR THE FUTURE

BEST OF LUCK
Dr. Bailey

COLLISION REPAIR    AUTO REFINISHING
Frame straightening    Spray booth with bake oven
Approved by ALL major insurance companies

251-8771
50 Tyngsboro Road (rt 3A) North Chelmsford
DA leaves: the girls a date w/the blender + some shelter from the rain; MH KH EG
KW BM a seat on the coach @ PC, LK+EM ZEN
BA leaves CHS three wacky weasels two wide walruses and a wierd dog in french class
1. Sarah Ames leave MK fashion advice, RM a guy hug. CM a glove RF fun next year, Mr K+MB London, KR my heart, + JA some luck
1. Pranav Anand, leave boundless hope and endless optimism to those caged in fear.
   - Quies csumma maxima cum libertate--
1. Dave Anderson leave JS the knowledge that I am the champion
MLA leaves MLZ mangoose ashes MLA leaves MEL the best senior year ever. MLA
leaves LG a "Beam and Read" and "Dave!"
1. Sam Arnold leave JN+KH "work the body", M+M some catholic girls; BT the "bet," and the nun (and JG) 5 bucks
1. Keith Aucoin leave Phil #5 Midnight at Max's
1. Marylee Barret leave Craig and Jenny my fattening french fries Mrs. Strout a stress free year
J.B. leaves room 118 smelly farts, lien stories to Mr. Ford's class the platians are
coming for you all, and I leave Frankenberg per 1 '95-'96
C.B. leaves RE carrot sticks and celery CB leaves YX the pizza song
1. Julie B. leave CB HOT coffee KR Twizzlers + hand-foot games AB-Casa de Figer + JU Stargazing, NEERG.my Poohpillow + "BOWB!"
SEB leaves JAL the CHEESEMAN and a never ending friendship, Ben a trip 2 Boston, ZB + TP a speeding ticket, JUST FRIENDS?
1. Karen Bell leave Josie Gilfeather more love than the law allows,
1. Arietta L Belknap leave Chris a Kiev, Debbie a man, and Billy a lifetime of love and happiness.
1. Justin Benoit leave Andy Barry my Jeep so he can get around without me!
1. JW my heart, EB-A watergun, HS-a lucky duck, SF-A Broken locker DW-Gin & Cher ZB+TP-a Date with SB, my twin-A cool punch buggy
1. Scott Bevis leave Rub a caddy bra, CT Reef, KD+CC a "Stop" sign, MD a bathroom, & AC New Year's Eve, BS my trunk
1. Nicole Bibbo, leave Tony B many fun filled times in the H.H. and CF. Brian's Foton
1. Carolyn Block leave T&K Wong house pillow, T CASME fish patrol lifetime members, silk team bahamas, Sam PS96', KSLC success
Stacy Bletis leaves Mr Carpenter the peak of the week and Mr. Tate two extra points and a new red pen
To Steve I leave Goatan. To TNS I leave some Japanese, a free TV, a bidet, and the Boatmobile. TO ALL: Hot Pants & Fun
CM +MN batman rings and pizza HS bubblegam SB walks with "M" man.
1. I Chris Boucher leave my pants to the CHS soccer team, and Tanya my Herren
1. Sara Bowen, leave Racie all the luck in finding the perfect car. To my brother I leave every possibility of the #3.
1. I, Chrissy Brodie leave Digger. my 2BF, TDwaffle & locker fun, TJ all our gossip, MK memos of Murf Muffin & Jackie the car
1. I Rebecca Bromberg, leave LM and MN the Whittier stairwell, Gas $ to KB, and Annoying Boy to Staci & Karen
1. I AB leave all the good times at the CHS to JPs2 I hope you have as much fun as I did, I leave MK+SS the pen and the frog
1. I Kerri Brooks, leave KG a grayhound. BK, KG, KH road trip '96. And Kevin I leave you the night we were deserted @ Robert's
1. I KB leave CB & friends a GNO. I KB leave CW a car ride. I KB leave my other 1/2
   "Another great time to be a twin"
1. I Cynthia Brown leave Stephen Brown the best of luck in CHS and Vicki Scarmeas a trip to Florida with me and my moms
1. I Amy Bunn leave KR and AR an 18th green flag pole and 2 fresh water fish and the 3rd lunch gang insulation
Vanessa leaves Trace & Beth all the "misty water colored memories of the way we were" + JL strength to deal-Luv you all
1. JV a wooden toyota TP a telephone pole. SB a punch buggy. SB ten dollars. SF a thank you
Tom C. passes on a decade of CHS O-Line memories to phat! Tony & a golden foot to Dom! DON'T MISS
I leave RR a 1/2 dz cream filled donuts, Jess S all the aggravation of Mr Sousa, Mr Thomas a big huge apolgy.
Will

I, Bia Marge, leave Chris Bacon to make his own bed, the neighborhood to Chris & Lynn, and Drum Hill to my boys in the crew.

I, Shari Ferman leave SB and Intellectual table, AW and encore, AB a sizzling snake, ZB some advice JM files and luck to the class of '97

I, Rachel Ferner leave BM a date with Claudia, Gummie Bears, Brownies, and RP's DICE.

I leave my homebox to my Buddy, Zak Paige.

I, Jess Fielding, leave JB to a Muskateer, TW and JD a special drink.

I, Laura Finnegan leave all the luck in the world to Micheal, J.S. and A.

I, Micheal Finnegan leave Katlyn Jenkins love, luck, and happiness.

Good luck CraigW on your senior year! Jay good luck 21 in your senior year you're legal! Matt good luck in the track have great years!

I, Nicole Flynn leave Sarah Ames all my green clothes.

I, Melissa Fournier, leave Jess Fielding a twinkle and a popsicle and Katie Mo an orange sticker and the hyper days.

I, Jesse Fraser leave LG a big Zucchini, DO, SG, LS Labor Day weekend and JF, SC and JD no ride to school.

I, Andrew A. Galpin, leave morning practices to future captains and Steve Brown the neighborhood.

I, Laura Gamache leave JF a big carrot stick, MS-read the jacket and a bottle to Scott, Lucas, and Dan. And JJD ‘IT’.

I, Herpree G, leave Hei, Jess, + Debi G. Night out, B-Boh a rob, a free $ + a zombie for MN, “Back” to Mac + L. Merengue for CM

I, Melanie Gano leave Rozzo my insanity, to KB “Naked, with a bar of soap”, to HM our “chats” in the library, to AK “I love you”

I, Kerry Gardner leave my favorite Jilly a little love and luck” and memories of our disco nights.

JG leaves an unprecedented silence in the library JG leaves a good bawl to SA, MN, KH + JN. JG leaves socio skills to MN.

I, Melissa Gelin, leave BL a kick in the butt, SJ 3S parties and LR a trip to the playground LAKD.

I, KG leave CW MS KB BAD! I need help! Nichole & Ayer Luv ya KD laughs 4 no reason finally making it through year 40.

I, Jodie R. Gilfeather, leave my chair to Kyle, magic fairy dust to Norabel, and a life supply of good Froot Loops to my twin.

TG leaves Girls Night ‘96 to JP AC FG CB NR2 GD!!! TG leaves Voorhies English class in summer school!!!

I, MKG leave CB “The Murph Man” CP a kick in the knees CC a discus tan, KH my “stresses” AW & SM popcorn in hotdog.

DOLleaveGBagplatedtohombokaGleavesMCthemanintheclosetJGlavesL Pirishespring JGlaveshelmshordsfohd8mm1cs

PG-leaves BG 1 51.

I, Gabrielle Goudreau, leave good luck and all my love to Steph, Holly and Derek.

Kristen Gould leaves Brook a job at Shorey’s + and extra set of car keys. To Kerri’s GM’s faith! To Debbie: the “Cupie”.

I, Tony Grasso leave Jodi Paquin our only trip & Where the earth and sky meet, & Vicki Scarmess “No Lips”.

I, Hihan Gray leave KW two minutes and I leave BM a never-ending game of Nerf.

I, Tara Hijar, leave Shane a party at Susan’s & Festivities & MI “Lill” & TW my friends hip for life.

I, Kristi Hanson leave Derek Eldridge the “Young neighbors” and the “late night”

Chats in my kitchen

I, Jen Hardy leave KFB CL196, hoochwear, our Greek friends & CHS gossip; NM an elephant in a PB jar, Reeses & a trip to MIT

I, Jennifer Harrington leave Krissy the best of luck with lots of love, JP a “P” in the woods and RO a drool on Larry Bird

I leave all my friends another year and 90 minute classes.

I, Vikram Hegde leave MK + point CB a knee to the ribs, and TC a french drop slip.

I, Betty Hejman, leave Armen & Chris enough gel to last them throughout CHS, & a thanks to all my friends who left me a set of keys

I, Jeffry Herox leave Nick Pierrogrossi 893 mountain dews.

I, Tanya Herron leave Stacey and Ita the musical tree in their care to pass on to those worthy of its magic.

I, KT leave MK a stress free year and Mark a number 8 and Anna a Gap sweater

I, MH leave KM “Pinch Pinch,” AE all our obsessions and mom someone else to laugh when you make announcements.

I, JH leave to all the people who helped me through the years I spent at Chelmsford High.

I, MH leave everyone luck and SA my $180 ticket for all of the times he escaped.

I, KH leave “the guys,” the camaraderie and bond between us all- may it never fade.

I, KH leave Alison N. & Suzanne R. 5th period child ed. and Marcia Marcia & Brandon K. locker #339.

I, Mark Hogan leave Kristen a couple of treats and something to hold onto for a long time.

I, Russell Holt, am leaving out of Nashville, Tennessee.

I, Kristen Horn dall leave my friends an invitation to hang out, MH a survey in the rain and TJ a date w/ Rainman.

I, Vivian Hsu, leave MM, MK, HK 4 great years @ CHS. AK& PA plastic covers for labs, and the best of success to JW & JY.

I, Anna Isaak-Ross, leave SW all of our studying parties, MN 32 flavors and then some, JH look it’s a Phish...

I, Tamar leave CB PB Chip & blvd & CB & KH oc trips & the gang rock n’ bowl (car) & KH my memory & dad a full report.

I, Jen Jenkins leave BM “shh, Daves playing,” JAB gets my ears C R gets the sweater she already has & I leave hockey my R knee.

I, Chris Johnson leave Sean S. Rob H. Steve C. etc. $100.00 for another night at MAC’S 2.

I, Jodi Jordan leave JR, BL, JG, UB, CS, NB good luck and Jay & Bruce keep trying! I love you guys keep in touch.

CL leaves best wishes to my friends in the future. Memories.

I, Anastasios Kastrinakis leave AC calc games & Bentley, CE the Me GAVAN & “Hanz” CE & MI 1st per. Gym, CP rubs Am the mic & A Dunk.

I would leave something, but I don’t want to.

I, Elizabeth Keane leave Bits & Debbie somewhere in the cape, the scripture to moses, and a swim at the REG to BK.

I, Joe Kelber leave KO my spot on JV tennis.

I, Brad Kelly leave LK a change of clothes in the mens bathroom and all my love to my wonderful family.

I, Nichole Kelly, leave Gina a sunny beach to dream on; Jeff a campfire and shooting star; and Brandon the maroon van.

I, Meri Kierman, leave -ettes a kickline, KR a towel, SA a teddy, MT a wagon, ML MMT’s, JM a somersault and BK a laugh and a hug.

I, Matthew Killiam leave crab apple CC and fall baseball to Collin MacDonald.

I, Robert E. Killeen, leave Alex new tools, soccer life + rehearsals to every one else, and I take all my memories of CHS.

I, David Kirk, leave CHS smiling, nodding my head, and walking away slowly; an open wind ow to future ski team members.

AK leaves TC all the soap opera sin 97& SJC good luck in CHS.

I, HK-C leave JL-Our trip to FL&A pen, MB tough, TE serenity, SW an inflatable man & sophomore mid-years, PG thought questions.

I, Brooke Kotfila leave Gould knowing-whatever, we can always find our way home and my love to my family.

I, Kyle Kydd leave the classes to come load music and a live nuclear weapon in my locker... I mean someone else locker.

Jenny Landers leaves my captivating smile and calculator to Jopit; my voice & dancing shoes to MS strout; To BJ- Gina homework.

I, leave Dunkstopings, insanity to miss watto MI, my song for VA. all the answers to TE, trips with PPPo HK, Gold Jewelry & freaky friends to SW.

I, JL leaves MT the “nothings working”, AL, helmet smack and everyone “Sassy.”

I, John Leonard leave the play-athon to the idiot who thinks he/she would have no problem planing it.

I, Kathleen Lewis leave Betty a key to escape her house and Leigh D. Mr. Miyagi’s bonzai.

I, ML leave absolutely nothing.

I, Andy Locapo leave Nick P. #3.

I, Danielle Luce, leave H.T. a black pick-up, mt. dew a mustang & Kawasaki guy and Susan a Beaver, and FOREVER.
I. C. MacKenzie leave MC+SP rule #1 MK all the work done for office asst SA 4 years at BHCC + future woodsawate nights at MMS
I. Lauren MacKenzie, leave Buck "Twins", Mr. Bits a trip to Dunkins, Berly some carpepin and Max, and Scarlett a slacker day
I. Rebecca Mahoney leave Jess E. & Laura G a Butt, a coke, and the Bickfords Bathroom to Kerry G a bug and a friend
I. J.M. leave little beef the Italian Princess and millions of baby kenos best of luck to em
KJ MF 1 DF: Whateva
Nick. Chris, and Branco "I I leave you the knowledge that every situation will be much better with the loss of plants
I. Brian Macrae leave Stacie and Joe good luck at CHS; But I'm keeping my DMB CD's
I. Carla Merlino leave MN-scenery & all the memories, EB-DC & frappaccino, AW fun kicks, HG-discrepancy, dishelled, and the mall
GM leaves MC some "Rio Grande" GM leaves JP S30 worth of Burger King food
Ruthy M- I leave my locker key to any one who wants it
I. Hilary Mason, leave my love and friendship to AK, KRAZY KAT to KH, EO "What should I wear?" - Hugs TW, Gelly JS and the subie HM
I. Billy McCarthy, leave Arletta all my love I leave Benny fun times at Stotts and a girl from his neighborhood
J. Leaves MS TPT+ Do u smell Bacon? J.M leaves LG sask J.M leaves EO Lisa LN J.M leaves HS-Hect+ EL J.M leaves Mseolg-bris to Bos
I. Kate McKenna leave J.M+JS McCoon-BM+SA-corporate Amer.-Greg a shovel, Chippy a seat on the bus+ Kris my love + a "panny"
I. Maura McMann, leave KW so many memories BK half a bottle BM a pst car ride at ZAM and all my friends the good times we had
I. Amy McMullin leave my heart to #3, freedom to Courtney and a new pair of legs to CJ
I. Nora Meenaghan leave JH a bed of purple tulips, Matt's love and luck, and BPM a good 4 years at CHS
EM leaves Li' Sis Amy, "How Does it feel having your DAD as principal?" and Delpapa Soccer Goals.
I. Laura M. leave Betty a key to escape her house and Sam C. & Stephan J. C.H.S.
I. Beth Moloney leave Finny Doorway Dropoffs of peppermint glacier, B/G a trip to Cpt. Frostys and MM a night at PS 100 CC
I. Emily Moloney, leave J.M the Kutzy memories of rblading & Oclub, MM lots of morning practices and Ladies BEAT AB.
I. Daysha Morell leave Buddha to JP NB EG and S10 to ADEG.
I. Katie Morrison, leave Meghan Stanton the broken window and "cousins" and Stacey&Sheila Happy Yellow!
I. Rebecca Morse, leave DP, SB and JA lots of eviet time now that I'm gone! Good Luck to the class of '99!
I. Patty Mourtzinnis leave Chris 2 more years & Gina another fight with Meg! Taryn a new car and Chantelle a walk downtown.
I. I leave Goober an extra set of keys JS&JL, a vacation from fundraising, MM a new car. Melissa all of my love.
I. Colleen Mulrooney, leave everyone ninety minute classes. The UW, the midnight swing and a red lightbulb to KR.
I. Susan A. Mumbry, leave AW Dolphin talk and a fight at the bubble, MKG ski tips, DListerine and EM a everlasting hug.
I. Jen Murray leavne Sam another run across the field, Emily just one more frozen yogurt, and Lindsay good luck in the future!
I. Kim Nakamoto, leave Alana Simorellis the pot in Mr. Berry's room and all the merde in the world and a roommate.
I. Jeffrey Needles, leave to KII the manly greeting "Aye-Oh" and to RB my fun mobile
I. Matt Nelson leave Sam a communter rail to cart me home, GT his own personality and I leave CHS reluctantly.
I. Melissa Nickerson leave Carla the Bunty song, Herpreat all the Little Things and Heather Turay our walks to Gary's.
Alison Nikonchuk leaves Jess P. classes with TP, Nicole B. a stomach acheand EG & NB S10!
I. Taryn O'Brien leave Lito an "L", Chantelle a car, Erin & the girls a night at the club Love Ya All!
I. Katie O'Connor leave JP, NB, EGand MP the best of luck since you're stuck at CHS for another year!
I. Kristin O. Off, leave Anjali a never ending friendship and to all my junior friends the courage to face one more year.
I. Erik Olsson leave HM many wrinkled shirts, MS all the near death experiences and DW directions home from Hampton.
I. Rachel O'Reilly, leave Niele, Jasmine and especially Megan G-love and luck and JH and JP someone to talk too.
I. Megan O'Sullivan leave Satuks' baby kitty to Jarrett Fay & Jenn's drink at lunch to Maggie.
I. Chantelle Oullette, leave Sam C. change the phone, Emily L. King Louise, Sarah W. lot #119 and Taryn O. gas money.
Skip Pajer leaves to JF "My House" and Russ "Pickey Gregg and the Brothers."
I. Maria Papandreu leave Steven the unplanned trip to Conn.CR more insurance on her car and DW the tipsy night at K.F.'s.
Alana Pappas leaves BH a key to get out of her house and JT & BD a muffler & exhaust system.
I. Jodi Paquin leave Tony a walk in the woods a pack of reds and a coffee"*May the four winds blow you safely home" Luv Ya!
Dave Pasuncan gives a freshly baked loaf to the class of 97 and my glasses to Fred.
I. Leavve SB a life CF a pair of hair clippers my parents that were always there for me and an alright brother.
I. Valerie Perry leave Nicole Polychrones C&C at theGround Round.
What's S&G?
I. Christopher Petersen leave CE a stick of certain Dry, JL a bottle of Tale, and HE's vette and AC's shery $ MT at Rat3.
I. Nicole Planeau leave Sara Rouke a bag of skittles, a packet of sweet and sour sauce, and a little bit of "G".
I. Jill M. Phillips leave Jen a bump at the rotary and Rachel a ride down Pilgrim. I love you guys.
I. Sandra leave the 3rd lunch bathroom to the hairspray club and trolley to CM and a big *@''/you to all jocks.
I. Adam Pieroni leave JC new ankles, SB a phone call to join soccer.
JP leaves GM S25 worth of MAC fond, NW and JS one wet chicken, MOJO leaves KRINKLE an elite VGA.
I. Shannon Pollard leave AC with the good times we had with BF and an article on synchro.
I. Rich Price leave, BM a 442, DE a piece of big red, SB his love, kiknasfland ting #5.
I. Kim Proulx leave 7 wonders toughness stuck out, summer trips, ski trips, advice, and Matt a bathroom to pee in for once.
I. Amy Rager leave JB the saving "didn't mean to pop it!!!" Good luck JB.
I. AK, leave JWhat music team and I leave AS all my notes and AB and KRI leave u guys the wet floor sign and 18th hole, pole.
I. Kevin Ready leave my friends a witty remark, SB lighting RM my VN TN TVpro TG have fun Sarah Ames my friendship and love.
I. Christie Reible leave JT swampstitches MPS caching in Dracut, AD tge stoE and JR my two smashed cars and Lori the fav. orange drink.
I. Christina M. Rhude leave Jamie - twila a "diving fart", Jeff death trap memories and my little neighbor Casey "B" his 99.
I. AR leave $2 in lunch money, a book on better detectives for Mr. Battle, a person capacitated locker and a lock of hair.
I. Leigh Rivard, leave CHS the flour trouble-markers LC, SC, SJ, and JG; MG a tricket and a trip to the playground.
I. Sara Roake, leave NP a Lit' bit o country, CB 2 quarters, DS and KS the bumpy car, and to RT- goofy. Lots of luck Jen.
I. Dave Robinson leave Jon Steimen a belt.
I. J.K leave memories of FF to the gang from P6 and rainy days to LC.
I. Sarah Rose leave Kristy Bland B's, Cindy a trip to Scroon, Jodi a twin sister, and Vicki and answer!!
I. Jason Rowe leave my locker comb to my buddy SM
I. MR leave good luck to CD,JB,AC, JC, and NB.
I. JS leave CF the best four years of her life. They fly.
I. Dianna Sachs, leave my brother Jeffrey love and little inspiration.
I. Matt Sager leave EO the snader and there's my IC! J.M SS in a 30. HM knock next time! LG thats the dumbest thing she said!
I. Jim Sanford leave CHS and all the B.S.!
I. JS leave NW, SC, AP, JP, a trip to Dunkin Donuts, JS leaves SC old spice.
I. VS leave mega Baruccicoll, Cindy a box of markers that she doesn't have to share, and Sarah no more JB.
Will

1, Melissa Ann Silk leave Mike the go-cart and Tim woman in a red dress.
1, HS leave Justin Pieroni 143 always and 50 million of something.
1, TS leave Jason Giwing Zae ungi ungi yook hoo booho Spanky SooHoo, Johnny Leonard’s peanut butter tires.
1, Jenifer Sime, leave SM the crunch and munch detective agency and “Fun Friday practice” to the girls JV soccer team.
1, Kevin Sinaskyr, leave KB 1 candle light dinner on the porch and a sincere thank you for being there. the guys sonelas and ride.
1, Michelle Small leave BD VB LT the upstairs girls bathroom 3rd stall, CHS without MF and MS & Lea all the to come good luck.
1, Jacqueline Smith leave JD and MG whisper cream and cherries for the green machine and HM beeps on wiggins for the GOD!!
1, Kara Sophigian leave SS lots of OJ, climbing out the bathroom window, + guy probs + MB the stress + lots of luck 4 studio.
Jason S. leaves the lower brass “when in doubt, leave it out!” also leaves the band in charge of Play-a-thon!!
1, Sharon Sousa, leave KS the armorry OJ + A reoccurring dream; ABMK the PEN + FROG, Deer leap to NG and more 311 concerts to LG.
1, CB, MD, MF, GO, FSD, and JPB. I also leave M, J, + A 3 fireman’s shirts, BM + KB
CM & FS, EW - a new smirk to TL & me, KM cousins.
1, Jan Steiman leave for all those coming up that is a learning process and not get discouraged.
1, Danielle Stott, leave SP memories of Tuscany and ski lifts, KH to AC, and lots of luck to poc.
1, John Stubblefield, wish to leave the subtle misery which is CHS within the walls of this god forsaken building.
1, Chris Stubbs leave OM to all who aspire “to use their creativity to make the world a better place in which to live”
1, Katie Sullivan leave the stars and the moon for anyone who loves to dream on them and cheese.
1, Stacey Lynn Sullivan leave Shane a party at Susan’s, and Jeffry many more happy times together.
1, Jean Sukus leave Jen Maggio my half full sprite can from lunch. Kate M.
snack well cookies & Meg O the “Drew” Scrapbook.
1, leave R.J. & A a pack of Marlboro’s and some lemons! I leave Brian and Rachel good luck! I also leave Chelmsford!!
1, Rachel Taylor leave CT a successful high school career.
1, LT leaves HT-twin towers ET leaves NF-a song about soup ET leaves MB-2 left feet!
1, ET leaves JT- tips in the back.
1, Jill Tresko, leave Allison Baclek the Tsunami Dance, Matt don’t think about Purple Elephants and luck to Lisa.
To DS “Oh Darn!” to AC Hablo Babokers! to KS less stuff to do to NP another class with Mr. Benser to SR the perfect cowboy.
Don’t forget Rides in Compu-MT.
1, Jaime Tousignant leave DW some happy memories JM a fun senior year and MT good luck next year.
1, Brendan Trainor leave Adam McCusker my #9 jersey and Best of luck at SS.
1, Greg Troughton leave Jeff Needles the summit of K2 to find & Sam Arnold the “Braves” and his sanity. Tamar J a pink pig.
1, AT leaves VB “Language!” “Shut Up Please!”
1, I leave the New England Patriots a super Bowl Championship I leave Jeff Trudeau a new putter Golf! Tcam a new golf course.
Thanks to Mrs Strout for all you’ve done for MFM BJ LH.
1, Helen Tucker leave HG and DT memories of old yeller and HG the Cotton Jim I
leave Amy Purple Guy and MT “A little lower”.
1, Heather Turay leave DL a pair of invisible glasses, a hubcap and Gavin To SM
kneepads and a VCR To MN the park.
1, Jennifer Marie Elizabeth Turco leave KR one more year of CB’s ego.
1, I leave JR Lason a 104 mtd fastball I leave Andy Chine helmet smack.
1, Deborah Turner leave HT & HG memories of the volvo with central headland and I
also leave AB dreams of Kd at S&K.
1, Matt Tymula leave Derek E “T” minus 10,9,8.... we have ignition!!
PSU leaves much respect to the class that had been down since day one. Down with the movement.
SB my life & heart! TP a day in the mudpits. Ziba new car & the disk. CM many
pucks & a stick. KM a prison life at the school!!
1, Lenore for God-ALW.

Class of 1997
Activities

Debbie Adler
31 Meland Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Spring Track 1
Winter Track 1
JV Soccer 1-2
Varsity Soccer 3-4

William Allen
39 Sandra Drive
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Odyssey of the Mind 2-3-4
JV Soccer 1
JV Volleyball 1
Student Senate 1-2
Student Council 1
Student Government Day 1-2-4

Sarah Ames
8 Higate Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Colorguard 1-2-3-4
Captain 4
Concert Band 1-2-3-4
Orchestra 1-2-3
Theatre Guild 1-2-3-4
TG Executive Board 4
Musical 1-2-3-4
National Honor Society 3-4

Pranav Anand
15 Green Way
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Odyssey of the Mind 1-2-4
The Lion 3-4
Assistant Editor-in-Chief 4
Math League 1-2-3-4
Captain 4
Rufus Porter Society 1-2-3-4
Knowledge Master Open 1-2-3-4
Thomas Jefferson Forum 2-3-4
TJF Vice-President 4
Mosaics 4
National Honor Society 3-4
Roleplaying Club 1-2-3
Amnesty International 1

Dave Anderson
10 Schofield St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Golf 2-3-4
DECA 3-4
Class Representative 1-2-3-4
Class President 3

Michelle Anderson
23 Monmouth St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Cheerleading 3
SADD 1-2-3-4
Key Club 3

Sam Arnold
48 Stedman St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Soccer 1-2-3-4
Captain 4
Volleyball 1-2-3-4
Capian 3
Voice 1-2-3-4
International Relations Club 1-2-3
IRC Vice-President 3
National Honor Society 3-4

NHS President 4
Cafeteria Food Council 1-2
CFC President 2
Puritan Ethics Club 4

Keith Aucoin
9 Joyce St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Hockey 1-2-3-4
Baseball 1-2-3-4
Football 1

John Bates
177 Wellman Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Wrestling 3
Soccer 1

Christina Baker
18 Wedgewood Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Julie Bear
17 Rivermeadow Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Student Council 1-2
SEARCH 3-4
Class Representative 3
Track 3-4
MASC 1

Sarah Beauchemin
21 Longmeadow Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Stacy Beauchemin
Student Council 1-2-3-4
Winter Track 2-4
Outing Club 2-4
The Lion, photographer 4

Karen Bell
5 Mansur St.
Chelmsford, MA 01863
Concert Band 1-2-3-4
Orchestra 1-2-3-4
Cross-Country 1-2-3-4
Captain 4
Winter Track 1
Spring Track 1
Musical-Orchestra Pit 1-2-3-4
Spanish Honor Society 3-4
National Honor Society 3-4
Ski Team 4

Arietta Belleville
5 Barton Hill Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Chorus 1-2

Justin Benoit
21 Barton Hill Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
DECA 4
SADD 1-2-3-4
Ski Club 1
Class Representative 3-4
Be A Leader Program 3-4
Basketball 2-3-4
Football 1-2-3-4
CYBL 1

Michael Bertolami
5 Rosen Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01863
Varsity Football 2-3-4

Nicolle Bibbo
15 Stedman St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Scott Bevis
5 Thornton Lane
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Soccer 1-2-3-4
SADD 1-2
Outing Club 2

Carolyn Bleck
58 High St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Varsity Soccer 2-3-4
Captain 4
JV Basketball 1-2-3-4
Varsity Skiing 3
JV Track 1-2-3-4
Class Representative 1-2
GUTS 3-4
SEARCH 3-4
National Honor Society 3-4
Student Forum 3
Class Secretary 4

Savroula Bletsis
172 Main St.
Chelmsford, MA 01863
Class Representative 1-2
Theatre Guild 1-2-3-4
TG Executive Board 4
Concert Choir 1-2-3-4
Treble Choir 2-3-4
Vocal Jazz Ensemble 4
Student Council 1-2

Garen Boghosian
9 Hazen Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Elaine Boroda
31 Longmeadow Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Sara Bowen
42 Brentwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Sara Bowen
42 Brentwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

GUTS 3-4
SEARCH 2-3-4
Student Council 1-2
National Honor Society 3-4
Spanish Honor Society 2-3-4
Theatre Guild 3-4
Athletic Trainer Asst. 3-4
Field Hockey 1
Winter Track 2
Spring Track 1

Michael Bertolami
5 Rosen Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01863
Varisty Football 2-3-4

Nicolle Bibbo
15 Stedman St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

JV Football 1
JV Baseball 3
Varsity Track 3

Scott Bevis
5 Thornton Lane
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Soccer 1-2-3-4
SADD 1-2
Outing Club 2

Carolyln Bleck
58 High St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Varsity Soccer 2-3-4
Captain 4
JV Basketball 1-2-3-4
Varsity Skiing 3
JV Track 1-2-3-4
Class Representative 1-2
GUTS 3-4
SEARCH 3-4
National Honor Society 3-4
Student Forum 3
Class Secretary 4

Rebecca Bromberg
14 Kelshill Dr.
N. Chelmsford, MA 01863
Cheerleading 2-3
SEARCH 3-4
Class Representative 4
Chorus 3-4
Thomas Jefferson Forum 4

Aaron Brooks
32 Prescott Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01863
Thomas Jefferson Forum 3-4
DECA 4

Kim Brooks
Basketball 1
JV Field Hockey 1-2
Softball 1-2

Cynthia Brown
18 Marina Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
JV Soccer 1-2
Basketball 1
Softball 1
Outreach 3-4

Jeanne Bryan
4 Dunshire Dr.
N. Chelmsford, MA 01863

JV Field Hockey 1-2
Drama Club 1-4
Outing Club 1-4
SEARCH 4
The Lion, sports 4
Winter Track 2

Chris Boucher
258 Old Westford Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Soccer 1-4

Sara Bowen
42 Brentwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

GUTS 3-4
SEARCH 2-3-4
Student Council 1-2
National Honor Society 3-4
Spanish Honor Society 2-3-4
Theatre Guild 3-4
Athletic Trainer Asst. 3-4
Field Hockey 1
Winter Track 2
Spring Track 1

Chirs Boucher
258 Old Westford Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Soccer 1-4

Sara Bowen
42 Brentwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

GUTS 3-4
SEARCH 2-3-4
Student Council 1-2
National Honor Society 3-4
Spanish Honor Society 2-3-4
Theatre Guild 3-4
Athletic Trainer Asst. 3-4
Field Hockey 1
Winter Track 2
Spring Track 1

Michael J. Carignan
10 Birch St.
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Brian Carnes
22 Berkeley Dr.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Varsity Hockey 1-2-3-4
Varsity Golf 2-3-4

Fonda Chen
165 Robin Hill Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Thomas Jefferson Forum 2-3-4
TJF President 4
AFS, secretary 3
Tennis 2
Math Team 1-2
French Honor Society 2-3-4
National Honor Society 3-4
GUTS 3
Orchestra 1
Quest/Quiz Bowl 2-3

Linda Chen
Tennis 2
Orchestra 1-2-3-4
Concert Band 1-3-4
Class Secretary 4
Thomas Jefferson Forum 3-4
TJF President 3
The Lion, business 4

Susan Chipman
14 Jessie Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Softball 1
Basketball Cheerleading 1-2-3-4
Captain 4
Basketball Cheerleading 1-2-3-4

Andrew Chirar
38 Brentwood Ave.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Concert Band 1-2-3-4
Marching Band 1-2-3-4
Jazz Band 4
Orchestra 1-2

Jeremy Clarke
66 Hall Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Skull Club 1-2-3-4
Soccer 1-2-3-4

Andy Cline
17 Park Rd.
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Football 1-2-3-4
Winter Track 2-4
Spring Track 1
Volleyball 2-3-4
Captain 3
JETS 3-4

Jason Collins
2 Laurens Circle
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Basketball 1-2-3-4
Winter Track 3
Skull Club 4
Baseball 1

Theresa Collins
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Band 1-2-3-4
Winter Track 3
Sleep Club 4
Baseball 1-2-3-4

Michael Cote
01824
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Sports/Dramatics/Community Involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alana Pappas</td>
<td>2 Lord Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Senate 1, Outing Club 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Pasucci</td>
<td>28 Biscayne Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Drama Club 1-2, Ski Club 2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valarie Perry</td>
<td>8 Dennison Rd. N.Chelmsford, MA 01863</td>
<td>Student Senate 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Petullo</td>
<td>105 Kristin Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Outing Club 2-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Phaneuf</td>
<td>20 Tadmuck Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Football Cheerleading 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Phillips</td>
<td>4 Higate Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Senate 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Picard</td>
<td>8 Crabapple Lane Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Council 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Pieroni</td>
<td>B6 Scotty Hollow Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01863</td>
<td>Soccer 1-2, Art Club 1, The Voice 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Pollard</td>
<td>70 Endmoor Rd. Westford, MA 01886</td>
<td>Marching Band 1, Swimming 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Price</td>
<td>14 Dunshire Dr. N.Chelmsford MA 01863</td>
<td>Hockey 1-2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Proulx</td>
<td>39 Freeman Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>GUTS 4, Basketball 1, JV Soccer 1-2, Varsity Soccer 3, Manager 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Rager</td>
<td>50 Littleton Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Softball 1-2-3-4, Field Hockey Manager 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjali Ramachandra</td>
<td>166 Pinchill Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Soccer 1-2-3-4, Swimming 1-2-3-4, Student Council 1-2, Student Senate 1-2, Outing Club 2-3-4, Theatre Guild 1-2-3-4, T.V. Club 2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ready</td>
<td>2 Abbott Lane Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Volleyball 1, Soccer 1-2-3-4, Swimming 1-2-3-4, Student Council 1-2, Student Senate 1-2, Outing Club 2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christi Reible</td>
<td>14 Longview Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Art Club 1-2-3-4, Vice-President, Student Council 1-2, Outing Club 2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Rhude</td>
<td>13 Arbutus Ave. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Swimming 1-2-3-4, SADD 1-3, Student Senate 1, Class Representative 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Rigg</td>
<td>39 Ledge Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Class Representative 4, Outing Club 1-2-3-4, SADD 1-2, Student Government Day 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leigh Rivard</td>
<td>18 Reid Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Baseball 1-2-3-4, Cross-Country 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Roake</td>
<td>239 Pine Hill Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Golf 2-3-4, Captain 4, Baseball 1, Soccer 1-2-3-4, Concert Band 4, Ski Team 1, Student Senate 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Robinson</td>
<td>8 Draycoat Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Track 4, Football Cheerleading 1, DECA 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Scarneas</td>
<td>3 Peachtree Lane Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Volleyball 2-3-4, Orchestra 3-4, Soccer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Rollins</td>
<td>10 Shedd Lane Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Football Cheerleading 1, SADD 1-2-3-4, Captain 4, Student Senate 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Rondeau</td>
<td>4 Biscayne Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Football 1-2-3-4, Baseball 1-2-3-4, Wrestling 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Rose</td>
<td>11 Amble Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Soccer 1-2-3-4, Winter Track 2, Spring Track 1, Ski Team 3-4, Outing Club 1-2-3-4, SEARCH 1-2-3-4, President 4, GUTS 3, DECA 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Rowe</td>
<td>2 Northgate Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Outing Club 1-2-3-4, Student Senate 1-2-3-4, Student Government Day 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dianne Sachs</td>
<td>6 Douglas Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Concert Choir 1-2-3-4, Treble Choir 3-4, Odyssey of the Mind 1-2-3-4, Mosaic 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Sager</td>
<td>33 Overlook Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Senate 1-2-3-4, Outing Club 1-2-3-4, SADD 1-2, Student Government Day 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Sinansky</td>
<td>16 Baldwin Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Baseball 1-2-3-4, Student Senate 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Small</td>
<td>419 Acton Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Concert Band 1-2-3-4, Student Senate 1-2-3-4, SADD 1-2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Smith</td>
<td>18 Belmont Dr. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Soccer 1-2-3-4, Winter Track 1, Outing Club 1-2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Sanford</td>
<td>270 Littleton Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Football 1-2-3-4, Swimming 1-2-3-4, Track 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Sartz</td>
<td>83 Gorham St. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Tennis 4, Concert Band 4, Ski Team 1, Student Senate 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yongjin So</td>
<td>109 Princeton St. Chelmsford, MA 01863</td>
<td>Football 4, Volleyball 2-3-4, Orchestra 3-4, Soccer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kara Sohigian</td>
<td>110 Westford St. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Council 1-2-3-4, President 4, Student Senate 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Soohoo</td>
<td>78 Davis Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Marching Band 1-2-3-4, Concert Band 1-2-3-4, Jazz Band 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Sousa</td>
<td>3 Pleasant St. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Student Council 3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Stanton</td>
<td>10 Manwell Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Softball 1-2-3-4, Field Hockey Manager 1-2, Wrestling Manager 1-2-3-4, Outing Club 1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Steiman</td>
<td>25 Grandview Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Varsity Golf 1-2-3-4, Varsity Hockey 3-4, Class Representative 1-2-3-4, Student Forum 3-4, Baseball 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Stott</td>
<td>10 Northgate Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Swimming 1-2-3-4, Outing Club 1-2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stubbsfield</td>
<td>8 Clinton Ave. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Swimming 1-2-3-4, Outing Club 1-2-3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Stubbs</td>
<td>121 School St. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Odyssey of the Mind 1-2-3-4, Thomas Jefferson Forum 2-3-4, AFS 1-2, The Voice 4, Outreach 1-2-3-4, Calculus Team 3-4, SADD 1, National Honor Society 3-4, French Honor Society 2-3-4, President 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Sullivan</td>
<td>40 Bartin Hill Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Field Hockey 1, Cross-Country 2-3-4, Winter Track 2-3-4, Spring Track 1-2-3-4, Student Council 1-2-3-4, SEARCH 1-2-3-4, Class Representative 1-2-3-4, Student Senate 1-2-3-4, SADD 1-2-3-4, GUTS 2-3-4, DECA 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Sullivan</td>
<td>8 Rack Rd. Chelmsford, MA 01824</td>
<td>Swimming 1-2-3-4, Theatre Guild 3-4, SADD 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outing Club 1
\textbf{Jennifer Satkus}  
11 Janet Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
JV Soccer 2  
Soccer Manager 1-3  
Outing Club 1-4

\textbf{Lynne Tanner}  
8 Richardson Rd.  
N.Chelmsford, MA 01863

\textbf{Rachel Taylor}  
7 Summit Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Soccer 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3  
SEARCH 2-3-4  
Winter Track 1

\textbf{Jill Teschko}  
163 Concord Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Swimming 2-3-4  
Spring Track 3-4  
SEARCH 3-4  
Outing Club 1-2-3  
Student Council 1-2  
Class Representative 2-3-4  
Student Senate 1-2

\textbf{Rachel Terrace}  
235 Old Westford Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Thomas Jefferson Forum 2-3-4  
Student Council 1-3-4  
CYBL 2-3-4

\textbf{Matthew Tevlin}  
27 Fifth Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Football 1

\textbf{Jaime Toussignant}  
614 Wellman Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Soccer 1-2-3-4  
Winter Track 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3-4

\textbf{Brendan Trainer}  
70 Carlisle St.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Baseball 1-2-3-4  
Basketball 1-2-3-4  
Cross-Country 2  
Be a Leader Program 2-3-4

\textbf{Gregory Troughton}  
6 Rack Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
The Voice 1-2-3-4  
Outing Club 4  
International Relations Club 2-3-4  
Soccer 1-2  
Spring Track 2  
Class Representative 2  
Student Senate 1-2

\textbf{April Watts}  
32 Evergreen St.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
SEARCH 3-4

\textbf{Doug Welch}  
50 Crooked Spring Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Cross-Country 3-4  
Wrestling 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3-4

\textbf{Meredith White}  
10 Sharon Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Field Hockey 1-2-3-4  
Winter Track 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3-4  
Outing Club 1-3-4  
Class Representative 1-2-3-4  
DECA 3-4

\textbf{Nathaniel Whiting}  
4 Westford St.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
The Voice 1-2  
Soccer 2  
Outing Club 1-2-3-4  
Ski Club 1-2-3

\textbf{Cara Whitworth}  
19 Chestnut Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
JV Hockey 2

\textbf{Mark Wholey}  
19 Ripley St.  
N.Chelmsford, MA 01863  
Football 1-2-3-4  
Captain 4  
Baseball 1-2  
Winter Track 3-4  
Spring Track 3-4  
Student Government Day 2-3-4

\textbf{Danielle Wientzen}  
1 Driftwood Dr.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Track 1  
Art Club 1-2-3  
Student Council 1-2  
The Lion 4

\textbf{Cris Wilson}  
10 Biltmore Ave.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
JV Hockey 2  
Soccer 1-2-3-4  
Amnesty International 1  
SADD 1

\textbf{Kara Wilson}  
10 Golding Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Soccer 1-2-3-4  
Class Representative 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3-4  
Winter Track 1-2

\textbf{Sarah Wilson}  
270 Littleton Rd. Apt. 6  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Field Hockey 1-2-3  
Softball 1  
DECA 3-4  
Outing Club 4

\textbf{Whitney Ward}  
15 Pinewood Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824

\textbf{Will Woods}  
8 Boyd Lane  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Odyssey of the Mind 2-3  
Computer Team 2-3-4

\textbf{Stephen Woodbury}  
12 Roosevelt St.  
N.Chelmsford, MA 01863

\textbf{Sarah Wright}  
29 Stonegate Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Athletic Trainer 1-2-3-4  
SEARCH 3-4  
National Honor Society 3-4  
French Honor Society 2-3-4  
Student Council 1

\textbf{Stephan Wright}  
10 Amble Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
CROSS-COUNTRY 1-2-3-4  
Captain 3  
Winter Track 1-2-3-4  
Spring Track 1-2-3-4

\textbf{Chris Wu}  
8 Armand Dr.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Basketball 1  
Skiing 2-4  
Tennis 1-2-3-4  
Math Team 2-3  
Orchestra 1  
Outing Club 1-2-3-4  
Biotecnology Club 3  
DECA 4  
National Honor Society 3-4

\textbf{Yuan Xu}  
5 Tollerco Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Art Club 1  
Thomas Jefferson Forum 2-3-4  
AFS 3-4  
Tennis 2  
National Honor Society 3-4  
French Honor Society 3-4

\textbf{Kevin Yang}  
35 Amble Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Soccer 2-3-4  
Thomas Jefferson Forum 3-4  
Spanish Honor Society 3-4

\textbf{Michael Young}  
15 Janet Rd.  
Chelmsford, MA 01824  
Cross-Country 2  
Track 3-4
As we come to the ending of this stage of our lives, we can look back and see how far we have come. I hope that this yearbook will help in doing that now and in the years to come. From our first pep rally to graduation we have grown together, supporting each other in difficult times and rejoicing in each others victories. It has been quite a process.

This book is the result of quite a process as well. Those on staff know how much of a growth experience this has been. I would like to thank all of you for sticking with it, even when it stopped being fun. I want to thank the General Staff, especially Amee Shah and Debbie Turner for their dedication. Underclass Editors Melissa Fournier, Amanda Gilfeather, and Jenelle Rockett were incredibly efficient. Activities Editors Anjali Ramachandra, Tamar Jeckneorvian, and Eewha Tran as well as Faculty Editors Hema Krishnan, Reena Shah, and Julie Wong worked many long hours to get their sections complete. I’d also like to thank Sports Editors Herpreet Gandhi, Helen Tucker, and Elaine Kuo. Business Editors Linda Chen and Jen Harrington, Photographers Stacey Beauchemin and Dorothy Wu, and Artists Erika Darling and Brad Kelly deserve a hand for their behind the scenes work. I save my biggest and most sincere thanks and hugs for Assistant Editors Jodie Gilfeather and Pranav Anand and for our advisors Ms. Karin Conrad and Mrs. Mary Donovan. It’s been a great year!

Good Luck to All!!!

Nora Meenaghan, Editor-in-Chief